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DESIGN EED the

CONSTRUCTOR
WATT OUTPUT
UNIVERSAL. 8

TRANSFORMERS-T98-T99

constructors work Leach is compete wíthm one of these
truly amazing output Transformers. Their Universal character.
lat-cs enable them to be u:ed In t wide rango of circuits. Covers
any ratio from 11 :1 to 1B5 : I -the ideal component for all n' perimentat work. TYPE T93 for single ended valves RETAIL PRICE
No

' lGXAI. GENERATOR IA Pit 5. 100 fiC'S to 130

Price £14.0.0. (Carriage Paid)

Far in advance of any other instrument costing up to £30 our TYPE. TP) for push -pull. The superior desizu and
SIGNAL GENERATOR TYPE 3 is the result of nearly two years' high quality of Gardners Transformers cr_urc
development in our laboratory. Triple screening of the RF oscillator with heavily cast aluminium shields ensures an extremely better home construction.
low stray field. Special attention has been paid to the development of a really efficient attenuator designed to be completely ír'15 deseriptnvc literature on Soma' fort and
M1lMir .1 Cosrpmunts toil! ba _enl upon
effective at TV frequencies. Before deciding on a signal generator
you will be wise to send stamp for pamphlet S5. which gives full
technical details and Illustrations of this remarkable instrument.
not
be
disappointed.
Better still, why not call and eee it-you will
Circuit diagram can he supplied at 2'6d. pot free

'1'11ome:

CARRIAGE
PAIL

ARDNERS

HOMELAB INSTRUMENTS
68a, COBDEN ROAD,

21 /-

LONDON, E.11

SOMERFORD.

Phone

Lt[Y 5651.

:

CHRISTCHURCH, HANTS
CHRISTCHURCH 1025

A new Super lightweight pickup

i

4VALVE
MAINS
RADIO
with

The finest pickup on the market
a competitive price

plus 2/6 corr. & ins.

Loudspeaker
Miniature
volt

A.C. mains. Size approximately IOin. x
Low running costs, completely self
contained. Receives medium waves, Home and
Light, etc. Moving coil I'.in. speaker. ALL COMPONENTS, INCLUDING VALVES, CHASSIS,
etc., INCLUDED. Build this fine set yourself -from
easy Plans!

with interchangeable heads

200-250

bin. x Sin.

ELECTRICAL SETS
19!6

The Electrical Experimenters' Kit
Stout compartment box contains 84
parts. This kit contains Coils. Magnets, / bost
p
terminals, wire, etc.. and completely
comprehensive Instruction look, with instructions
for making Voltmeters, Ammeters, Electric Motors,
sells, Dynamos, Buzzers, Telephones, etc.
:

I

f

for microgroove
Spot
Green
Red Spot for modern standard
Yellow Spot for older standard

recordings
recordings
recordings

These pickup heads are fisted with an easily
replaceable armature system complete with
semi -permanent sapphire.

Downward pressure

10 -12 grams for standard recordings. and 5 -7
grams 'or microgroove recordings.
Prices: With one Head £4 0 0 plus £1 14 8 Purchase Tax
Extra Heads each £2 10 0 plus LI 18 Purchase Tax
Spare Armature System with sapphire 14/8 including Tax

Telephone:
t

9

1

'

M.,,factwed

9
by

PRODUCT

"SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD.
WELL GREEN LANE BRIGHOUSE YORKS.
A

INSTRUMENT CO. SIRE T, THANE, OXON

at

R.
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Reception for
the connoisseur
THE

RC

TUNING

TO EASIER

w...

UNIT

ASSEMBLING

.'

*

The RC Tuning Unit is a {
p
highly sensitive, attract ive-looking, 3-waveband,
t
4 -valve unit employing
an RF Stage on all bands
It brings in Continental
4
stations,
short - wave
signala and the BBC Third Programme wich remarkable
fidelity, even in difficult areas. A switch permitssuperhet
or high quality TRF performance from local stations.
Price EI4.18.6 (Inc. P.T.). Guaranteed 2 Years.
30 -PAGE

ILLUSTRATED

As specified

version

A,M,PLIFIERS
( /
ISOLES)

AEROVOX

216

-6

4,000 v.,

116 ;

.02, 8,000 v., 21-

116 ;

;

.01,

.03, 2,500 v., 116.

POTENTIOMETERS.--5 watt wire -wound

.20 k.,

25 k.,
21 -. 500 ohm and 2,000 ohm 50 watt wire -wound, 316 each
meg., 2 meg.,
Carbon Type Potentiometers, .50 k., 100 k.,
1

116.

TEST METER.-7 ranges

as

follows

:

1.5 v.,

3

v., 150 v.,

mA., 60 mA., 5,000 ohms. 25,000 ohms, 2.1ín. dia. scale M.C.
meter. Rotary selector switch. Black bakelite case, 6in. x
4lin. x 4!,in., fitted with removable lid, also provision for
internal batteries. Ranges can be extended very easily.
Bargain price, 251-, plus 116 post.
Please print your name and address.
6

CHAS. H. YOUNG, G2AK
All Callers to 110 Dale End, Birmingham
CENTRAL

1635

Mail Orders to 102 Holloway Head, Birmingham
MIDLAND 3254

COILPA"CKS
Coilpacks

and

1220.

1355 CONVERSION !
SOUND, VISION,

TIME

-

BASES,

POWER PACK and
SPEAKER on One
1355 Chassis. Data for
London or Birmingham, 3,'

ea.,

10 for EI.
RECEIVERS TYPE 18. -Cover 6-9 mcls, and are for battery
operation. New condition. Only 1716 each.
MOVING COIL HEADPHONES with moving coil hand
microphone. Price 61 -. Transformer to suit, 21 -.
volt input. Output 180 volt 50 mA.,
VIBRATOR PACKS.
fully smoothed. Price 1916, plus post 116.
TWIN RIBBON FEEDER. -Heavy duty 300 ohm. 5d. per
yd. Standard K25 300 ohm. ribbon, 9d. per yd. Co -Ax. cable,
lin. dia., 70 ohm., 8d. per yd.. tin. dia., II- per yd. Post on
feeder and cable, 116. any length.

CONDENSERS. -.01, 5.000 v.,

NEW

11
G2AK
U

mfd. 1,000 v. wkg. oil -filled conds.,

APERFECTJOB

"Q "

illustrated lists of Coils,
Radio Components, etc

for new
all

Telephone: Croydon

THE

This .floarth's
Bare,aeioi s
2

stamp

SAVES MONEY

* SAVES WORRY'

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD. (Depi. P.11.)
Bridge View Works, Borough Hill, Croydon, Surrey

LTD

KENSINGTON HIGH ST., LONDON, W.8

G2AK

for con-

of the Type 25

OSMOR
Send

SAVES TIME

Coilpack is
the solution to the problem of coils
and switching. Just 5 simple connections, a few minutes work, saves
hours of puzzling over complicated
circuits -and gives you a becter ¡ob in
every way and at less cost, too !
All types available for mains and battery
sets. Complete with full instructions
and circuit diagrams.

unit of the TR.1196.
Type IB and Wartime
utility receivers etc.

PHONE
WEStern
3350

181,

*
The OSMOR

CATALOGUE

*

SIMPLE CONNECTIONS

*
*

.,

of Amplifiers, Tuning Units, Speaker Chambers, etc.
Write for YOUR copy TODAY I

5

,

AGCUMULATORS.-

Brand New, Multi plate, in unspillable
celluloid cases (3lin. x }¡n. x 4!n.), 7 A.H.. 2v., 5111.
SELF- FNERGISED TELEPHONE HANDSETS requiring no batteries. ONLY 12'6 pair.
RECEIVER & VIBRATOR PACK 21.- Complete with
9 valves, BFO, crash limiter and circuit, these cover
4.2 -7.5 and 18 -31 mc;s, but may have slightly damaged
switch spindles (wafers intact) ; pack delivers approx.
140v. at 40 ntA. from 6v. input. 37'6 complete.
TRANSMIT 1ER 21.- Complete with panel, control box.
key, valves, circuit, etc., the above two units may be
remounted behind the panel to form a complete station.
For CW, MCW or speech transmission, these also cover
4.2-7.5 and 18 -31 me /s. PA coils and relays have been
removed by Ministry of Supply, but may easily be
replaced. In first-class condition. 25/ -.
AMPLIFIER 1135A with FF39, FK32 and EL32, and
our " 10 min. conversion data and circuit." 15/ -.
RECEIVER 18 with 4 battery valves. tuning 6 -9 me /s.
" As New." 17/6 ; with batteries, phones and circuit,
27/6 ; plug -in meters -0/ mA 6/6.
9, CAULDWELL
RADIO EXCHANGE CO. BEDFORD.
PhoneE S
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A dependably accurate instrument for testing and fault location
is indispensable to the amateur who builds or services his own set.
Stocks are now available of these two famous " Avo " Instruments.
If you have any difficulty in obtaining one locally, please send us

the name -and address of your nearest Radio Dealer.
D.C. Voltage
C -75 millivolts
0

-5

-25

volts

C

-100
-250
0 -500
C
C

-5

0
0-25

volts

(as illustrated) is a highly accurate moving -coil instrument,
conveniently compact, for measuring A.C. and D.C. voltage,
D.C. current, and also resistance ; 22 ranges of readings on a
3 -inch scale. Total resistance 200,000 ohms.
Size : 4:)ín1. x 3 §ins. x l Chu.
Complete with leads, inter Nett weight : 18 ozs.
changeable prods and crocodile clips, and instruction
Price : £g : 1 0 : 0
book.

0-100
0-250

0-500

Resistance

D.C. Current
C -2.5 milliamps
C

The UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

A.C. Voltage

-5

0-20,000 ohms
0- 100,000
0- 500,000
0-2 megohms
0-5

0-25
C -100
C -500

The
milliamps, and
100,000 ohms.

GUARANTEE:

The registered
Trade Mark " Avis " is in itself a
guarantee of high accuracy and superiority of design and craftsmanship.
Every new AvoMinor is guaranteed by
the Manufacturers against the remote
possibility of defective materials or
workmanship.

D.C. AVOMINOR

meter providing 14 ranges of readings
of D.C. voltage, current and resistance up to 600. volts, 120
is a 21-inch moving coil

0-IO

Size : 4 ins, x
Nett weight

3
3

:

megohms respectively.

;ins. x 1;ins.
124 ozs.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers

-

Total

resistance

Complete as above
Price :

15:5:0

:-

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I.
'Phone : VICtoria 34049

WEARITE
MINIATURE
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. Iron
dust cores. frequency range
456-475 kc /s. Size 11in.
high, ¡in. x 'gin. Lasky 's
Price, 12/6 per pair. Post

VALVES.
ALL
GUARANTEED.

BRAND

NEW,

UNUSED AND

FULLY

Set No. W.P.1 -GKS 6E7 6417 5Z4. 6VO. Lasky's Price,
35/- the set.
Set No. W.P.2 -12K8 12K7 12Q7 35'.5 50LO. All CT.
Lasky's Price, 37/6 the set.
eat. extra.
Set No. W.P.3- Et'H:35 EF30 EISC33'- 1'11.33 AZ31. Lasky's
ANTENNA ROD SECTIONS.
Price,
39;6 the set.
Still available as advertised
Set No. W.P.4- E01135 EF3t) EBL31 AZ31. Lasky's Price,
in February issue of " Practhe
39
6
seta
tical Wireless." Price 2/6
Set No. W.P.5- C(71:35 EF39 CBL31 CT31. Lasky's Price,
per dozen. Post, free.
39¡6 the set.
SCREENED FIELD LOUD61in. p.m.
SPEAKERS.
Set No. W.P.G1T4 1 R5 185 1S4. Lasky's Price, 30/- the set
Supplied with output transformer, Ideal for use with Set No. W.P.7 -KTW61 I)1163 Kill U50. Lasky's
Price,
television receivers. Lasky's Price, 10 /- each. Post 1/..
34/- the set..
Fully insulatel Set No, W.P.S- KT\VG1 DHG3 KT32.25Z4. Lasky's price,
SAFETY FIRST FUSED TEST PRODS.
pencil type, with retractable point. Contact is only made
30/- the set. All Valve sets post free.
when desired by pressing top. Each prod contains a All the above valves can be purchased separately but save
cartridge type fuse and spring. Lasky's Pries, 4/11 per money by buying a set. full price list of valves will L
pair (one Red, one Black). Post Gd. extra.
sent ou application.
OSMOR TYPE " Q " COIL PACKS. Supplied complete wit
MAINS TRANSFORMER, TYPE MBA/4. 200 -250 volts 50
c.p.s. input. Output 270-11 -270 volts 80 nt /a 6.3 v. 3 a.; circuit diagrams. Simple single hole fixing. Whet for 40
kc/s I.F. These coil packs are aligned and tested in sets:,
5 v. 2 a. Lasky's Price, 15/ -. Postage 1/6 extra.
All prices include purchase tax. Long, menins,
EX. A.M.. COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER TYPE P.C.R. frequencies.
short
40/4, with 11.F. stage, 58/8. 1.0ng, mediums ,!
By Philips. Perfect condition. Aerial tested before despatch. trawler(LJIS),
land (L11TB), 42/10. Medium, short, short M-6 -valve Superhet circuit: BF Stage ; F.C. ; 2 1.F'. stages
42/10.
Butt.
Whet with frame aerial 45;10. All post 17
D.D.T. ; Pentode output. Frequency coverage-16 -50 nitro.
200 -550 mtrs. 800 -2,500 mtrs. Fitted in metal ease, black SPECIAL OFFER. 2 VOLT BATTERY VALVES. V,:
crackle finished, with built in loud -speaker; Flywheel tuning. Serecn (;rid. S.G. 4/6. V1121. Triode P2 2/, VR
May be used with any suitable power pack. Supplied com- Output Pentode. KT2 5/6. V1127. General purpose ttiS..i
plete with 6 brand new Mallard valves : 3 EF39 1 ECH:15 ; 01,2, 2;-. Po.;ta;;e :3,1. per valve extra. SPECIAL Plati.
FOIL 4 VALVES. One of each 13/ -. Post free.
1 EL32.
Lasky's Price, 610 10s. Carriage 10/- extra.
;

(

;

;

L A S K Y' S RADIO 9

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON,
LONDON, W.9
(Opposite Paddington Hospital.)
370,

Hours : Mon to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thurs. half day.
Telephone CUNningham 1979 and 7214.
Send a 21d. stamp with your name and address (in block letters please) for a copy of our current list of new manufacturers'
surplus and ex- Government equipment. The Lasky's Radio Bulletin.
:
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OF ISSUE

F.J. CAM MI

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

BY THE EDITOR

Beveridge and the B.B.C.
T the moment of going to press there B.B.C. viewpoint only which matters, and
has been no Parliamentary debate on they proceeded to give the public not what
the Beveridge Report, but inquiries it wanted but what, until a few years ago,
show that the B.B.C. has heeded the criticisms Lord Reith thought it ought to have.
and the recommendations made in the Report,
It became an Empire which disliked critithe chief of which were reviewed in last month's cism, and would suffer no interference from
issue. That there was room for a considerable the Government or the industry.
shake -up in the B.B.C. is quite apparent
Tho Report, therefore, although too bulky
from the evidence given before the Committee. to be easily digested by members of the public,
The plain truth is that the B.B.C. started has performed a valuable service in making
off on the wrong foot ; in its early days it known all the opposing views of those who
was staffed by people unqualified to found such wish to set the B.B.C. on an even keel. It
a gigantic and important organisation, and may be that in the process of reorganisation
it has proceeded year by year on the lines of some of the recommendations will be overa patchwork quilt.
looked or forgotten, since they range over such
And as it has expanded, so has it become a vast field, from trade union representation to
over -departmentalised and now consists of a high- frequency broadcasting, finance, selection
large number of watertight cells, which have of programmes, and so on.
given rise to interdepartmental jealousies,
The B.B.C. thinks so, too, for we understand
and in some cases have restrained progress.
that it is already instituting certain changes
Let us be sure that radio has developed the recommended in the Report of its own volition.
B.B.C. The B.B.C. did not develop radio on its
We must remember, however, that it is only
own. It has merely used a highly scientific instru- a report, and that the recommendations are
ment invented and improved by private not binding on the B.B.C. Indeed, when the
enterprise. No one at the B.B.C. in its early Report comes up for Parliamentary debato
days foresaw what it was to become. As many of the recommendations may be rejected.

programme time increased and the variefy
of the programmes became- more diversified
so fresh departments were started which were
not co- ordinated to the older departments.
To -day there is a feeling among the staff
of remoteness from the B.B.b. hierarchy,
and a feeling, in the absence of competition,
they are compelled to hang on to their jobs
because there is nowhere else to go. A high
percentage of the staff commenced with
the B.B.C. at. an early age, and they have no
other training..
In view of the disclosures in the Report,
the B.B.C. has received unfair praise in the
past, the publie confusing the quality of the
programmes with the organisation itself. Anyone can play a gramophone record and almost
anyone can produce a programme. The method
of selecting programme material and artistes
for the programme is open to severe criticism.
The authority has been vested in the wrong
type of people. The attitude has been, as was
once said at a B.B.C. conference, that the
public viewpoint does not matter ; it is the

P.E. Data Sheets

Commencing with issue dated February
23rd, our companion journal, Practical Engineelring (4d. every Friday) is presenting each week
eight free Data Sheets on the subject of mechanical movements. The series will continue for at
least 13 weeks, and will cover practically every
known mechanical movement, both in elemental
and combined form. An index will be included,
and so that readers may preserve then in
permanent form a loose leaf binder is available
for a purely nominal sum.
When completo the series will comprise a
valuable textbook on a subject on which
information is very scarce ; a textbook which,
in the ordinary way, would cost at least one
guinea. There must be many readers in the
radio industry who will find this information
of great value.
Those wishing to collect this unique series
of Data Sheets should place a regular order
with their newsagents for Practical Engineering
to be delivered each week.
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Nmnber
2,341,000
1,632,000
1,734,000
1,885,000
1,597,000
1,055,000
726,000

..

Total England and Wales
Scotland .
Northern Ireland
..

10,970,000
1,119,000
206,000

.

Grand Total

..

12, 295,000

The total includes 586,100 television licences.
Larger B.I.F.

THE thirtieth British Industries Fair, to be held
at London and Birmingham from April 30th
to May 11th, promises to be larger than last year.

Applications for space for the London section have
totalled 642,000 sq. ft., compared with only
549,634 sq. ft. for the 1950 Show.
Power Cut Warnings

J

WIRELESS

Monte Carlo Rally Organisai ion

Broadcast Receiving Licences

THE following statement shows the approximate
numbers of licences issued during the year

ended December 31st, 1'930:
Region
London Postal ..
Home Counties ..
..
Midland ..
..
..
North Eastern ..
North Western ..
South Western
Welsh and Border Counties

19`_''

_

AFTER travelling almost non -stop from Glasgow
to London, on thé first "` leg " of this year's
Monte Carlo Rally, the radio- equipped Hwnber
Hawk team and their helpers demonstrated their
fine organisation at a Lewisham garage.
Before the first car was duo to arrive, a radio
station had been set up in one of the garage offices
and Marconi engineers, together with a team of
automobile engineers, listened for a call to warn
them when to expect the first car.
A radio call was immediately made to check the
position of the second car and the first car passed
to. the hydraulic lift for a swift, but thorough,
overhaul. While on the lift a Marconi engineer
checked the V.H.F. transmitter -receiver.
A few minutes later the second car came in,and
was filled with petrol before going on to the lift.
During petrol, filling, the second car driver, Mr. H.
Pilmore- Bedford, made a radio call to the third
car and a mechanic removed the aerial preparatory to the car going on to the lift.
"

New Radio Industry Council

THE Radio Industry Council, reconstituted under
a plan adopted by the old- Council' last rear,
held its first meeting on Thursday, January 25th,
when Mr. J. W. Ridgeway, O.B.E., was elected
chairman, and Mr. G. Darnley Smith, vice chairman.
The new council consists of 16 members, four
being nominated by each of the constituent associa,
tioris (B.R.E.M.A., R.C.E.E.A., R.E.C.M.F., and
B.R.V.M.A.),- and nominations are for one year

THE Northampton Wireless Relay Company
have now included in their service warnings
of impending power cuts. When a cut is probable,
the rattier programmes are cut and a Warning whistle
from the East Midlands Electricity Board is trans- ónly.
Among other innovations under the new conmitted to subscribers, who thus know that a cut is
stitution are an executive committee consisting of
possible within the next two minutes.
eight members, 'two being nominated by each
constituent, and a committee of secretaries of the
Radio Courtship
constituent associations with the
IT is reported from America that a marriage is R.I.C. and
shortly to take place between W9CQQ (Samuel director, R.I.C., as chairman.
'

Jamieson) and W5NNH (Myrtle Thomey) in New
York. They have conducted their courtship over
the air between their two homes in Texas and
Indiana.

Stereophonic Stage Amplification

THE Regent Theatre, King's Cross, has recently
been installed with a Stereophonic Stage

Amplification System. By reason of the completely separate channels employed, one for each
THE Radio Trades Examination Board announce side of the stage, far greater microphone sensitivity
for
the can be obtained from footlight microphones used
that arrangements have been made
examination of candidates who live oútside the in this way, than from the conventional form of
range of a B.B.C. television transmitter, These stage amplification. The whole of the stage is
candidates will be accepted for the written papers brought into the effective orbit of amplification,
only on the understanding that they will sit the rendering the use of floorstand microphones almost
practical examination within 12 months of the superfluous except for special effects.
An ingenious method. of. balancing of the tu-o
opening of a television transmitter in their area.
The certificate will mot be issued until the com- separate channels, including microphones, amplifiers and loudspeakers, brings about a wonderful
pletion of the examination.
In view of this, arrangements are being made for illusion of direction. From the audience's point of
candidates from Scotland to sit the written papers view the sound appear* to come from that part of
the stage from whence it actually originated. From
of the May, 1951. examination.
Television Servicing Certificate Examination
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the producer's point of view it has the effect of
broadening the stage. and thus heightening the
theatrical effect, apart from ensuring that all the
sounds on the stage are heard effectively in all
parts of the " house."
The system is proving an outstanding success.
The installation was carried ont by the ELA
Amplifier Department, of Philips Electrical, Ltd.,
London, under the supervision of Mr. R. D. Carter Pedlar, B.A., who also designed the special type
of loudspeakers necessary for this new departure
in amplification systems. Otherwise quite standard
types of Philips ribbon microphones. amplifiers,
electronic mixers and loudspeaker units have been
employed throughout.

Obituary -A. W. Lay

149

Westgate Road, Newcastle -on -Tyne. "Acoustics,"
by E. G. Richardson, B.A., Ph.D., B.Sc.
WEST MIDLANDS' SECTION.-Wednesday,
March 28th : Commencing at 7 p.m. Wolverhampton
and Staffordshire Technical College, Wolverhampton. " Engineering Aspects of Industrial Electronic
Equipment." by R. J. F. Howard.
.

Loudspeakers in Station Refreshment Rooms

THE railway and hotels executives announce that
loudspeakers, connected to the station bloadcasting systems. are to be installed experimentally
in the refreshment rooms, at Edinburgh (Waverley-),
Crewe, Preston. Swindon and Bristol stations, as
soon as the equipment can be obtained. The object
is to ascertain whether train announcements can
be broadcast to the refreshment rooms without
causing too much disturbance to pay+engcrs taking

THE Marconi Companies regret to announce the
death of Arthur William Lay. B.Se., M.iust.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., F.Iiust.P., at the age of 58, at his home meals.
" Beresford," Galleywood Road.
Chelmsford, on Saturday, February
3rd, 1951.
Mr. Lay was well known for his
work in medical physics and electronic instrumentation, research,
design and development and enjoyed a world -wide reputation for
his work
in electro - medical
metering.
He was a consultant to many
hospitals, had attended over 1.000
major operations, and was a friend
of many leading specialists in the
medical world. At the time of his
death he was planning to extend
his laboratory and intended to
work in atomic physics as applied
to medicine and industry in
collaboration with the Marconi
Companies.

of

B.I.R.E.

THE

l

following meetings of the
Institution will be held in
The team of three Humber Hawks winch won the Silver Cup for the
March, 1951 :
best radio installation at time Monte Carlo Rally were Marconi LONDON SECTION.- Thurs- equipped. Bill Whitehouse, a famous international driver, is here
day, March 29th : Commencing at
seen using the Marconi equipment.
6.30 p.m. London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, Cower Street.,
Police Radio Patrol Arrest
London, W.C.1. " Nuclear Scintillation Counters,"
police .radio motor -cycle patrol, one
by J. B. Birks, B.A., Ph.D.
ALONDON
of those which recently went into action
SCOTTISH SECTION. -Wednesday, March 7th: for the first time, chased four bandits in a saloon
Commencing at 7 p.m. National Philosophy Depart- car after a raid on a jeweller's shop at Clapham
ment, The University, Drummond St.. Edinburgh. Common. The car was abandoned during the
" High Fidelity Sound Reproduction," by D. T. N. chase and one man ran into Clapham North Underground station. The patrolman dismounted and
Williamson.
Thursday, March 22nd: Commencing at 7 p.m. ran clown the escalator, and detained the man as ho
Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, Glasgow. was boarding a train.
" Magnetic Amplifiers," by H. M. Cole, B.Sc.

SOUTH MIDLANDS SECTION. -Wednesday,
March 14th : Commencing at 7.15 p.m. Exhibition.
Gallery, Public Library, Rugby. "A Transmitter for
an Experimental Eight -channel Carrier Wire- broadcasting System," by R. G. Kitcheim, B.Sc.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
NORTH- EASTERN SECTION. -Wednesday,
March 14th : Commencing at 6 p.m. Neville Hall,

BUILDING THE

"PRACTICALTELEVISION" RECEIVER
Price 3/6, or 3/9 by post
From GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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V.H.F. (Converter
A Self- contained Unit to Cover Down to 2 Metres
By

T.

W.

time ago an article appeared in PRACTICAL
QOME
WIRELESS on the conversion of an item of
surplus equipment to 2 -metre (144 Mc /s)
reception and while this unit would undoubtedly
appeal to some readers there must be quite a large
number, possessors of R1155 or other communication
receivers, to whom a converter covering 10 down to
2 metres, or lower, would be preferable as it enables
use to be made of the receiver's gain and selectivity
by combining the two instruments into a double
superhet. Additionally, the cost of such a converter
is hardly likely to exceed that of the altered
ex- Service equipment and most certainly will not
involve as much work.
That there is need for some such unit is obvious
from the fact that few communication receivers
cover even the 10 -metro band and several well known manufacturers have had on the market for
some time separate units, generally working in a
super- regenerative circuit, to cover these lower
wavebands, a notable example being the National
The increasing popularity
5 -10 metre receiver.
of 144 Mc /s among British amateurs and the
possibility that freak reception conditions may bring
in some of the 6 -metre signals from American
amateurs active on this band -and remember that
TV signals from Alexandra Palace were picked up
in South Africa 18 months ago-makes such a
unit a necessity to the keen short -wave enthusiast.

DRESSER

Circuit
The unit to be described was designed for use,
with a home -built communication receiver, but has
also been in use with a Hallicrafter and several
other makes. The circuit is quito straightforward
and its performance is primarily duo to quality
parts and the layout. As is customary in ultra short -wave receivers the latter has been so arranged
that the shortest possible leads aro used, and, of
course, one earthing point only for each valve. It
is good practice, if it is possible, so to arrange the
components, coils, resistors and condensers in
particular, that little or no additional wiring is

required.
The R.F. amplifier, an EF50 -an EF54 can
be used without any change -is so orientated that
the small shield usually used across its base and
soldered to pins 5, 8, and the spigot earthing tag
is now extended right across the chassis, effectively
screening all the input circuit from that of the
anode. At the same time the grid coil and timing
condenser are mounted close enough to the grip ì
pin to need no more than lin. or so of a-ire for
connection purposes. The 6SÁ7 mixer and 61-5
oscillator are mounted in close proximity to each
other on the chassis with their components centred
around the 15 mm. bandspread condenser, which,'
of course, is ono of the front panel controls. Ceramic,
valveholders are used throughout as well as ceramic

-

Ganged

Fig.

L-

Theoretical circuit of the counerter.
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feed- through insulators, of the typo used in radar
equipment, where wires have to be passed through
the chassis, and the tuning gang condenser is also

ceramic insulated.

Coil Data

The coil.data for 10, 6 and 2 metres is given in
Table I, together with wire gauges, spacing and
tapping point details. All coils, incidentally, are
wound on ¢in. formers and should preferably be
TABLE I

151

supply of 250 volts H.T. and 6.3 volts 1 amp. L.T.,
which may be drawn from that of the main receiver
or from an integral power pack. Fig. 1 shows the
built -in power pack which was used with the
original unit and it will be noticed that that faithful
standby, the 6116, has been pressed into service
again as the rectifier. It is not called upon to
deliver much in the way of current and therefore
fulfils the function quite satisfactorily.
TABLE II
80/75 Metres l'

10 Metres

Wire

Turns

Spacing

L1

I8 s.w.g.

6

Closewound

L2

Ditto

61

To cover ¡in.

L3

Ditto

61

To cover :kin.

Coil

enamel

Ditto

L4
*

-

To cover lin.

61

I

coil

Os '

21 turns*

W1fe
gauge

Turns

Spacing

Ll

26 s.w.g.

14

Closewound

L2

28 s.w.g.

52

To covert

L3

Ditto

52

To cover 1 Tin.

L4

Ditto

38

To cover lin.

enamel

6 Metres

Coil

LI

.

Turns

16 s.w.g.

3

Closewound

enamel

tap point

Ditto

3

To cover Bin.

L3

Ditto

3

To cover Bin.

3

To cover Bin.

Ditto

1

2

Coil

Wire
gauge

Turns

turns

11

Metres
!

¡¡in.

13

turns*

40 Metres
Osc. coil

L2

L4

-

From earthy end.

*

Spacing

tap point

Use with .005 pad trimmer.

From earthy end.
Wire
gauge

Osc. coil

Coil

Wire

Coil

I

Turns

26 s.w.g.

9

Closewound

L2

Ditto

36

To cover lin.

L3

Ditto.

36

To cover lin.

L4

Ditto

27

To cover Bin.

LI
-

enamel

10

turns*

From earthy end.

*

30 Metres

Osc. coil

Spacing
g
p

Ospc.pcoil

Spacing

tap point

Wire
gauge

Turns

Osc. coil

Spacing

tap point

LI

16 s.w.g.

1¡

Closewound

-

Coil

24 s.w.g.

7

Closewound

-

Ditto

11

To cover 3/i6 in.

L3

Ditto

11

To cover 3 /io in.

-

LI

L2

I2

Ditto

28.

To cover tin.

L4

Ditto

11

To cover 3 /i6 in.

L3

Ditto

28

To cover ¡in.',

-

L4

Ditto

21

To cover

enamel

4

turn

of the ribbed ceramic type obtainable at any good
components shop for about threepence each. The
coils have been calculated for an intermediate
frequency of 1,500 kc /s, but to got as near perfect
.tracking as possible and also to secure the required
coverage it may be advisable to adjust the coils
by squeezing or expanding the turns or by slight
alteration to the number of turns. Probably the
first is the better way.
All components in the circuit (Fig. 1) have been
keyed for simplicity and are given overleaf with
their values, while Fig. 2 indicates the chassis
dimensions and layout both below and above deck.
Power Supply
The unit is intended to operate from a power

enamel

in.

turns*

7

* From earthy end.

20 Metres

Turns

Spacing

Coil

W1fe
gauge

LI

22 s.w.g.

6

L2

Ditto

11

To cover

L3

Ditto

11

To cover ¡in.

L4

Ditto

10

To cover }in.

*

Osc. coil

tap point'

-

Closewound

enamel

From earthy end.
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Other Receivers
It is possible

that some readers desirous of shortwave listening will not possess a communications
receiver, but that need be no deterrent provided
they have a broadcast receiver going down to 200
metres. In fact, by extending the coil ranges and,
of course, using a switch with more contacts the
converter can be made to function as a highly-

8'

1951

the 6JS to chassis and swing the tuning -of the main
receiver through the 200 -metre point, say 5 metres
each side, to check that the peak noise level is on
200 metres. Finally, adjust the trimmer on the
primary of the output transformer until the peak
noise is reached, then remove -the short- circuit from
the grid of the oscillator and unit is ready for duty.
In conclusion the converter will be found to
fulfil amply the purpose for
which it was devised, and
with a little care in construction will give a signal
much superior to that
obtainable from apparatus
functioning on an I.F. of
465 kc /s, or from much of
the ex- Service equipment on
the market, because it has
been built solely for the
purpose for which it is going to be used.
Alternatives
To forestall any queries
which may arise .concerning
the use of alternative parts
we must point out that wo
are unable to give details
for using valves, coils or
other components differing
from those specified, and
any instrument such as this
which is designed for a
specific purpose must he

constructed to the original
design. Problems .of lay -out,
etc., are combined with
Fig. 2.- Chassis dimensions and lay out.
the choice of components,
efficient double- superhet for all bands. To help and the particular use to which the apparatus is
such readers toil data. for 80 -, 40 -, 30- and- 20 -metre to be put, and therefore the circuit and valves
bands are given separately in Table 2. The addition should be adopted in their entirety.
of these coils also means that the switch should
be changed to a 2 -pole 7 -way 3 -bank unit to enable
the new bands to be switched.
Icelandlc. Communications
When the unit is completed, in either form, it
can be tested in a simple manner. Couple it up to AN experimental radio telephone link installed
between the Icelandic capital, Reykjavik. and
the aerial and earth terminals of the receiver
distance of 75
with which it is to be used and tune the latter to the lonely Westmann Itlands
200 metres (1,500 kc /s). Short circuit the grid of kilometres -has proved so successful, and the
existence of reliable communication facilities has
led to such an increase of traffic, that the system
is to be replaced by a Marconi V.H.F. multi -channel
LIST OF COMPONENTS
link. This new link will provide eight telephone
Cl, C2, C3, C8, C9, C18 =15 pF variable
channels (by means of frequency divisions), perC10, C13, C14, C15,
condenser.
mitting eight simultaneous conversations.
C16 =3.30 pF trimC19, C20 =8+8 NF
The extremely severe climate of Iceland makes
mer.
electrolytic condenser.
such a link a necessity. Gales and heavy -seas
Ri =200n 1 watt.
C4, Cll, C17 =(tunmake
R2 =4.7 kn.
sea communications difficult at all seasons,
ing) 3-gang 25 pF
R3 =3.3 k2. I
and impossible in the winter.
condenser.
Ganged Tuning

Bendspread

-a

R4 =400 D. f
C5, C6, C12 =.001µF
R5 =5 kn. f
tubular.
R6 =20 ksz. I
C7, C21 =100 pF silver
R7 =50 kn. f
mica.
R8 =7.7 Le. I
3 International octal holders (ceramic).
1 International octal holder (bakelite).
1 2 -pole 3 -way 3 -bank wafer switch (ceramic).
1 mains transformer, as indicated.
1 L.F. choke to carry 40 mA.
1 1,500 kc /s I.F. transformer or two -winding
medium -wave coil.
119

Multi- channel Links
It is only since the end of the war that the value
of V.H.F. multi- channel radio links has been
universally recognised, though such systems were
previously used in many parts of the world. Now
there is an increasing demand for these facilities
in the many territories where line systems are
inadequate or impossible on account of the terrain.
The equipment is designed to give equally faithful service under all climatic conditions, rangina
from tropical to arctic.
-
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V.H.F.

Details of the B.B.C.
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Station

Experimental F.M. Transmitter

(3.20 metres). The drive equipment and the radin frequency amplifiers are like those in the F.M.
transmitter, except that the balanced modulator
bilities of broadcasting on very high frequencies in the " F.M.Q." drive is made inoperative. The
(V.H.F.). Though comprehensive, these tests did not audio -frequency modulator has four stages, the
show conclusively whether amplitude modulation final stage consisting of two ACT14 valves operat ing
(A.M.) or frequency modulation (F.M.) would be in class B push -pull, which modulate the output
superior for this purpose, and so it was decided, as stage of the transmitter. Supplies at 9 kV., 4.5 kV.
a long -term project, to carry out comparativo and 3 kV. are obtained from hot -cathode mercurytests at high power. To this end a new transmitting
station was built near London, and this station
has been making experimental transmissions for the
past few months.
The station is on Wrotham Hill, one of the
highest, points in Kent, just off the main London Folkestone road, about 20 miles south -east of
London (National Grid Reference_ 51/594604). It
consists of a single -storey brick building and a
470 -ft. mast, the base of which is 730ft. above sea
level. The building, which is similar to that of the
Sutton Coldfield Television Station, lias two wings,
in one of which are the A.M. and F.M. transmitters, a
control room, and auxiliary equipment and in the
other a quality- checking room, offices and canteen.
The elevations are to designs by London architects,
Messrs. Wiinperis, Simpson, Guthrie and Fyffe,
FF .R.I.B.A.

DTJRING 1945 the B.B.C. Engineering Research
Department began a series of tests in order
to get first -hand information on the possi-

Transmitter
The F.M. transmitter, manufactured by Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., has a power of 25 kW.
and operates on a mean carrier frequency of
91.4 Mc/s (3.28 metres) with a maximum deviation of
±75 kc/s. It incorporates the Marconi "F.M.Q.','
system of frequency modulation, in which a quartz
crystal oscillator is connected through a quarter wave network to a balanced modulator, the
susceptance of which varies with the modulating
signal, and in turn varies the frequency generated
by the crystal oscillator. The crystal is specially
cut so that it does not produce spurious harmonics
within the operating range. The chief advantage
claimed for this system of frequency modulation is
that the circuits are much simpler than those
of other systems, and therefore more reliable and
easier to maintain.
The output of the crystal oscillator is passed
through three frequency doubling stages and one
tripling stage to produce the carrier frequency of
91.4 Me /s. There then follow six stages of amplification. The first two are conventional push -pull
stages, and the remaining four are single -ended
earthed -grid stages with coaxial -line tuning elements.
The output stage consists of two BR128 valves in
parallel, giving an output of 25 kW. Supplies
at 0 kV. and 3kV. for the valve anodes are obtained
from hot-cathode mercury- vapour rectifiers in the
power -conversion plant, which is installed behind
the transmitter. The filaments of all the valves
are A.C. heated.
The A.M. transmitter, also manufactured by
Marconi, has an unmodulated power of 18 kW.
and operates on a carrier frequency of 93.8 Mc¡s
_

The cylindrical upper portion of the 36oft. mast at
This section is t loft. long and 61,ft. in
Wrotham.
diameter, and forms the V.H.F. aerial proper.

vapour rectifiers in the power -conversion equipment
behind the transmitter.
Control

Both transmitters are controlled and monitored

in a single kiosk. The kiosk has windows looking
out on the transmitter ball, so that the engineer on
duty gets a clear view of the tránsnsitters he is
controlling. On each control desk are switches
controlling the supplies to the various stages of the

transmitters and meters indicating the voltages
and currents to them. Special monitoring equipment is installed fbr measuring the frequency
deviation due to modulation and for checking any
shift in the mean carrier frequency.
Air -blast cooling is used throughout in both transmitters. The air can either be circulated round a
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closed system, in order that it may attain its working temperature quickly, or be drawn in from outside the building. During cold weather the air can.
be discharged into the transmitter halt in order to
warm it. Motor -driven dampers operated by thermostats control the circulation of the air automatically.
A concentric feeder connects the output of each
transmitter to a change -over switch via a filter for
minimising harmonic radiation. By means of the
change -over switches the transmitter outputs can
be connected either to the feeders leading to the
aerial or to test loads. The test loads, which are
identical, consist of short lengths of concentric
feeder through which water is circulated. The power
is dissipated in the water, which is obtained from a
supply unit where its temperature is quickly
raised to a predetermined value and then kept at
that value in order to prevent variations in the
impedance of the load.
From the change-over switches the transmitter
outputs are connected by concentric feeders,
having an impedance of 51 ohms to a combining
filter, which prevents power from being fed from
one transmitter to the other. This filter, which is
outside the transmitter building, consists of sections
of concentric line. The F.M. and A.M. signals from
the filter are carried up the mast to the slot aerial
system by a single concentric feeder.
Aerial
The mast is some 50 yards from the transmitter
building. It consists of a lattice steel support mast
360 ft. high, on top of which is a cylindrical section
110 ft. long and 6 ft. in diameter, which with the
slots in its surface forms the V.H.F. aerial system.
The support mast has a triangular cross -section,
each face being 9ft. across, and rests on a ball
joint which permits some angular movement under
wind pressure. The dead weight of the mast is 60
tons, and the maximum thrust at the base is 200
tons. Nine stays, attached in sets of three at 160ft.,
360ft. and 470ft. above the ground, hold the mast
erect. The mast was designed and built by British
Insulated Callender's Construction Co., Ltd.
The aerial system, which is common to both
transmitters and radiates horizontally polarised
waves, consists of 32 slots in the surface of the
cylindrical section, arranged in eight tiers, each
tier have four slots spaced at 90 deg. intervals
round the surface. Each slot is 8ft. high and lft.
wide, and is screened by backing it with a series of
horizontal bars placed one above the other at
one -foot intervals. In the centre of one half of each
slot and parallel to the edge is a rod, approximately
half a wavelength long, one end of which is connected to the surface of the cylindrical mast, and the
other to the driving feeder. Each slot operates as a
folded slot. This arrangement reduces the input
impedance of the slot from approximately 600 to
150 ohms, a value which is more convenient for
feeding by coaxial cable. All the slots are fed with
currents of the same amplitude and phase.
, The aerial was designed in the B.B.C.'s Engineering Research Department. The associated feeder
system was developed and manufactured by Mar coni's. The aerial is suitable for any frequency
within the band 87.5 Mc /s to 95 Me /s, and has a
mean power gain of approximately eight decibels,
which does not deviate by more than ± one
decibel in any horizontal direction.

April, 1951

-Power Supply

The station is supplied with power at 11 kV.,
three- phase, 50 c /s, by duplicate feeders, which
terminate on switchgear in a sub -station near the
transmitter building. This supply is transformed
down to 415 volts and distributed from the low voltage switchroom in the transmitter building to

the transmitters and auxiliary equipment.
A
50 -volt supply for the transmitter control circuits
is obtained from metal rectifiers, and there is a 240 volt battery for emergency lighting.

=

Manufacturers'
..................... Announcements ...................

ACE RADIO, LTD., Tower Works, Tower Road,
N.W.10.
DUE to increases in material and labour costs,
the following increases became effective as
from February 19th, 1951 :
List Price Plus P.T.
Minnigram A.C. £40. 9. 0 £17. 6.0 -55 gns.
D.C.
43. 7.10
18.11.2 -58
3 -speed
44. 2. 6
18.17.6 -60 ,
Mayfair 1 -speed
52.19. 0
22.13.0 -72
3
56.12. 6
24. 4.6 -77
Three new models are also announced.

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL, Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL also announce the

following increase in retail prices of current
models, as from February 1st, 1951 :
603A Radiogram-from 69 gns. (Tax paid) to
75 gns. (Tax paid).
1502U 12in. Table Television -from 59 gns.
(Tax paid) to 62 gns. (Tax paid).
1800A Projection Television-(Picture size 13in.
by 10 -in.) -from 92 gns. (Tax paid) to 96 gns.
(Tax paid).
704A Projection Television- (Picture size 1Sin.
by 13in.) -from 130 gns. (Tax paid) to 136 gns.
(Tax paid).

MULLARD ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, LTD.,
Century
W.C.2.

House,

TO

Shaftesbury

Avenue, Londod,

assist dealers in estimating and ordering their
stocks of maintenance valves for television
receivers, the Valve Sales Department of Mullard
Electronic Products, Ltd., has recently compiled a
list of the most popular Mullard valves used in the
vision sections of television receivers. The sound
sections of the receivers are already adequately
covered by the well -known Mullard " 94 " and
" 36 " lists.
The new list is being circulated to all _Bullard
valve dealers with the regular monthly mailing.
The demand for certain maintenance types is
greater than for others and will, ofcourse, vary for
different television areas. A number of stars have
accordingly been placed against each. type in the
list denoting its popularity from the point of view
of estimated maintenance sales during 1951 for
the London, Birmingham and Northern television
areas respectively.
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received a welter of correspondence
IHAVE
from readers wishing to set me right on the

subject of L.P.R. and to guide my erring footsteps
into the paths of rectitude from which they think
I have in my technical juvenescence strayed.
I am grateful to them all. The letters published
in this issue summarise the points made by most
of niy correspondents, and so I am looking into the
matter again and will issue progress reports from
time to time.
The general view seems to be that L.P.R. is
wanted, that it is inevitable, and that some of the
larger companies are deliberately holding back
this scientific development because of vested
interests.
On the contrary I believe they are protecting
the best interests of their gramophone-using
public because it will take many years to re- record
all of the titles in the gramophone catalogue,
in other words, whilst L.P.R. may be a good
thing, the moment is not ripe for its general
introduction.
It is my own view that in the distant future
we shall net use wax records at all, but a strip of
celluloid with a sound track on it, a photo -electric
cell and the usual amplifier-in other words,
something similar to the sound track on a talkie.
Such a machine was actually marketed many
years ago, styled, I believe, the Cellophono, but
its sponsors were bought out and the idea killed.
One spool of filin occupying about the same space
as an ordinary gramophone record would contain

a recording of a complete opera, which could be
played non -stop without the inconvenience of
frequent change of record and needle.
Automatic record changers do not entirely
eliminate the difficulty.
The gramophone needle is a destructive tool,
and it cannot be said that the life of an ordinary
wax disc is long, notwithstanding the multitudinous needles which have been produced. They
may improve quality, but they do not improve
the life of the record.
The gramophone of to -day with a pick -up or
sound box will be as out of date 50 years hence
as Edison's wax cylinder.
At the saine time I want to make it quito clear
that the pro -L.P.R. and the anti- L.P.R. must
not play battledore and shuttlecock with. me over
this matter.
Recording Telefilms

that the B.B.C. claims to have perfected
ILEARN
its system of recording Telefilms
new
;
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additional fees for two reproductions and a percentage of revenue thereafter.
The B.B.C. probably quotes as a precedent
for these projected arrangements the system of
transcription radio programmes which has been
in operation for some years. Needless to say I.
am filled with dismay at the prospect arising
from any system such as this. It means that we
voluntarily surrender ourselves to the domination
of the dollar at the cost of our artistic integrity.
Very few of the plays now transmitted are ideal
for the American market: They are made for
Englishmen. The time may come when if a choice
has to be made between a; play suitable for this
country and one with Transatlantic possibilities, tlio
Americans will have it every time.
Moreover, we in this country will be made to
submit to American requirements and accustom
ourselves to a play of 56 minutes duration. More
trouble lies ahead with the actors. They will
rightly demand higher fees if they know that
their efforts will help to advertise somebody's
medicine in 20,000,000 American homes. Cost
of production will rise all round. Every play for
America will have to be glossier than the home
product and include star names.
Canada and Australia may be operating before
the year is out. By all means let us sell them
recorded plays-but English plays made for
English audiences.
The B.B.C. may argue that with a greater revenue
it will be possible to spend more money and so
secure better results, to which I reply, that overnight the Government could sequestrate all of the
B.B.C. profits above a certain figure, if a national
emergency arose. We have just arrived at the
time when, thanks to more studio space and extra
equipment, it is possible to provide longer rehearsal
times. If the telefilm system is so good, then a
play can be made like an ordinary film, shot by
shot, and assembled later.
Moro money probably spells bigger and more
luxurious sets. This, however, takes little account
of the medium which still remains a comparatively
small area of tube as the theatre stage. Unfortunately there is no evidence that the B.B.C.
has the commercial ability to extract good terms
from hard bargains.
It is my ,profound hope that this scheme will
not go ahead. It is not in the best interests of
television nor broadcasting.
The Practical Television Receiver
I have just commenced construction of the
Practical Television Receiver described in the
3s. 6d. booklet (by post 3s. 9d.) published from the
offices of this Journal. I like the performance of the
prototype so much that I do not think it can be

apparatus has been developed at its research
station and will be in full operation by October.
The B.B.C. then proposes to telefilm suitable
productions and sell them to sponsors in America.
Equity I am also informed have discussed recording beaten by the best commercial receiver. In
payments to actors at the rate of 100 per cent. many ways it is superior.
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Radio Amateurs Examinations

The 1950 Test Paper and
order that prospective transmitting amateurs
may gain some idea of the standard required
by the G.P.O. Examinations, we again give
the full Test Paper set in May last. The City and
Guilds of London Institute have reported on this
Examination and their report follows the paper :
All questions should be attempted. Use should be
made of diagrams where applicable. The maximum
possible marks obtainable is affixed to each question.
1. With the aid of a diagram, describe the
essential features of a crystal -controlled radio
transmitter suitable for the 14 Mc /s frequency
band and indicate the method of keying. (15 marks.)
2. Describe a superheterodyne receiver suitable
for the reception of C.W. signals over the frequency
range 1 to 20 Mc /s. Illustrate your answer with a
(15 marks.)
block diagram.
3. State what requirements have to be met
under the non -interference conditions of " The
Postmaster -General's Licence to Establish An
(15 marks.)
Amateur Wireless Station."
4. Describe a heterodyne frequency meter and
explain how it is used to measure the frequency
(15 marks.)
of a transmitter.
5. What is understood by " radiation characteristics " ?
With the aid of diagrams, describe the radiation
characteristics of a horizontal dipole with and
(10 marks.)
without reflector.
6. Explain
either (a) the meaning of class A, class B and
class C amplification,
or (b) the method of neutralising a power
(10 marks.)
amplifier.
7. Two inductors of 10 and 20 microhenrys
are connected in series ; two others of 30 and 40
microhenrys are also connected in series. What
is the equivalent inductance if these series combinations are connected in parallel ? Assume that
(10 marks.)
there is no mutual induction.
8. (a) What is the relation between the frequency
and the wavelength of a radio wave ?
(b) What are the frequencies corresponding
to wavelengths 30 km., 150 m., and

I\

-

10 cm.

?

Why are wavelengths shorter than 5
metres generally unsuitable for longdistance communication ? (10 marks.)
Report on the Papers
The following general report is given on the
papers as a whole and is not necessarily applicable
to the work from individual schools.
Number of Number of Number of Percentage
(c)

Passes

Failures

of Failures

653

170

20.6

10

7

3

30

Home 885
Over13
seas

628

257

29

8

fi

Year

Candidates

1950

'Horde 823
Overseas

'

a Report on the Results
to the questions, was fairly high. Practically all
questions were attempted by the candidates. A
report on each question follows :
Question 1 (Transmitter) : Well done by most
candidates. A small number of the candidates
in their diagrams of single -ended power amplifier
stages indicated incorrectly the method of
neutralisation by showing the neutralising condenser
connected directly between the anode end of the
coil and the grid and the high tension supply
connected to the end of the anode coil.
Question 2 (Receiver) : Very well done by
practically all candidates.
Question 3 (Non- interference conditiois of Licence) :
Well done by most candidates,
'Question 4 (Heterodyne frequency meter) : Fairly
well done by most candidates.
Question 5 (Aerial radiation) : Well done by
practically all candidates.
Question 6 ((a) Classes of amplification or alternatively (b) neutralisation) : About 75 per cent. of
the candidates chose the first alternative, which
practically all answered very satisfactorily. The
remainder of the candidates who chose (b) satisfactorily described the procedure for neutralising
a power amplifier, but a fair number of the candidates
showed incorrectly in their diagrams the position
of the neutralising condenser and the high tension
lead (see report on Question 1).
Question 7 (Calculation) : Well done by practically
all candidates.
Question 8 (Frequency, wavelength and propagation) : Well done by practically all candidates.

Largest Valve- driven H.F. Generator
in Europe
PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LIMITED -announce
the completion of their latest High- frequency
Induction Heating Generator, Type F280, which
has a maximum output of 150 kW. (continuous)
and 200 kW. (intermittent). This equipment,
which has recently been installed at the De
Havilland Propellers Ltd., Hatfield, for hardening
purposes, represents the most powerful and up -to.
date valve- driven; high frequency generator in

Europe.
The F280 is designed for operation on a mains
supply voltage of 380 -440 v.; 3 phase, 50 cycles,
and requires a maximum mains, power input of
280 k.V.A.
' The valve complement- consists of one oscillator
valve, one grid bias valve, and six rectifier valves.
Two spare valves aro housed in the generator.
The filament voltage of the oscillator valve is
maintained constant by an automatic, motor driven regulator.
A wide choice of automatic operating -time
ranges is effected by the fitting of two synchronous
motor timers.
The equipment measures approximately 7ft. in
height, 44fí:... in. width and 12fí. in .depth, and
weighs 3 tons. For ease of transport the heavy coin punents are readily removable arid the framework
of the whole equipment divides into two sections.

i

.

1949

38.5

The number of entries for the 1950 Radio
Amateurs' Examination showed a alight decrease
as, compared with former years. The general
standard of candidates' work in-the 1950 examination, both technically and in. the method of approach
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Converting the T/R9
Adapting

a

Popular "Surplus" Receiver
By

G. RAYER

F.

AN examination of the pages of PRACTICAL
WIRELESS will show that T /R9 receivers
are offered by various advertisers at prices
ranging from 12s. fd. upwards, completo with
valves. As these receivers stand they are not
very suitable for ordinary purposes ; some controls
are awkwardly situated on top, the gang condenser
is intended to bo operated by means of a remote control arrangement to be attached at the side,
and the waveband does not allow the most popular
frequencies to be tuned.
These difficulties oan be overcome by rebuilding
in more conventional form construction is easy
because the chassis is ready drilled, and the blank
aluminium sheet, flanged and already riveted
to the chassis, can become tho panel. At the
same time the unrequired, tmtcmed R.F. stage
can bo omitted, together with one L.F. stage
(making a 4-valve circuit), and the coils rewound.
The final circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Ganged
bandspread tuning is employed ; the bandsetting
condensers are not ganged, and this enables the
RF. stage to be aligned with the detector throughout the tuning range without difficulty, maintaining
an excellent degree of efficiency.
A .5 megohm volume control with switch, tuning
dial for the bandspreading condenser, and .0002
pF. reaction condenser will need to be obtained
separately. All other parts, including coil formers,
fixed and variable condensers, resistors, valveholdes, screening cans, flexible coupler, H.F.
and L.F. chokes, bolts, spacing pillars, etc., will
be found in the T /R9 set.
Dismantling and Construction
The receiver should ho dismantled by cutting

all leads and unscrewing all bolts. The metal
brackets holding the variable condensers vertically
above the centre of the chassis aro not further

-

A view of the »aodifed receiver.

required.

All resistors and condensers, where
affixed to tag hoards, are numbered. These
numberings have been shown in Fig. 1 to facilitate
reconstruction. If these numbers are followed,
and the colour coding of the resistors not read,
take care 1;6 and R9 (1 megotan and 0.1 megohm
respectively) are not confused.

t
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circuit of the receiver with components numbered as in the T /R9.
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As the nuts are varnished, pliers. should be
used to hold them while the screw driver is
In a few difficult instances it may be
used.
necessary to apply methylated spirit to the
shellac to soften it. As the T /R9 set has only
two tuned circuits the third set of plates on the
bandspreading condenser is omitted in some
models ; if they are present, ignore them when
wiring.
If necessary, clean up the chassis and varnish
the surface which will now become the panel.
Two valveholder holes will now be iunused.

D

V2

c

Detector

2pF

MC.
V3

L`F
Ganged

3andspread
Condsrs.

9

a

Not
Used

a

I=I

V

Output
ÇF
Choke

connection, is mounted on One of the small tag
boards which have been removed from the receiver.
20 S.W.G. tinned copper wine can be used for
connections, in conjunction with insulating sleeving.
with lengths of flex for battery leads. The suitably marked G.B. plugs can be used, but H.T. and
L.T. connectors will have to be purchased separately.
All components and wiring below chassis will
be seen from Fig. 4. The pieces extending from
front to rear, ividing the chassis into four compartments, are left in position. Leads pass through
the holes in them where necessary. All points
marked " M.C." are taken to
the chassis itself. It is suggested
41
that the timing coils be left
until last, all the other wiring
being done. The finished coils
will be mounted. above the two
large holes near the panel.
Anode Cao of V/
Each coil and screening can
A/
has three fixing feet, and the
/0 c/4ia
chassis is ready drilled for
these. The lead from the centre
tag of the volume control is
A
taken through screened braiding.

-=

®

e

C/2

Modifying the Coils
As removed from the receiver.
the coils each have a single
winding of 13 turns, the
former being threaded and
1 in. in diameter. Remove
these windings; replacing the
wire (20 S.W.G. tinned -copper>
so as to obtain 7 turns, double spaced (e.g., leave one blank
" thread " between each turn).
This is the winding shown
on each coil in Fig. 2 between
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Fig. 3. -Above chassis layout and wiring details.
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Bandspread Tuning

One is concealed by the 2 , F.
condenser ; the other comes
below the left -hand handset
condenser, and the parts are
bolted down in the positions

1951

\'

and 2.
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shown in Fig. 3.
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The gang condenser is bolted
R.
/Ó
from below, the flexible coupler
g
and rod being used to extend
e
e
11
the drive front the tuning dial. 5
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ó/I ®M/
11
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The two single-ganig condensers NF
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zi
each have 0 -180 deg. dials,
c
20Kn
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with reductiondrives, and
RJJ
f
should be mounted on the panel, MC
ç
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readjusting. The metal brackets
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'G.B.- ISv.
0002/uF
Output
LT- ' 54in
contact with either shoving
connection
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or fixed plates, so it may be
ó On -Off Sw.
mounted on the chassis. C12;
Fig. 4.:-Below chassis wiring details.
providing an optional aerial
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Now interwind three turns of 30 D.C.C. or
The reaction control will not be very critical on
similar wire in the unoccupied threads as shown many of the more powerful stations, but should be
between points 3 and 4. These windings are for used carefully to hold the detector in a sensitivo
aerial and R.F. coupling.
condition when searching for weak signals.
Leave a ¡in space below the windings on one coil
If more economical H.T. consumptiòn is desired,
the grid bias voltages may be increased to 3 and 6i
Screening
'ti
respectively.
Can
To Cis
To

Amide
d
To

j
E,ë

Radiomobile Car Radio
100 receiver which
THEin Model
our issue dated February

was illustrated
has now been
superseded, and is replaced by the Model 4200

r-

Aerial

Condenser

To

Reaction

Condenser

HT

To

b

Detector

}

M.C.

Anode

Aerial Coil
Note: MC. Is Connection

Detector Coil
To

Metal Chassis

Fig. 2.-Coil wiring details.

and put on five. turns, side by side, of 30 D.C.C.
or similar wire, for reaction. (Points 5 and 6.)
All the ends go down inside the coils, except for
end 3 on the detector coll. This is passed through
a hole in the screening can, and taken to the R.F.
valve anode cap.
Bolt the coils in position and wire them up.
Then placo the cans in position and secure them
with nuts. A very slight dent or cut with a file
will be necessary where the extension spindle
passes from the flexible coupler, so that this may
turn without friction, insufficient space existing
between the cans as they stand.
Coils wound in this way will tune from approximately 18 to 24 metres, thus enabling the most
popular and satisfactory short wave bands to be
covered. The threaded formers ensure the coils
will match satisfactorily and their performance The new Radiomobile Car Radio Model 4200 receiver
seems to be superior to midget type coils.
and its power pack.
Operational Adjustments
illustrated above, price 20 gns. plus P.T. This
Four of the original valves of appropriate type is an 8- valve. receiver covering both medium
are inserted. If an earth is used, take it to H.T. and long waves and has a performance equal to
negative or chassis. Excellent speaker results will the standard homo receiver. There are five pushbe obtainable, though phones can be used for weak, buttons, as well as manual tuning, and each button
long -distance stations, and a change -over switch is easily adjustable to a variety of stations. Another
can be fitted. The choke output circuit enables the refinement to be found on this receiver is a four phones to be earthed, avoids current through them, position tone control. It is claimed that the output
and prevents the possibility of an open anode is sufficient to operate two of the larger size
circuit. The desired band is selected by means loudspeakers. We should also like to take this
of the handset condensers, the R.F. control being opportunity of pointing out that the name of the
peaked for maximum volume. The centre control company has been changed to S. Smith & Sons
Radiomobile) Ltd.
is then used for tuning, giving accurate alignment
over a narrow band and also " spreading out " the
dial readings of crowded amateur or other
transmitters.
If the small dials on the two single -gang conEdited by F. J. Camm
densers are set accurately to zero their readings
will coincide closely throughout the tuning range.
10.
No.
Now
on Sale
Price 1/If necessary the pre -set aerial condenser can be
adjusted ; reducing capacity here will increase
Get Your Copy Now !
selectivity, but slightly reduce volume.

Practical Television
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TEST REPORT

Eddystone Model "740"
A Modern Communications Type Receiver

THIS is an eight-valve general purpose communications type receiver, designed for the
The circuit
amateur or professional.
[employed consists of an R.F. stage followed by a
frequency-changer, I.F. stage, diode demodulator,
L.F. amplifies and pentode output stage. In addition
there is a beat -frequency oscillator, noise limiter,
and mains rectifier. As may be seen from the
illustration below, the main control panel is
provided with the main tuning knob and rango
selector switch, and, in addition, a tone control
(with which is combined the on /off switch), R.F.
gain control, A.F. gain control, B.F.O. control,
a socket for 'phones, and three on /off switches.
The latter provide for sendhreceive adjustment,
A.V.C. or B.F.O. and noise limiter in or out. The
centre dial is of the wide vision type and has the
various scales additionally marked to indicate
amateur bands, etc. Finally, a scale at the bottom,
in conjunction with a small dial in the upper right band corner of the main dial provides vernier setting
-

.

conjunction with a 6 -volt accumulator by the simple
removal of an octal plug at the back of the chassis.
Under these onditions the total load one the
accumulator is between 5 and 6 amps.
Results
We have had one of these recoivers under test
for the past few months and find it most satisfactory
in every way. On the broadcast bands selectivity
is adequate and the reproduction of quite a high
standard. Wo used the receiver with a properly
boxed and baffled speaker, and the quality was equal
to any standard commercial broadcast receiver. On
the short waves the performance is, of course, what
one would expect from the communications type of
set. Selectivity is adequate for all normal purposes
and is almost as good as that on our standard ARSS,
which is, of course, a much more elaborate and expensive receiver. The amateur bands are sufficiently
well spread to enable the receiver to be used by the
amateur transmitter, and the B.F.O. arrangement
works perfectly satisfactorily. A
number of different aerials were
tried and quite a small arrangement
enabled a very wide selection of
short-wave'broadcast stations to be
well received. A.V.C. is Very effective and counters all normal fading,
whilst the noise limiter was fully up
to what one would expect from
the arrangement employed. As
with most receivers which employ
both A.F. and R.F. gain- controls,
some experience is called for to
obtain a suitable balance between
these to obtain a suitable signal -

noise' ratio;
There is only one small criticism
.;.
k Dk'< "9 ao
which we would make and this
does not concern the performance.
The Model " 740" Eddystone Receiver.
(Incidentally, it may also be due to
by means of which quick resetting of any given the particular model we have been testing being in the
need of adjustment.) We refer to the vernier tuning
tuning point may be obtained.
device. In our model when the pointer was set to
zero the vernier did net come to zero, and did not
The Circuit
A' built -in multi -coil unit is controlled by a line up at any of the indicator points. Although
multi -contact switch to provide tuning on the a given setting can always be found exactly, we
would have preferred to have found the zero on
following bands
the vernier dial at the unit indicators on the main
1 =30.6 Mc /s to 10.5 Me /s.
dial. The receiver costa 132 10s. complete.
2-10.6 Mc /s to 3.7 Mc /s.
3- 3.8 Sic /s to 1.4 Mc /s.
4-205 metres to 620 metres.
The dial calibration for these ranges is calibrated
A Useful Vest-pocket Book.
to q. high standard of accuracy (better than .5 per
are
cent-).... Round the scales. the amateur bands
WIRE and WIRE GAUGES
marked off in blue, and the short -wave broadcast
in
such
illuminated
the
dial
being
bands in red,
3/6, or 3/9 by post from
a manner that these stand out most clearly.
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Power Supply
Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2
The receiver is primarily for A.C. mains operation,
but may be used with a vibratory power pack in
y.'$''''F.'

',"äa£

,{
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Loudspeaker Mounting
Improved Performance without Special Cabinets, and with

a

Minimum of Labour

By W. J. DELANEY (G2FMY)

CORRESPONDENCE shows that there is one
very important point connected with the
tverage listener's quest for quality. Designs
hate been given from time to time, and advertisements often appear, for special loudspeaker cabinets
designed to give a very high standard of reproduction from different makes of speaker. But where a
listener already has an existing console (or oven a
table model which stands upon its own small table
or stand) the extra cabinet may take up room
which cannot be spared owing to the remaining
furniture in the room. Another very important
point concerned with the separate loudspeaker is
that if a television receiver is employed with a
common amplifier the loudspeaker, situated even
at only a short distance from the viewing screen,
gives rise to psychological effects -the sound and
picture being separated and thus unrelated.
What, therefore, can the average constructor
with a small room do to improve reproduction
with existing material and without using one of
these separate special cabinets

deliberately deficient in bass to avoid heavy resonance. There are several things which may be
done in such a case. To improve bass Without
introducing boom the wood of the cabinet must be
reinforced to prevent it vibrating (like a drumhead). To assist in preventing both bass resonance
and perhaps microphonic troubles, the air column
in the cabinet must be broken up. To improve
top (either alone or after bass has been improved)
the speaker may be mounted in an alternativo
manner. Each of these ideas (or all of them, if
desired) may be carried out without in any way
interfering with the cabinet work, at a minimum of expense, and with a commercial receiver
as well as with a home -made one.
Cabinet Resonance
First of all, take the case of a console cabinet
of standard, medium- price, commercial design. This
will consist of medium thickness plywood glued
and screwed, with, perhaps, two runners for a shelf
to carry the receiver or gramophone motor board.
Thus, fairly large pieces of thin ply will bo in existence, and if the inside of such a cabinet is tapped
with the finger -tips fairly firmly it will be found
that there is quite a noticeable drumming. There
should, however, be no " note " at all from the
cabinet, and to prevent the sides (and perhaps the
front) from giving off this note the wood must be
damped in some way. Battons of liin. or tin. by
_fin. wood (ordinary emplaned timber is very
suitable), cut into odd lengths and screwed in various
positions irregularly on the sides, will deaden them
effectively. Obviously, the screws chosen for fixing
should be of such a length that the points do not

Mounting Important
There are, fortunately, quite a number of ideas
which can be carried out, some without incurring ahy
additional expense, the exact procedure depending
upon the space available in the existing cabinet
and the type of equipment which is in use. First
of all, let us take the standard type of console
either radio alone or radiogram. The receiver
will be housed 'in the upper part of the cabinet,
and the speaker will be situated in the centre of the
lower portion. Usually there is no apparatus near
the speaker, except, perhaps, the power pack in
the case of a mains receiver. The speaker will be reach the veneered surface, and thus the cabinet
bolted or screwed to the front of the cabinet, which will remain undamaged. Another idea which I
will probably be plywood of about sin. thickness. recommended many years ago, and which proves
When a back is fitted to such a cabinet the repro- very effective indeed, is to line the cabinet sides and
duction is, in many cases, inclined to be " boxy," bottom with a thick layer of newspapers. Save all
and the receiver or amplifier is probably made your papers for a few weeks and then lay upwards

-

Cloth

Distance
Piece

Proteçtin9 Ba9

Speaker

or
Cabinet

Front

Speaker
Tilted
Back

irregularly Spaced Baffles

of

Figs. i and

2.-Cabinet resonance may be modified
or reduced, as shown here.

Various Sizes

Kapok or Similar
Cushion Filling

Figs. 3 and q. Alternative ideas for reducing
cabinet resonance or " boom."
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of a dozen on the bottom of the cabinet neatly
one on top of the other. Do not- press them flat,
but just lay them so that a certain amount of air is
left between adjacent sheets. A.-thin strip of wood
(ordinary trellis lath about inn. by tin.) is then
screwed across each end, leaving the centre free.
It will bulge up slightly and acts as a sort of air
cushion, damping not only the :wood but also
helping to damp the internal air column. The
paper need not fill exactly the side or bottom of the
cabinet, but the ends should be clamped tightly
so that there is a springiness in the centre which can
be felt with the hand.
Finally, if one can afford it, the cabinet may be
lined with two or three thicknesses of ordinary
carpet underfelt. These two latter ideas both have
the additional advantage of damping the air
column and this should be dealt with next.

April,

1951

will give a reduction in the bass response and
improve ' top,' and, if greater improvement is

required in the high -note response, the speaker may
be removed, spacing pieces slipped over the bolts
or screws and then replaced so that there is yin.
or more space all roimd the speaker.
The above notes give some idea of the lines upon
which the reader can work to improve reproduction
without tampering in any way with a good commercial receiver, and no special skill is called for.
At the same time, of course, the builder of an
amplifier or receiver who is making his own cabinet
may incorporate each or all of the ideas mentioned
in the final design. to obtain results which, whilst
obviously not equal to those obtained from a
mathematically designed vented cabinet, will give
vastly improved results from the ordinary type of
domestic cabinet.

Air Resonance
The air in the cabinet, especially when
" imprisoned " by a back -even if it has holes in
subject of hearing aids has hitherto received_
will tend to resonate at somo frequency relative THE
little attention from the radio engineer, in
to the area of the cabinet interior and the natural spite of the fact that many of the techniques of
resonance of the speaker. This air column must, miniaturisation were first developed for this branch
therefore, be broken up or prevented from vibrating of engineering. It was therefore breaking new
as a whole, and the cushioned sides or felt will tend ground when a symposium on Hearing Aids was
to damp such vibrations as soon "as they occur. held by the British Institution of Radio 'Engineers
Where it is bad (due, perhaps, to improved bass in London, on Wednesday, January 10th, 1051.
response in a set or amplifier), the simplest way of
The symposium, under the Chairmanship of
breaking up the air column is to stretch pieces of Mr. J. R. Hughes (M.Brit.I.R.E.), who was
different
felt or even stout cloth across the cabinet at
responsible for the arrangements, consisted of
points. If ordinary open type cloth (such as old three Papers. These dealt with the subject in
muslin,
etc.)
is
employed,
-cloth,
lace curtains, cheese
logical order, first considering the medical aspect,
it may simply be tacked at suitable positions, then specifying the type of aid and, finally, discussing
the
main
point
to
watch.
If,
irregularity being
the design of hearing aids.
however, a very close woven material is used, such
The opening Paper by Mr. E. R. Garnett Passe,
discarded
material,
clothing
or
heavy
underfelt
as
F.R.C.S., a well -known otologist. dealt with the
centre.
If
expense
is
not
cut
in
the
be
should
holes
clinical aspects of deafness.
important the space surrounding the speaker may
Mr. E. Aspinall, B.Sc., then described the Master
be filled with kapok or similar cushion -filling Hearing Aid which had been constructed at the
material, first enclosing the speaker in a linen bag Post Office Research Station. This instrument
to keep out fluff from the gap, etc.
had been set up as part of the research carried out
by the G.P.O. in connection with the design of the
Position
Speaker
" Medresco," which is the national hearing aid
Either one or all of the above ideas may be distributed free under the National Health Scheme.
applied to any individual cabinet and will markedly
The third speaker was Mr. J. P. Ashton, B.Sc.
affect the reproduction. The position of the speaker (Eng.), of Amplivox, Ltd.) who described in some
must next be considered. In some cabinets the detail and with the aid of many diagrams and
speaker is mounted on a separate board, and the photographs the general practice in the design and
front of the cabinet is covered over its entire manufacture of commercial hearing aids. He
width by some type of material. If the speaker outlined the facilities which these instruments
mounting board is attached inside the cabinet by could offer and described the principal component
screws, an improvement which is sometimes very parts which they employed. 'With all these
effective is to remove the mounting board and components, perhaps the main interest was their
replace it by a similar size and shape of the same very small size and it was this which largely
type of wood (usually ply), but with the hole for distinguished them from the more familiar parts
the speaker cut right over to one side instead of in used generally in radio practice.
the centre. Putting the speaker out of centre in
Mr., Ashton outlined the performance level
this way assists in preventing a regular air -column commoñly attained and showed frequency charactermay
remove
the
need
resonance and in some cases
istics of complete instruments, of microphones and
for filling a cabinet or using the air -column damping of receivers as well as performance data for the very
mounting.
of
in
the
Another
point
just referred to.
small subminiature valves. He referred to one or
the speaker is not to screw it flat on the inside of two special problems; such as the importance of
may
mounted
board.
It
be
or
mounting
the cabinet
reducing ," case noise," a requirement which called
in a tipped-back position, again without any diffi- for very smooth contours on the case of the
cult work, simply by loosening the Screws or clamp- instrument, and, in some instances, special finishes
ing nuts and slipping a strip of wood down between as well.
the speaker and the mounting board and then
The three Papers were followed by a lively and
screwing up the screws or tightening the nuts. This interesting discussion.

it-

Hearing Aids

.
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Modern in conception, design and performance, the
E.2., with its exceptionally wide range, not only
fìalfilla to-day's needs of radio and television, but
anticipates the requirements- of tomorrow. More
than ordinary care has been used in screening and
filtering. As a result, stray field is less than 3
microvolts at 100 Ws.
Frequency accuracy of
± 1% extends over the whole range.
Output
voltage 1/a1' to 100 ml'. and approx. Iv ut full
)i. F. Socket.
Internal modulation, external
modulation to 80%
A.F. Output variable 0-12v
at 400 cis.
Size 13" x l0, x 7 ".
A "eight 13 lbs.

HEAT

f~5
'ea

IF
SOLDERONS

Obtainable from all leading tool merchants and factors
WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LIMITED, PIONEER WORKS
HANGER LANE, LONDON, W.5. TEL: PERIVALE 5631 /4

COMPONENTS

LTD.,
ADVANCE
BACK RD, SHERN HALL ST, LONDON, E:17.
'Phone: LARkswood4366,78.
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Build a professional looking Radio at less
than half today's price

1951

'..ftatntntko_

The Kits are housed in attractive Bakelite Cases, size
12in. x 5in. x 6in. Each Kit is complete in every detail,
nothing has to be made or improvised. Easy to follow,
point -to -point diagrams are supplied, making construction
very simple. They are for use on 200 -250 volt mains, and
both A.C. and Universal Models can be supplied. The
Dials are illuminated, and the receivers present an attractive
appearance. We regret the necessity for the increase of
prices due to continually rising costs.

TRF

PREMIER RADIO C°

6K3, 6K7, 6Q7, and CV 1510
Valve line up
Beam Power Output in the A.C. Model. The
A.C. /D.C. Output Valve is 12A6. Both
use Metal Rectifiers. Waveband coverage is
16 -50, 190 -540 and 1,000 -2,000 m. Price £7/19 ;6
(carriage and packing 2/6). With Walnut or
Ivory Cabinet.
Circuit diagrams only can be supplied at 1/6
each. Cabinets only available at 17/6.

MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.
ALL POST ORDERS TO OUR NEW FACTORY AT740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM ;N.17. Tottenham 5371 -2 -3.
CALLERS TO : 152/3, Fleet Street, E.C.4. Central 2833.
207, Edgware Road, W.2. Ambassador 4033. This branch is
open until 6 p.m. on Saturdays.

Valve line up : EF22 H.F. Pentode ; VR 116
CV1510 Beam Power Output in
the A.C. Model. The A.C. /D.C. Output
Both use Metal Rectifiers. Waveis
12A6.
Valve
band coverage is for the Medium and Long
Price £5119/6 (carriage and packing
bands.
2/6). With Walnut or Ivory Cabinet.

Detector;

SUPERHET

ELECTROLYTIC
CONDENSERS
The choice of T.C.C. Condensers by

'fturIPPP

so many knowledgeable manufacturers
is

testimony to their worth.

LECTROPACK' ETCHED FOIL ELECTROLYTICS
Cap. p.F.

Peak Wkg.

Length

8-32
60-100
8 -16
32 -32
100 -100

275
350
450
450
350

21in.
41in.
21in.
41in.
41in.

Type No.

Dia.
I

in.

Ilin.
I

in.

lIin.
Ikin.

CE34HE
CE37LEA
CE34PEA
CE37PE
CE36LEA

PICOPACKS' MINIATURE ELECTROLYTICS
(Plain Foil

Capacity
I,.F.

Peak Wkg.

Volts

8

6

20

12

30
10
5

15

2
1

25
50
150
350

THE TELEGRAPH
Radio Division:

Dimensions
Dia.

Type
No.

.25in.
.34in.
.43in.
.34in.

CE72A

.34in.
.34in.
.34in.

CE3OD
CE3OG
CE3ON

Body Lgth.
I y's

in.

gin.
Ilin.
Ihin.
1lin.
I4in.

'lin.

CE3OB

CE71B

CE30C

CONDENSER CO. LTD.

North Acton, London, W.3.

Tel: Acorn 0061
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Top Band Receivers
Short-wave Equipment and All -band Listening
By A. W. MANN

ALTHOUGH there is a certain amount of
activity on the 160 -metre band, such activity
by no means equals that of pre -war days.
For a variety of reasons, this band is comparatively
little used by amateurs. One reason is of particular
interest to the listener and transmitter alike.
In a 40 -metro phono discussion heard by the
writer, one operator remarked that his receiver
was good on all bands, apart from 160 metres.
The receiver, by the way, was an A.C. -operated
communications superhet.
It is many years since the writer first listened
on this band. At first, simple regenerative detector
type receivers were used. These were battery
operated. At a later date various types of mains
receivers including superheterodynes were tried
out. From these early experiments, definite ideas
were formed, which to date-still appear to be fully
justified, so far as my location is concerned.

One amateur held my attention for quite a while,
when demonstrating a home -made tapo recorder.
This, due to lack of sufficient tape, was arranged
on endless belt principles, between the table and
ceiling. The play -back in part of his earlier
conversation was very realistic and of excellent
quality.
The Professionals
Can you recognise a professional radio engineer/
amateur on the phone bands, when you hear one ?

The writer recògnised at least three, many months
before they mentioned the fact over the air; It is
not difficult. The genuine professional, when
talking of radio, does not talk clown to the listener,
or hold the floor as it were, or give one the impression
that he knows all there is to know about radio.
It is rather that his explanation of a particular
effect, defect, phenomenon, or theory, is not only
the correct one, but the only acceptable one.
The foregoing remarks bring to mind others,
Noise Ratio
Compared with the other amateur bands, the heard on the commercial telephone bands, and on
160 -metre band. is noisy. This applies even under 14 Mc /s. The former after midnight, from various
average receiving conditions. When powerful parts of the world, and with speech inverters out
multi -valve receivers of high sensitivity are used, of circuit. Commercial operators discuss a variety
the background noise is amplified. We are not of subjects at times and quite a lot of radio.
concerned with inherent receiver noise, because
not all superheterodynes, or TRF receivers are The Outside World
noisy.
As a friend remarked recently, the possession and
operating of a short -wave receiver, brings with it a
Suitable Receivers
realisation as to the world existing- outside one's
While it is admitted that there are some modern own country. This applies equally to the modern
communication A.C. powered receivers which are all -wave receiver.
Short -wave listeners have diverse interests
in large measure satisfactory on this band, the
writer prefers the battery type for 160 metre relative to this pastime: Some are amateur bands
reception. A six-valve, battery-operated superhet: DX listeners; - others search for DX broadcast
has been found to be more satisfactory for loud- transmissions. I am aware of quite a number who
speaker reception than .an- A.C.- powered six -valve listen exclusively or the short -cave broadcast
bands.
TRF receiver.
For headphone reception the writer prefers a
detector and one L.F. stage, or alternatively a All Bands
single H.F. stage followed by a triode detector.
The writer is numbered amongst what he believes
Amongst battery type receivers for loud -speaker to be a minority who are " all -band listeners."
followed
H.F.
stage
by
a
triodo
reception a tuned
That is, one who listens over the full tuning rango
detector, and two stages of R.C.C. coupling was of his receivers as a general procedure.
This includes, amateur phone from 10 metres
once tried out over a long period, with every
satisfaction.
and over all other amateur bands. Listening to
A battery-operated superhet without any L.F. short -wave broadcasts, to schedule, and otherwise,
amplification is a very suitable headphone com- and the chance conversation to be heard at intervals
bination.
on frequencies allocated to commercial and service
Experienced readers will, of course, have their transmissions.
own ideas, but if the suggestions outlined are
One can learn quite a lot by listening to the
followed, a satisfactory signal -noise ratio should conversation of other enthusiasts. For example,
result, in average locations.
on the 7 Mc /s. and 14 Mc /s. bands, the writer has
heard practically all types of commercial comListening on 7 Mc /s.
munication receivers, and ex- Service apparatus
interesting
conversation is discussed, and opinions which were based on firstAt intervals, some
to be heard in the 40 -metre phone band. Many hand knowledge expressed.
On the commercial phone bands, ono sometimes
amateurs devote most of their time to transmitting,
but there is a minority who aro very active con- hears matters of radio interest, of travel, personal
structors. Much ingenuity is apparent in the experiences, and out-of- the -way places. SomeModification of ex- Service apparatus.
times the trawler skipper tells an interesting story.
-

-
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lïe may mention the position of his craft.
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Some times, however, unexpected catches are tuned in.
There are to he found in up -to -date lists, stations
whose transmissions have not so far been heard,
and the time schedules of which are not to band.
It is a good idea to check over your station list
of calls and frequencies, tick those which you
have never heard, and which appear as doubtful
so far as hearing them are concerned. Cover these
frequencies, during your listening periods, during

idea of the area covered by these ships, and the
conditions under which they work are to me
matters of interest\
Travel talks are one feature of the short -wave
broadcasts to be heard from Australia, Canada and
the United States. Listening to them one finds
much of interest, relative to the various countries,
peoples, their work, outlook, and way of living.
Checking up the latest station list to hand,
the writer has averaged out the number of shortwave frequencies, wavelengths and station names
printed. The total number of frequencies shown is
1,550. This does not mean that this number of
stations are in daily operation, and in any case
several are allocated a number of different
frequencies.
It means, however, that anyone sufficiently
interested to listen on these bands will find sufficient
to search for, and also find it worth while to follow
the various specialised club and other publications
in which time and frequency details are given.
Logging

Keeping an up -to -date log book adds much in the
way of interest, and keeping that interest alive.
Apart from that, one gains a definite idea as to the
capabilities of different types of receiver, not
forgetting that a log is essential if detailed reports
are to be sent out.
A modern atlas, and a world globe are also essential if the business of listening is to be undertaken
on a sound workmanlike basis. I find that the small
educational type world globe, in conjunction with
a magnetic compass meets my requirements.
S.W. Broadcast DX
In searching for DX the listener may listen to
schedule, if such is to hand. A considerable amount
of DX is heard following this procedure. Some-

.

the day or night according to the particular
frequency.

`

Spot Frequency Listening
A long period report is usually appreciated by
most station authorities. Try listening on spot
frequencies at a given time each day. If more than
one receiver is available, this procedure can be
carried out over a period of months. An hour is
the minimum of time to devote to this class of
listening, if reports are to be of use to those
concerned.
An hour is not too long and allows one to obtain
a fair amount of technical and programme detail.
The more useful and convincing the data given,
the better the chance of receiving verification.
The high -power stations know that they are
getting out, what they want to know is what
happens to the transmission after it leaves their
aerial and reaches you, and other listeners. Reports
are carefully checked, and compared with programme data at the station.
The Australian stations, for example, will not
verify a report covering less than one half -hour of
the programme.
I would in conclusion, sum up short -wave station
reporting in brief as follows : Send a report where
and when it would appear to be of use ; give as
much detail as possible ; like everything else worth
doing, tackle the job conscientiously, stick to
facts, and don't guess. A verification will usually
follow.

any one of eight spot crystal frequencies between
1.6 and 3.8 Mc/s is carried out by means of a
QUICK and accurate methods for tuning trans- mechanism known commercially as an auto -selector
mitters to the distress frequency are of vital or click-knob.
With the device, a selector switch, easily manipuimportance in marine radiotelephone installations.
The Minister of Transport is well aware of this lated even with a gloved hand, is turned to one of
problem, and in a recent statement he expressed eight marked positions. Each of these represents a
much concern at the increasing number of occasions pre-set wavelength, and No. 1 is always the distress
when- fishing vessels and other small craft have sent frequency. A knob alongside the pointer is then
out distress calls on the wrong frequencies, with the turned and released and the set is instantly and
result that the messages have not been heard by the exactly tuned to the required wavelength. The
tuning controls are locked into position and cannot
coast stations.
On a recent occasion, a fishing vessel in distress move until a new frequency is selected. This
by night in the English Channel sent out calls for mechanism can be worked by touch in the dark_
Other types of auto -selectors are available for
help on the ship -to -ship wavelength, and a long
period elapsed before its signals were heard. The functions requiring the stopping and locking of
skipper stated afterwards that he was not certain shafts at predetermined positions. They are similar
of being able to find the distress frequency in the in design but are of different capacities. The small
dark and, rather than risk losing the frequency to type SZT.101 auto -selector used on the Philips
which his radiotelephone was tuned, continued to " Mermaid " equipment can transfer a maximum
torque of 2.41b. /in. (3 kg. /cm.) and can stop a shaft
call for help on the wrong frequency.
This problem has been overcome in the "Mermaid" in any one of 12-Pre-set positions. The larger pc:
radiotelephone equipment manufactured. by Messrs. SZT.102 can transfer a maximum torque of 121b.iin.
Philips Electrical Ltd. for use in trawlers, launches, (15 kg. /cm.) and can stop a shaft in any one of 11
yachts, fishing-vessels, and other small craft. On pre -set positions. It also has additional facilities for
the transmitter of this equipment, the selection of manual adjustment of the controlled spindle.

Marine Distress Signals
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MAKING TUNING DIALS
A Handyman Idea for Home -constructed Receivers
By

R.

V.

AMATEURS with a camera can make tuning
dials which have the " professional look "
by a simple process. A small dial suitable
for a dual -wave midget set would measure about
31in. by 3;fin. and be designed for use with a
condenser driven by drum and cord.
Commence by fitting a plain card to the radio
set in place of the dial, and secure the pointer
to the condenser spindle ; then tune -in and identify
a number of stations. The position of the pointer
for each station is marked on the card, which is
then removed. Prepare a large -scale drawing of

/

Metal Backing.

Condenser Spindle
Dia/ Light

Of

I

:ï

HARDY

When thé slide is dry it may be coloured as
required by using any of the colours recommended
for use with lantern slides. Apply the colour in
a very diluted form, repeating the application until
the desired shade is obtained. This will obviate
brush marks.
,

Coloured Scales

The writer usually colours the space between the
black lines and in the sections marked with the
station names-yellow for the medium hand and
red for the long -wave band : but this is purely a
matter of personal taste.
When illuminated from behind the effect is most
attractive. It is advisable to have a metal backing
plate painted white fitted behind the dial light
as shown on the left.
Larger size glass dials can be made in exactly
the same manner, using process plates instead of
lantern slides. These are supplied in standard
sizes :
plate 3,'rin. by 41in., 1 plate 6 in. by 41in.
and whole plato 84in. by 61Iin. When finished the
plates may be cut to different sizes by means of a
glass-cutter.
Those owning plato cameras may use the plate
itself, after developing, for the dial. In this case,
if a white paper with black letters has been
photographed, the dial will be black with clear
letters. If a clear dial with black letters is required,
a black paper with the dial and letters marked
with white ink must be used.
Yet another method consists of photographing
the large -scale drawing and printing on Ilford
Ortho Stripping Paper. The gelatine with the dial
thereon may then be removed from the paper
backing and transferred to a glass or Perspex dial,
or to a metal, wood.or cardboard backing. In the
three latter instances transparent gum must be
spread thinly over the backing to form an effective
:

Front of Cabinet

Pointe,

Glass Dial

General arrangement of the completed tuning dial.
the proposed dial on a sheet of white paper. A
convenient size is three times the size of the actual
dial, in this case gin. by gin. This is the overall
size of the dial and allowances must be made for
a margin when fitted to the cabinet. In the
prototype the margin allowed on the finished dial
was Lin., which is 11M. on the large-scale plan.
After the dial has been marked out in pencil

the card is fitted exactly over the centre point
and the positions of the various stations marked
in. Tho lines are now drawn with Indian ink by
means of a drawing -pen, and the station names
printed in. A professional effect may be obtained
by using a Uno stencil and special pen, sold by
artists' and draughtsmen's supply shops, for the
printing.

adhesion.

USES OF QUARTZ VIBRATORS

Photographed

'The completed drawing is now photographed.
Any type of camera may be used, but it'is essential
that focusing be absolutely sharp, and if the
camera is not provided with special focusing
arrangements, such as a ground -glass screen, it will
be necessary to measure accurately the distance
between the camera lens and the drawing.
In order to obtain a good black -and -white
negative use procéss plates or films in place of the
usual type. These may be purchased from the
larger photographic dealers, and require a somewhat longer exposure than the usual type. As a
rough guide, if the photograph is taken out of doors
in bright sunlight, use an aperture of F22, when
an exposure of 10 seconds will be approximately
correct. After the negative has been developed
a print is made on to a magic-lantern slide, usually
by means of an enlarger. These slides' may bo
purchased from most photographic dealers, who
will usually undertake to print and develop tho
slide if required.

the discovery of the piezo -electric effect

SINCE
in 1880, the importance of the quartz crystal

in research and in practical application has grown.
In radio, electronics and ultrasonics, increasing
numbers of applications for quartz vibrators are
During the years 1938 -45, for
being found.
instance, the production of crystal units increased
from 10,000 to 1,500,000.
" Quartz Vibrators and their Applications," by
P: Vigoureux, D.Sc., R.N.S.S., and C. F. Booth,
O.B.E., M.I.E.E. (published by H.M.S.O. for
D.S.I.R., price 30s. (6 dollars 75 cents U.S.A.), by
post, 30s. 10d.), deals with the subject of piezoelectricity from both the theoretical and practical
aspects and the work is intended to provide comprehensive information on the qualities and uses
of quartz vibrators.
The applications of quartz vibrators described
by the authors include frequency generation,
multi- channel telephony, radio transmission, ultrasonic submarine detection and accurate time- keeping.
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Amplifier, described in the
THE modern Audio
issue, is a versatile unit and

1

July, 1949,
many different associated chassis would have
to be described to cover all its uses. Probably
the majority of constructors will require it as part
of a good, all -wave receiver for domestic use with
facilities for connecting a gramophone pick -up, and
accordingly such a unit is first described.

1951

Modern Super'
A Receiver Unit For Use with the Am
By

R.

readers. As will be seen from Fig. 1, it makes
use of bottom end coupling on long and medium
waves but conventional transformer coupling is
used on the short waveband. The aerial input
generates signal voltages across the impedance
of C3 which is also in the grid circuit of VI, and
this common impedance provides the coupling.
To the short waves, the impedance is negligibly
small and the transformer coupling takes charge.
This circuit is, in certain circumstances, prone to
modulation hum, to avoid which the aerial filter
Cl, C2, R1 is included. R2 decouples the A.V.C.
voltage fed to VI grid and R4 provides the minimum bias for this valve.
VI anode is coupled via the short -wave transformer primary (operative only on short waves as
before) to C10 and is coupled into the grid circuit
of V2 by the common impedance of C14 on medium
and long waves. A.V.C. is fed via R8 on medium
and long waves only. The normal padding condensers are used to provide the bottom end coupling
on medium and long waves. The triode of the
frequency changer is anode tuned and the usual,
grid leak and condenser, C20, R12 is included to
bias the triode. R13 provides minimum bias for
the hexode section but is inoperative on the triode
section because the grid leak is returned to tho
cathode.
The I.F. is 465 kc /s, as usual, and one stage is
found sufficient to load the amplifier from any signal
of worth-while strength. A.V.C. is fed to the
LF. amplifier via the I.F. transformer secondary.
Tho conventional diode detector suffers from
Circuit
The Osmor unit used will be well known to two defects. It loads the last I.F. transformer

The amplifier is necessarily of some size, so clearly
there is no purpose in using miniature technique
in the associated equipment, particularly as the
standard components are easier to work with.
ïlarger
Nevertheless, the unit, which consists of five valves,
comfortably fits on a chassis only 10in. x bin. x 21in.
deep. The valve line -up is a R.F. amplifier, used
i as much to secure good signal -noise ratio as to
provide amplification, the frequency changer, one
amplifier, a cathode- follower, diode detector,
z and finally a single stage of audio amplification.
It will be explained, when alignment procedure
discussed, how to cut out the R.F. stage and,
in fact, the set can be put into use as there described
I and without the R.F. coil unit and valve if desired.
To reproduce the results obtained from the prototype it is necessary to give more detail for a tuning
unit than was found necessary for the amplifier.
The experienced constructor will know what liberties
he can take and he will be left to introduce any
modifications that he finds will suit his particular
purpose. The less experienced constructor will
be well advised to follow the design implicity,
however, and the following, read in conjunction
with the drawings, will ensure success even for the
beginner in quality superhet construction.
The chief difficulty of the constructor being in
the alignment of his receiver, advantage is taken
of one of the coil units sold already aligned in a
receiver assembly by the manufacturer so that the
minimum of adjustment is required.

is

T.

;
's

's

;

;
i
E

LIST OF COMPONENTS
R1, 6, 7, 11, 15, 17, 20, 23, 29 =10 k!?.
R2, 8 =220 kt?.
R3, 10, 12, 14, 24 =47 kt?.
R4, 13, 16= 220! ?.
R5, 21 =1 meg! ?.
R9, 19 =33 k!?.
R18, 25 =1 k!?.
R27 =100 ks?.
R22 =1 meg0 volume control.
R26 =100 ks? volume control.
R28 =1 megs2 volume control.
Cl, 2 =.01 pF.
C8, 9, 16, 17, 21, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,
33 =.1 pF.
C36, 37 =.1 pF (metal cased tubular).
C10, 19, 34, 35 =500 pF.
C20 =100 pF.
C39 =.003 pF.

Cre

<-z

4o

W42(- CHANGE
SWITCH

Zo

C

Z.

C40,42= .02pF.
;

C41 =.005 pF.
C44 =.05 pF.
C38, 43 =16 +8 pF electrolitic.
Chassis =loin. x 6in. x 2 1in.
2 Valve cans.

of the tuner unit.
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Tuning Unit

er Described in our July, 1949 Issue
NDLE

circuit, damping its tuning and reducing adjacent
channel selectivity and also it introduces distortion
on signals deeply modulated. The infinite impedance detector does not suffer from these defects
but unfortunately does not lend itself to the pro %aision of A.V.C. The solution is to use a cathode follower to isolate the I.F. circuit and avoid damping. The low impedance presented by this valve
to the output circuit permits a lower resistance
load on the diode following it which, in turn,
avoids the deep modulation distortion mentioned.
The resistance R19 forms this load and at the value
quoted (33Kn) is distortionless up to 95 per cent.
modulation. For convenience, a double- triode is
diodeused as cathode -follower and detector
triode cannot be used because separate cathodes
are required. R18 biases the cathode- follower,
but this resistor is not used as the signal load
because the D.C. bias would then appear as an
excessive delay voltage on the diode detector.
R18 is therefore bypassed by C33 and the H.F.
choke is inserted as a signal load of low resistance
to D.C. The impedance of a long-wave coil (2,400
pH) is about right but a short -wave screened
This is about
choke is used in the original.
3mH.
R20, C34, C35 form the I.F. filter. The output
of this circuit consists of an audio component
passed on to the audio circuits via C36 and a
D.C. component not wanted in the audio circuits
which is therefore blocked off by C36. The D.C.
is needed for A.V.C. R21, C44 smooth out the
audio component in their branch of the circuit
and leave across C44 an A.V.C. voltage fluctuating

-a

with the slower variations of signal strength caused
by fading.
The radiogram switch shorts out the radio signal
when playing records and isolates the pick -up when
radio is used, so the pick -up can be left permanently
connected to the input point.
An audio stage is included to give sufficient
signal voltage to permit a tone control stage to
follow. A comparatively low gain is required, so
it is permissible to introduce a measure of negative
feedback (and so reduce distortion) by omitting the
usual bypass condenser. The volume control and
the tone controls operate on both gram and radio.
The tone control network permits bass boost
and bass lift at the opposite ends of R26 and a
treble lift and treble cut at the extremes of R28,
with a level position in the middle of each control,
thus permitting a wide range of. control. These
tone control circuits are constructed in a separate,
small, totally enclosed chassis interconnected
between the tuner and the amplifier by screened
cable (actually coaxial cable). This total screening
is to avoid hum pick -up in this vulnerable part of
the set. On the original these controls were fitted
alongside the motor under the lid apd so the less
technical users of the family are not confused by
the multiplicity of knobs. The dial used, made
specially to suit the coil pack, is large and is intended to match the speaker aperture in size.
Thus, if a horizontal table cabinet is used the tone
control unit can be fitted underneath the speaker to
match the knobs under the tuning dial.
The designer's pet aversion is the knob with dual
purpose. It is far better, as is done in the present
unit, to provide separate knobs for each purpose.
On the main chassis are the mains on -off switch,
remotely controlling the amplifier, wavechange
switch, tune, volume control and radiogram switch.

1

Construction
It is 1-better to gather together all components
before commencing construction so as to ensure I
LIST OF COMPONENTS (Contd.)
1 Osmor Q coil pack type HO.
i Osmor H.F. stage.

I

I

Osmor glass dial assembly.
pr. I.F. transformers.
500 pF
1 3 -gang tuning condenser.
each section.
1 Drive drum.
1 Drive spring.
1 Drive spindle for outside cord drive.
Dial cord.
5 Octal valveholders.
1 Screened H.F. choke 3 mH Bulgin
type H.F. 28.
3 Coaxial sockets and plugs.
1 On /Off rotary switch.
1 2 -Pole 2-Way rotary switch, Wafer
type.
Coaxial cable.
5 Core cable.
VI, V3 =6K7.
V2 =6K8.
V4 =6SL7.
V5 =6SH7.
1
1

ON-OFF

SWITCH

PoWER PLUG

dotted portions are parts of the coil pack (with the exception of
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that provision is correctly made for each. The unit
can be made on a standard 10in. x bin. x 2 1in.
chassis, but if the constructor is making his own
chassis it is better to mark out the holes before
bending into shape. Fig. 2 shows the detailed
drilling, assuming, of course, that the components
are as originally used. Beforo drilling ensure that
the components to be used do actually fit. When
the chassis is drilled and formed assemble all the
components. Wherever there is a metal to metal
joint that is to be used for earthing components,
e.g., the valveholders, tag boards, coil assembly,
carefully clean the two surfaces and make certain
that they are bolted firmly into contact. Failure
to do this will result in instability. Valve screening
cans are used for the R.F. and I.F. amplifying
valves. The R.F. trimming condensers are mounted
with spacing pieces to bring them clear of the
chassis.
It was found better with this layout to
fix the dial brackets for the Osmor dial (one specially made as in Fig. 3) with flanges inwards. It
will be noticed that the dial projects from the panel
to permit an outside coil drive. The tuning spindle
must be of this type whereas the one usually
supplied with the coil pack is for under- chassis
drive and not suitable for this purpose. The
correct type is easily available. Take care that

April, 1951
underneath fixed plate soldering tags of the variable
condenser passing them through the holes in the
chassis as the unit is mounted. Make certain that
all the feet of the condenser make good, clean
contact with the chassis when bolted down, and
connect each of the moving plate connecting tags
to soldering tags bolted to the chassis immediately
underneath. A good earth connection at many
different points is necessary if the condenser
connections are not to cause instability.
When satisfied that no mechanical snags will
arise, remove the coil units carefully and lay them
aside. The majority of the wiring can be completed
without these in place, and it is important that the
coils be handled with care and disturbed as little as
possible. Under no circumstances should the coros
be adjusted until the unit is on test.
First, connect one heater pin of each valveholder
to an adjacent earth tag, then run a stout lead to
connect the second heater pin of each holder in
parallel. The bypass condensers should next be
wired in, the outside foil )(marked OF or by a ring
round the condenser case) being connected to the
earth point of the appropriate valveholder and
bringing the condenser right up to the pin of the
valveholder to which the other end is to be
connected, so that the wire can be clipped as short

,612,12_
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Fig. 2.Drilling and cutting details of the chassis.

the dial assembly runs freely. A touch of a file
in the groove taking the tapered pin may be necessary and grease should be applied whilst assembling.
The most convenient valveholders are the moulded
type incorporating soldering tags. If these are not
used, fit soldering tags under the holding-down
bolts. Connect lengths of wire to each of the

as possible. The rest of the wiring can now be
added, working methodically from aerial to output,
marking each off on the circuit diagram as it is
connected. All leads, but especially those to grid
and anode of the valves, should be as short as
possible, and it will be noticed that the layout is
such as to ensure this. All components should be

www.americanradiohistory.com
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held rigidly, and small tag boards are used at points
where found necessary to anchor the end of components remote from the valveholder pins.
The wiring of the R.F. coil assembly to the
wavechange switch should be done with fine wire and
small-gauge sleeving. Connect these leads to the
trimmer bank before the R.F. coil assembly is
mounted, leaving for each of the three trimmers two
tails, one to connect up to the R.F. unit and the
other to pass through the chassis to the wavechange
switch. As the main coil pack is mounted underneath the chassis, these leads are passed through
the hole in the base of the, coil pack and carefully
soldered to the wavechange switch as indicated.
Different coloured sleeving will ensure connection
in the right order. The wire from the fixed plates of
the tuning condenser section nearest to the dial
also passes through this hole and is connected to the
pole of the wavechange switch.
The layout chosen requires the H.F. coil unit to
be mounted with the coils towards the tuning
condenser. To facilitate adjustment of the coil cores,
the two fixed condensers on this unit are carefully
disconnected from the mounting bracket and
soldered' to a tag on the trimmer holding -down
bolt, out of the way of the coil cores.
The reason for mounting the R.F. coils and decoupling components on top of the chassis is, of
course, to screen against coupling, and to increase
the effectiveness of the screen they are mounted with
their axis at right -angles to those of the main coil
On-Off
Switch
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Wave - Change

Switch

unit. To complete the

screening it is found
desirable to make the
dial bracket already
mentioned (shaped as in
Fig. 3) from 18 -gauge
aluminium to isolate the
coils from the condenser
sections. If preferred, 83íq
an oblong piece of
aluminium could be
bolted to the bracket
supplied with the dial
The shape
assembly.
/
indicated provides a
a
Bend
'
cut -out in the flange to
permit insertion of the
Upwards
.
P
3
fixing nut of the dial.
A two -way soldering
k;
,4 4
tag is bolted to this
i
T
screen to anchor components connected to
the coil unit.
The preferred order
of connecting the ganged
condenser sections (i.e.,
il o 1the
reading from the dial, Fig. .7---Details
dial bracket.
F.C. grid, oscillator,
aerial) requires the top grid connections to
I

')

Fs
:-

cross.
(To be continued.)
Tuning

Control

Radio - Gram.

Switch

Fig. 4. -Top of chassis view of the tuner.
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Using the Electric Supply
Mains
Some Points About No mal House Wiring and Supplies
By E. C. COX
MANY radio enthusiasts use the electricity
supply mains as a source of power to

winding and the neutral is the voltage at which the
supply is taken by a domestic consumer. The supply
operate their equipment, and usually to a row of houses would be taken consecutively
accept this supply as A.C. or D.C. at a certain from the three phases and thereby tend to balance
voltage, and think little more about it. There are, the load on the transformer.
however, one or two points to bear in mind both
The neutral of the supply is not, strictly speaking,
from the point of view of safety and as a matter of at earth potential at any point other
than the power
general interest.
transformer, due to voltage drop in the neutral
conductor, and consequently must not be connected
Nature of Supply
to earth. Dangerous currents can flow if the
The first thing to do in using the supply mains is neutral is earthed on a consumer's premises,
to ascertain the nature of the supply as regards especially so if a fault develops anywhere on the
voltage, and whether it is alternating current or system supplied by the local substation. For this
direct (sometimes known as continuous) current.. reason A.C. /D.Q. radio- receivers are never connected
This may sound obvious, but it is surprising tho to earth.
number of people who purchase apparatus without
A point to note in the case of A.C. supplies is thiit
first considering the nature of the supply available. the maximum stress on the insulation is not the
The surest way of finding out the necessary supply voltage only, but -VL times this voltage.
particulars about the electricity supply is to write
to the local office of the Electricity Board, and this D.C. Supplies
procedure is to be advised. The electricity meter
D.C. is usually converted from A.C.
does not always state whether the supply is A.C. or byNowadays,
means
D.C. and, sometimes indicates the supply volts as,_ rectifiers. of rotary convertors or mercury are
for example, 200 /240, which is useless for most employed in The distribution "arrangement often
this case is known as the ` three wire
radio purposes.
system, and consists of two miters," positive and
negative, the voltage between them being twice the
A.C. Supplies
The eventual electricity supply for domestic voltage at which a domestic consumer would be
purposes is alternating current at 240 volts 50 cycles supplied. The third conductor, or " neutral," is
at the point where the D.C. supply originper second, and steps are being taken towards this earthed
and is midway in the voltage gradient between
standard. It may be many years. however, before ates,
the two enters (Fig. 2). A consumer's supply is
this object is achieved.
The layout usually employed for distribution obtained from the neutral and either outer, thus
purposes is known as the three- phase, four -wire the conductor at approximately earth potential can
system, and is supplied from a substation where it is be either negative or positive.
As in the caso of A.C. supply, the neutral must
reduced from a high -voltage supply by means of a
power transformer. The three secondary windings not be earthed or dangerous currents may flow.
The D.C. supply voltage has a slight ripple, which
of this transformer are connected in a " star
arrangement, the common point of which is solidly is due to the fact that it is the sum of many voltages
which are not constant. This ripple is easily
earthed at the substation (Fig. 1).
(concluded on page 186)
This common point is called the neutral, and the
voltage between any of the " free " ends of the
From Transfn
-

` `

Rotary

Converter

t ve

Outer
Neutral
ve

Outer
1

Earth
Consumers

Fig.

i.-Three- phase, four-wire 'system for A.C.

Fig.

2.- Three-wire
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Designing Your Own Receiver-6
Advice and Guidance for the Beginner
By STANLEY

will have been evident from what has already
been said that a receiver-or rather the valves
in the receiver -need individual treatment if
the utmost is to be expected from any particular set,
for although valves and components are made to a
high factor of standardisation, slight discrepancies
in this respect are bound to occur and it is up to
the constructor to accommodate for them.
There is sometimes a difference in performance
between two identical types of commercial receivers
because once the final design has been decided upon
the receivers obviously have to be mass- produced
to the specification, using the specified parts, and
it is not an economical proposition to hot up "
each set to its peak performance. It should be
stated,' however, that a receiver is rejected if it
does not conform to a predefined minimum standard
of efficiency.

IT

`

BRASIER

first -class basic instruments are readily available
in the form of government surplus, at a price that
everyone can afford. Indeed, at no timo bas such
an opportunity- existed for the amateur to stock
himself with his requirements in this direction.
Voltmeter
It is not proposed to give specific constructional
details of the instruments required, but rather to
guide or advise the beginner in his choice of meters
with a view to the work involved.. For instance,
in the case of the moving -coil voltmeter it should be
realised that such an instrument is basically a
milliammeter, and the voltage indication registered
on the scale of the instrument is a product of the
current passing through it and the resistance
through which it is connected.
If, therefore, we wish to measure a voltage of 250
and have in our possession only a milliammeter

Experimental Receiver
It is useful to remember that if a receiver is to be
built for the specific purpose of experiment, components may be included which will facilitate such
work. For instance, a variable ratio output transformer will accommodate various types of valves
and loudspeakers, especially if a preset type of
bias resistor is included. A built -in milliammeter
connected in the anode circuit of the output valve
will give much information and also warn the beginner in respect of the indiscriminate adjustment of
the bias resistor, which should never be subjected to
haphazard adjustment.
Provision for 'phone signals from the detector
stage may be made (anode to chassis via fixed
condenser), and such facilities as provision for
alternative aerial connections, variable H.F. coupling to give variable selectivity, etc. (See Fig. 5.)
Testing Instruments
In considering the

hare requirements with
regard to testing instruments for the beginner it will
be obvious that our choice will be a voltmeter, a
milliammeter and an ohm -meter. Such a choice
immediately suggests a multi -range universal
meter. But, consider. This type of instrument was
designed, presumably, to obviate the expense of
providing a high quality movement for each purpose.
But there, apart from its portability, it would
appear that its advantages cease, for, although it
may have numerous ranges of volts, milliamps,
etc., it is impossible to make use of more than
one range for any particular measurement. Moreover, such an instrument is not easy for the beginner
to design (assuming that his finances will not run
to a commercial model), and its portable feature
All of
will not normally apply to the amateur.
which is intended to suggest that separate instruments are far more useful. It is often necessary to
note the effect of some adjustment on voltage
and current and, in addition to the time-saving
factor, this is where separate instruments score.
These advantages are consolidated by the fact that

Fig.

5.- Choke- coupled

H.F. stage showing how
variable selectivity may be added.

reading say 0 -1, wo can, by Ohms Law, find the
resistance necessary to limit the current to this
250 v.
amount. Thus, 11= mA. x 1,000=250,000 ohms.
Then if this resistance is joined in series with the
milliammeter across 250 volts, the current shown
will be 1 milliamp. But it will also represent 250
volts. It is, therefore, only necessary to include this
resistance in the make -up of the instrument, mark
the scale 0 -250, and we have a voltmeter.
If the voltage to be measured is 125, then with
the same resistor in series, current
E
125 x 1,000
0.5
R
250,000
for
half
the voltthat
means
milliamp, which
age, the meter will show half the current quarter
voltage, quarter current, and so on. From this it
will be gathered that the nature of the scale will
be linear, and that the resistance of the meter will
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be 1,000 ohms per volt, i.e., it reads to 250 and its
total resistance is 250,000 ohms.
Measurements may also be taken with a voltmeter of lower total resistance say, 50,000 ohms,
but, when measuring 250 volts the current consumed would then be 250 x 1,000 -5 mA. Such a
50,000
meter would have an ohms per volts reading of 200.
From the foregoing it will have been learned that
the less the resistance of the voltmeter, the higher

l O-/mA.
Basic

Meter

April, 1951

any particular range. The built -in resistor in the
ready- bought voltmeter, however, should not be
overlooked, and naturally will only be used for the
range for which the meter is scaled. Further ranges
will be useful and it is only necessary to include
resistors of 1,000 ohms for each volt of full scale
reacting required, for each range. Theoretically, the
resistance of the meter should be included in the
total resistance of each range, but this may usually
be neglected since its proportion to the external
resistance is extremely low: The resistors may be
of the carbon type and must be accurate. In this
respect calibrated resistors for certain ranges are
available from some advertisers, but it is necessary
to specify the current range of the meter with
which they are to be used. Alternatively, it is
quite possible for the amateur to calibrate his own
resistors, but for this information readers are
asked to refer to an article by the writer in June,
1949 issue of PRACTICAL. WIRELESS entitled " A.C.
Mains Accumulator Charger," Part 2.
Ranges
It is suggested that useful ranges for a multi range voltmeter are 10, 25, 100, 250 and 1,000 volts
D.C. and A.C. The ordinary moving coil meter
will not register on alternating current and if such
readings are required a small rectifier will be

necessary. These are easily obtained, but here
again it is necessary to specify the current range
of the meter and the procedure for calibration of
Single Pole
the resistors is the same. For connections see Fig. 6.
S Way
(Each Bank)
Some thought should be given to the nature of
Yax /ey Sw.
the scale calibration and full -scale reading u-hen
purchasing the basic meter. If there is any choice
Resistors (AC.)
'
'
Resistors (D,C.)
0 -25 is a good range because it is also applicable to
91(12
Ri
R/ - /OM
easy reading of the. added range of 250 and to
R2 -22 K12
R2 -2SKfl
complete the whole range suggested above it is only
R3 -901(12
R3_ /OOKft
h,,
-f
necessary to add markings 0 -10.
R4- 22SKf.
P4-250/(O
The meter may also be of any useful range in
R5- 900K51
R471 AM
bnlliarnpa providing the basic movement is 0 -1 mA.
Fig. 6. Comprehensive circuit, with switching, of It is only necessary to remove the shunt and proceed
A.C.ID.C. multi-range voltmeter.
Note : D.C. as for volts, for, remembering, that the scale is
resistor, values are actual, A.C. values approximate always linear, its calibration for current will still
(before calibration).
hold good when calibrated for volts.

-

will be the current consumed, and from .what we
know of Ohms Law it will be appreciated that the

greater the current load introduced into a circuit,
the more will be the voltage disturbance created.
When we were checking low -current valve
electrode voltages during the testing of the receiver
it was stated that the mere connection of the voltmeter could alter the voltage that previously existed,
and the reason for that should now be clear. It
also proves the advisability of using a voltmeter
which consumes low current and consequently has a
high " ohms - per-volt " rating. In this connection
a meter having a resistance of 1,000 ohms per volt is
usually considered to be practicable and useful for
normal radio work, although instruments to 20,000
ohms per volt may be obtained and are essential
in television work because of the very low currents
involved.
When selecting his basic meter, therefore, the
amateur should choose either a movement of ti -1
milliarnps or a voltmeter having a resistance of
1,000 ohms per volt. The voltmeter can be of any
range because. knowing the external resistance
required, the instrument can be made to measure
.

Calibration
The various ranges of the D.C. voltmeter may
be calibrated from a grid battery for the lower
ranges and an H.T. battery for high ranges, for it is
not essential to check at the highest point of the
scale. If the full scale reading is 250, calibration
may be made at, say, 120 and will be correct for
the whole of the scale. It is a great help, however,
if another accurate Voltmeter is available for
checking purposes.
When dealing with the A.C. ranges calibration
facilities may come from either the mains or the
secondary windings of a mains transformer. Here
again checks should be made against a standard
meter and it will be noted that the lowest range,
0-10, is not linear and will need special calibration.
Milliammeter
In considering the requirements for a multi.
range D.C. milliammeter, it is first necessary to
decide upon the lowest range of' measurement
required. 0 -5 mA is a useful minimum, but for some
accurate work 0 -1 mA is essential. Whatever it is,
(Continued on page 176)
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TELEVISION
PATTERN GENERATOR

MODEL 240A
SPECIFICATION
FREQUENCY RANGE

40 -70 Mc.s, directly cali-

brated.

OUTPUT VOLTAGES

Approx. 50 mV., 5 mV. and
500 µV., at end of a 75 ohm
co -axial cable.
MODULATION

Horizontal bars, vertical
bars, unmodulated.
POWER SUPPLY
100 -125 and 200 -250

volts

40;'100 c,'s.

LIST PRICE £14.0.0
EX STOCK

ether prc .J., ::s

ALL WINDSOR

&

H.P. TERMS.

Multirange A.C. D.C. Test Meters
Valve Testers
Signal Generators
Circuit Analysers
A.C. Bridges
Cathode Ray Oscilfographs
High and Low Range Ohmmeters
Insulation
Output Meters
Moving Coil Instruments
Testers

TAYLOR TEST EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE ON
LEND FOR DETAILS AND CATALOGUES

TAYLOR, ,ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
419 -424

MONTROSE AVENUE. SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENGLÀND

Tel. SLOUGH 21381 (4 lines)

Grams & Cables TAY'LINS, SLOUGH

4 Sl ation A.C. Main; "Pre -Set"
Receiver. We now have available
complete Assembly Instructions for
the construction of a midget " Pre Set " Superhet Receiver, showing
also Wiring Diagram. Component
Layout, and point -to -point connections. This Set will select 4 Stations,
3 on Medium Waveband and 1 on Long
Wave by the turn of a Rotary Switch,
no tuning being necessary. It is of
midget size, and is simple to assemble,

A

you

SORE to

qet it at

volts, or by an -" All-Dry " battery,
either means being selected by the turn
of a rotary switch. It is so designed
that the mains section. size 41in. x 31ín.
x lain., is supplied as a separate Kit
(which may be added at any time).
The Kit can therefore be supplied
either as an " All -Dry " Battery Personal Set, or by incorporating the
mains section as a Midget receiver for
combined BatterylMains operation.
The circuit incorporates delayed A.V.C.
25 YEARS
and pre -selective audio feedback. A
Rola 4ín. P.M. Speaker with a generous
reprosized output transformer ensures excellent quality
aerials and a drilled
duction. Two ready wound frame
The overall size of chassis
midget chassis 'are included.
21in. Valve line -up
when completely wired is 8 1in. x 4ín. x(diode
det. and audio
IRS (freq. ch.). IT4 (I.F. amp.), IS5set is easily
built from
amp.), and 384 (output tet.). The
supplied, which
the very detailed building instructions
with point -toincludes a practical Component Layout,
diagram.
point wiring diagram, and a circuit
Unit), including P'.T.,
Price of Complete Kit (less Mains
Kit, £Lí7 /S.
£6/13/9. Price of Mains Unit
house this receiver
A Walnut -finished Portable Cabinet to complete
Price
is also
ely
lied separately
ve a also be supplied
nstrutionsmenio above
for 119.
" All-Dry "
A complete Kit of Parts to build a Miniature
H.T. (approx.) and 1:i
Battery Eliminator. giving 69is volts
suitable for use with any
volts L.T. This Eliminator
Superhet Personal battery set requiring H.T. and L.T. as
above.
in a light aluminium case, size 41ín. x 3lin. z
It is housed
and can therefore be accommodated in most makes of
personal receivers.
Price of complete kit including detailed assembly

ERn
T
I

ESTABLISHE D
the completed chassis being 81in. x
41ín. x 1ín. high, and can be completely built, including Valves and Moving Coil Speaker
for £5 -17-6. Price of Circuit and instructions 118 (plus 3d.
post).
A Midget T.R.F. Battery Portable " Personal " Kit. A
complete Kit of Parts to build a midget 4 -valve All -dry
Consists of Regenerative T.R.F.
Battery Personal Set.
Circuit employing Flat Tuned Frame Aerial, with Denco
Iron Dust Cored Coil, thereby ensuring maximum gain for
Single Tuned Stage covering Medium Waveband.
Valve Line -up : IT4 (R.F. Ampl.). IT4 (Detector), 1S5 (1st
A.F.) and 3S4 (output). Includes latest Rola lin. Moving
Coil Speaker, and a Chassis already drilled and shaped. A
ronsumption of only 7 mA ensures long battery life. The
Kit is designed for a cabinet, minimum size 6 }in. x 41ín. x
3ín. Detailed Building Instructions, with Practical Layout
and Circuit included with Kit make assembly easy.
Price for Complete Kit, £3118/9 (plus 1817 P.T.). Suitable
unpolished Cabinet, 8iín. x 4 }in. x lin.. 12/9. Ever Ready
B114 Battery, 10/3. Building Instructions. Circuit, 'etc..
supplied separately, 12-.
Wireless World " Midget A.C. Mains 2 -Valve Receiver.
We can supply all components, including valves and MICoil
Speaker to build this set as specified in the March issue, at
a
a total cost of £815/0. Reprint of detailed assembly instrucinstructions and layout £111716.
tions and circuit supplied separately for 9d.
as published
The Midget A.C. Mains 3 -Valve Receiver circuit,
the components
in the " Wireless World." We can supply all
Mains or Battery Personal Kit, A Kit of parts to build
Long Waves,
to build this set, which covers Medium and
our new Midget 4 -Valve Superhet " Personal " Set, covering
A
for 14/10,0 (including complete assembly instructions).
Medium and Long Wave -bands and designed for Mains or
reprint of complete assembly instructions can -be supplied
Battery operation is now available. This 2-waveband superpostage).
separately for 9d. (including
fast receiver Is designed to operate on A.C. mains 200 -240

e

'

cn

-

*

Send 6d. P.O.

for our NEW STOCK LIST, showing many KITS OF PARTS for Sets and Battery Chargers, and
Components. When ordering please cover postage and packing.

STERN RADIO LTD.,,

109

& 115,, FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
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(Continued from page 174)
extra ranges can always be added, for it is only
necessary -to add an extra shunt in parallel with the
instrument as in Fig. 7. The necessary formula for
the calculation of their value is also given in the
issue of PRACTICAL Wm.ur,Ess referred to earlier,
but the method of- calibration will be different in
this particular case. If our basic meter is, for
example 0 -5 mA, we may wish to add ranges of
perhaps 25, 100 and 250 mA. After finding the
value of the required shunt for 25 mA, the motor
is joined in series with a variable resistor and dry
battery of about 4.5 volts. The resistor should be

Wrewound
Variable

3 Volt

Batt.

2500
Unknown

+

-I-

Fig. 7. -How shunts
may be switched for
multi -range milliammeters.

Fig. 8. Circuit
arrangement for
an ohm -meter.

.
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of a value that will permit 5 mA to flow when
connected across the voltage used, and is easily
calculated from Ohms Law. When set up the resistor
is adjusted so that a reading of exactly 5 mA is
shown. If now the shunt wire is joined firmly
across the terminals of the meter the needle will
drop considerably and the shunt wire (which
should be slightly longer than necessary) is
gradually shortened until the meter needle registers
exactly 1 milliamp. As this position indicates onefifth of 5 mA (without the shunt), it indicates also
one -fifth of 25 milliarnps (with the shunt), so that
this full scale range has now been calibrated.
The value of the variable resistor is now reduced
so that the meter reads full scale -and 25 mA is
now being passed.
After disconnecting the circuit, the 25 mA shunt
is removed and substituted by the wire prepared
for the 100 rnA shunt. When the circuit is reconnected the needle will register around the
quarter -scale mark and the shunt is adjusted until
it does so exactly. It is most important to remember
in this case, and for subsequent higher ranges, that
the meter must be entirely disconnected between
shunt adjustments, otherwise the instrument will
most certainly be destroyed.
Shunts should be non -inductive and in practice
the length of resistance wire is doubled in half and
then in this state wound on to a paxolin strip or
any suitable former.
It is not difficult to construct new meter scales
or adapt others to one's purposes, and this subject
will be dealt with in the final stages of this series.
(To be continued)

More About the Two -band Aerial
further Details of the Aerial Described in our Sept. -Oct., 1950
By O.

J.

FROM letters received from users of the two band matched impedance antenna, there
are a number of points which should be of
interest to amateurs, especially as these points
apply equally to other problem's generally found
with aerials in transmitting practice. Such points
very often do not receive the emphasis they deserve,
although they are of fundamental importance.
Not Windom
Before passing to the " practical " consequence
of " theoretical " considerations, it should be
stressed that the reference to the WOWO antenna
as a Windom is quite erroneous, and has misled
a number who may have seen this description
applied to it. Windom systems are essentially
single -wire feed systems, and the fact that the
WOWO system happens to be fed " off-centre "
does no make it a Windom antenna. As far as
efficiency goes, there is, of course, no radiation of
any magnitude from the twin-Wire feed of the
WOWO antenna if correctly matched. Contrary
to the writings of some " experts," the single -wire
feeder Windom antenna does radiate from tho
feeder, so that the WOWO has the advantage of
putting moro energy into the actual radiating
antenna portion.

Issue

RUSSELL

Feeder Radiation
We shall see more about " feeder radiation "
later, because this is tied in with observations which
have puzzled some amateurs. It has been noticed
that the feeder currents were slightly unbalanced
when using the antenna on 14,050 ire's. This is
due to the fact that the actual design was quoted
for a 7,136 fundamental, and 14,250 kc /s on the
second harmonie. Now, of course, new licences are
in any case restricted to C.W. for the first year of
operation, while for any serious work on C.W. D.X.,
the bottom portions of the bands are traditionally
reserved for C.W. The C.W. D.X. hunter-newcomer and old-timer alike -would bo happier with
an antenna cut to resonate at, say, 14,050 kc /s on
the second harmonic, which would also be nicely
in the C.W. end of the 40 -metre band. The lengths
and tapping points given for the 68ft. top can be
scaled up for any given frequency as suggested, by
multiplying by the ratio 14,250 divided by the new
frequency in the 20 -metre band. To save headaches,
for the C.W. ends of 40 and 20 metres, the overall
top length (L) becomes 69ft., with the feeder
tapping point (F) at 23ft. from the end., This is
only an extra foot of top length, but, although the
antenna is reasonably broadband, it will be found
that feeder balance should be improved to exact
.
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balance over the C.W. ends of_ the bands, making it
the " preferred " length for ,the serious D.X.
enthusiast. The importance of 1ft. in the top
length shows that a little trouble is well repaid, and
if through mischance the aerial has to pass near
other wires or metal objects, the possibility of a
little adjustment about the design figures should be
considered. Also, the tap should be made at the
end of the antenna móst free from surrounding
objects, if the location is a difficult one from the
point of view of local obstructions.

two -band WOWO. The earthing ¿f the coupling
coil centre is an elementar precaution, but it is
one persistently ignored. Should the spurious
capacity effects have been the means of your
radiating a signal in some direction not covered by
the top section proper, the remedy (short of a new
aerial) is to tie the feeders together and feel the
system as a genuine long wire for that direction,
and thus put all the energy into the desired direction.
PA. Tank

Stray capacities (Cs)
may add unwanted

coupling effects in a
Capacity Effects
transmitter aerial
coupling system
A further aspect, which may produce puzzling
effects
results, is the question of spurious capacity
on the coil used to couple the feeders to the transmitter tank circuit. In some cases, it has been
PA. Tank
P. A. Tank
found that the P.A. loading was markedly different
according to which way round the feeders were
mA.,
of
75
connected. With a loaded P.A. current
it was found that merely reversing the feeders at
the coupling coil caused this to alter Jo 100 mA.
S
Puzzling, until it is realised that in the coupling
system as shown in the diagram, the invisible
presence of stray capacities to the coupling coil
P
o
(b)
provide an alternative path for coupling, quite
(a)
coupling.
inductivo
Earthing the centre ofa
intended
apart from the
A Faraday Shield (S)
coupling coil of a two
is one method of
Usually, stray capacity effects tend to excito the
wire feeder system is
unwanted
"
wire
long
removing
"
a
single
as
aerial
and
entire feeder
means of removing
a/so
capacitative couplings
to
happen
lengths
aerial
and
feeder
the
unwanted capacity
If
system.
effects
of
coupling
amount
small
a
very
length,
a
suitable
be near
capacity can couple substantial amounts of energy Figs. t and 2.- The aerial/set stray capacities and
in this unwanted way. Such effects are doubly
how they may be removed.
undesirable. Firstly, energy that should be transuse the system so as to avoid
ferred by the balanced feeder is diverted into For normal operation
effects, and in that way you will get
surface currents so that proper aerial operation is stray capacity efficiency
under all conditions, rather
not fully obtained. Secondly, harmonics of tho the maximum
-and -half mixturo of opposing effects.
operating frequency are even more readily trans- than a half
" antenna.... Well, theoreticferred, so that television interference and similar Oh yes, " two- bandshould
operate on the fourth
ally, the system
troubles may be greatly accentuated.
harmonic as well, with the possibility of a slight
shift from optimum matching. Try it, anyway,
Faraday Shield
how it works out.
The classical remedy is the erection of a full - dress and see
earthed Faraday shield between the tank coil and
the. coupling coil. Exactly the saine effective V.H.F.
action may be produced by earthing the centre for Amateurs ,
point of the coupling coil, which becomes, in effect, T`HE second annual V.H.F. Contest
organised jointly by the Amateur Division
its own Faraday shield, and unwanted capacity
effects are bypassed to earth .(see diagram). The of E.M.I. Sales & Service, Ltd., and the Amalgamated
normal coupling coefficient of the coil is unaltered, Short Wave Press, will take place during the
but the behaviour of the transmitter loading may be week ending April 21st -22nd, 1951.
Once again the contest will be decided on a
altered. If any capacity coupling effects are
although each
operating, the earthing of the coupling coil at the " merit " basis. This means that
make the greatest
centre will show this up by a marked reaction upon competitor will endeavour tothe
" merit " of Iiis
the correct tuning point of the P.A. tank, circuit. possible number of contacts, only
careful
The tank tuning condenser will, in general, have to achievements will be assessed underafter
which his
be reduced in capacity to restore resonance. consideration of the conditions
working
Furthermore, it may be found that the loading on station is working. Thus competitors
Do not under difficult conditions will have an equal chanco
the P.A. tank has decreased greatly.
assume " that the R.F. is being diverted to earth," with the more fortunately placed stations.
All V.H.F. amateur stations aro being circularised,
but tighten the coupling between the pick -up coil
the contest
and the tank circuit to restore normal loading. and further information regarding
Division of
With the spurious loading due to capacity removed, may be ,obtained from the Amateur
Middlesex.
the energy formerly diverted can now be properly E.M.I. Sales and Service, Ltd., Hayes,
E.M.I. Sales and Service, Ltd., aro awarding an
coupled into the coupling coil and correctly transE.3I.I. dual, range output meter .(Model Q/D121)
ferred to the top radiator,
to the winner of the transmitting section of the a
contest.
Two Bands
Cldsing date for receipt of completed contest
The above points on feeder coupling apply, of
is May Sth, 1951.
logs
the
as
well
as
systems
aerial
other
many
to
course,
-

Contest for Amateurs
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Photo- electric Multipliers
Another ex- Government Valve Explained
By

E.

G. BULLEY

VALVES of this type can be classed as those reduced as well as the possibility of ion bombarddesigned for special purposes, and as such ment between the other cathodes. The latter
valves are to -day obtainable on the surplus causes the loss of linearity.
market this article is written to assist those readers
Valves having low dark current are quite stable
who purchase them to understand something about in operation and the sensitivity of such a valve is
the valves. Before proceeding, however, it is as maintained at a very high level.
well to mention that the American types aro known
as phototube multipliers and may be advertised Final Cathode
as such.
The final auxiliary cathode in any multiplier is
The principle of operation is very similar to that usually shaped so that
it partially encloses the
of the photo -electric cell, in which the actual anode. This does
to a certain extent prevent the
operation depends upon the amount of illumination interference from the
potential and thus
directed on to the cell before photo -electric current avoids the fluctuation anode
in the focusing of the
will flow. Now it is this current that is multiplied photo -electric current.
in a multiplier by means of secondary emission.
various voltages for the auxiliary cathodes
This phenomenon is one that is created for this areThe
usually tapped off a series of bleeder resistances,
purpose, unlike that in radio valve practice.
as shown below. This bleeder chain is connected
direct across the positivo and negative D.C. output
Cathode Coatings
from a suitable power supply. Alternative methods
Photo -electric current is the result of photo- of connecting the supply
such valves depend
electron emission from the cathode to the anode. upon their application, oneto being
from a tapped
It is as well to mention, at this stage, that the transformer.
spectral responso characteristic depends entirely
upon the typo of cathode, that is to say, different
DC.
cathode coatings respond to different forms of
light Such as ultra -violet and infra -red, etc.
Output
Photd-

In multipliers, the electrode structure is a
somewhat complicated assembly, but this is
necessary to maintain the secondary emission
in the correct paths. Such complications involve
that of screening the auxiliary cathodes or dynodes
es they are sometimes called.
It is as well here to give a brief description of the
multiplier so that the reader will appreciate the
actual operation of such valves. As previously
mentioned, valves of this nature depend upon
secondary emission, which is the result of electrons
being released from the photo -electric cathode
proper. These electrons are so focused that they
in turn strike the next cathode or dynode, and
secondary emission is thus amplified. This process
is repeated, dependent upon the number of stages.
For example, a nine -stage multiplier contains one
photo- electric cathode, one anode and nine auxiliary
cathodes. Thus, asstuning one has a nine -stage
multiplier, the auxiliary cathodes are numbered
1 -9 from the cathode proper but not including it.
Now these auxiliary cathodes are all operated at a
positive potential, each successive stage being
operated at a higher voltage than the previous
one.
It can therefore be seen that the photo -electric
current produced at the cathode proper is multiplied many times before being finally passed on to
the anode. An important point to remember,
however, is that the potential between the last
auxiliary cathode and the anode is such that the
anode current is just at saturation and no more.
By so doing, the dark current characteristic is

i'

Electric
Cathode
(proper)

/

f

Anode

1.

]

tl-

---"G{f
<[
From

Power

Supply

Auxiliary'
Cathodes

1

DC,

Theoretical arrangement of a P.E. Multiplier.
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" WALKIE
RECEIVERS. Complete with TInv.16- Mike,
'Phones, Aerkil hods and Data Sheet. Freq.
Wand sew and
Range : 7:1 to 9
guaranteed, £4 :I9í0. Carr. 2,E.
RECEIVER R.I355 as specified for " T,eupcnsive 'l'rlevisiml." Complete mid) S;lair. 4
ca. 5111(f, 1,1'ISIt, V1192, at.I
3'1165, *11.t
copy of " locrl'mleìsc TV." ONLY 55;(ea.rrisge, etc., 7,
METAL RECTIFIERS. N.T. f'. :'.00 volt, 75
17;61
: n,p..
m.\, 5' -; 21 silt.
Il 1 ¡"611 ?.loo
d.lu. 7 8
4 a. L n
r,3, 15' -; AC S6, (I 0, 1;6; ÚA105 i
No.

631A. PHOTO -CELL MULTIPLIER AMPLIincorporating
FIER UNIT COMPLETE,
9:3Lí Photo -cell, 2 vibes type 0AC7, 13A07,
etc.,_ etc. Can be adapted for use in window

I

lighting, warning systems, locating foreign
bodice in liquids, flaws in textile*, burglar
alarms, circuit switching by relays, etc., etc.
Panel sire 91ín, s a1in. Circuit diagrfun not
available. Pelee 45/- complete, post free.
R.3515 I.F. STRIP. A complete LP. ('nit.
comprising r, SP61 1.F. Stages, tuned to 13.5
Sic/s., 1 EA50 diode detector, and 1 FF3li
or EF39 output or video stage. A few modifications only are required to adapt this vnit,
which will give pictures of extremely good
quality. Price, complete with valves, awl
foolproof modification insMn4ion.s, to 45: -,
plus 5/- carriage and packing. Limited quantity
only.
8547 RECEIVERS. Absolutely brand new,
In sealed manufacturerei (racking
Incorporating 13 valves type E0'59, sC of
6P61, EF313, EBC33, 3 of EB34. Complete
45 Reis. I.F. Strip, motor dial and drive,
pots, etc., etc. 26 only, plus 101- packing
slid carriage. Whilst they last
EX- R.A.F. INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 82.
Containing VCR97 CRT with mu- ,retal
screen: Crystal Unit and valves 16/V1í63

,

1

l

1

I4.1'.rl.

7-

5 HARROW ROAD, IONDON,

PADdington

.

am3,lus. Iron coral
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. Manui.oOal er's
they
465 Eee, Size d x 11 s (fin. Pair 8;8. ,\\halst
last
and
guaranteed
new
brand
following
The
EX -GOVT VALVES.
12.0. 00165 at 10/8.
calves are in stock : 141,91, EB91, OJO at25A
6G,. VT260,
6F7, PEN46, 61,6 metal, at 10 //- each.
V1,1ll, V1'1113, U IO,
60N70T, FF50, EF51, FF53. RT.37, all
at
7'6 each. 524,
PM_!A,
60(43,
RLIt,
5T4, 31140Y,
120E7, 6N070T,
511/14, 610701, 6370T, ML-I, 120117, 11337,
or 0'l', TC7, 7TO. 7B6, 71'3, 1299A,
68L70T,6337,606, 6V60,013,
EF:(11, El'39, 1.B('33, FE:11,
91.11, VP2:3, P2, 12 06,
9003, 1N31:T, 64501',
ELIO, 6X501, 2X2, 6AC7, (17, 78,VP213,
U2'2, lSlcl. KT2,
603, ETW61, 1)1163, 955, 1111)10,
6/6 each. Also 9002 and
22050, 2101)1.1, AC01IEN, all at EA50,
SPGI, 951, F1134.
6,' -.
1LN50T, 8/8. 807, 71 41)1, only.
And the midget range of
at 3/6 each. DI Diode at 2/8
110 and 104,
v. battery valves. IT4 and 133. at 811 each.
1

v.

split up.
MIDGET 0006 mid. TWO -GANG TUNING
CONDENSER. Size only Olin. x 1IEn. x 11ín.
Capacity guaranteed, standard length fin.
spindle, complete with mounting, bracket,
Sees trimmers, 0/6, or complete with " bcilttrimmers, 7¡8. Each plus tisi. post.

d"

,

areboxed.
Component
Send stamp for current
most comprehenList. probably the
sive in the trade.
1.4

at

9, 334,

ts lt fue/uy
N

O

I I

Mast of

at 9/-

E

S

PUBLIC ADDRESS, RECORDINGS,
AMATEUR RADIO TRANSMITTERS

FOR

TYPE M1C

22

Incorporates the Acos "Filtercel" insert giving
extreme sensitivity and high fidelity. Response
substantially flat from 40-6,000 cps. Vibration and shock -proof. Not affected by low- frequency
wind noises. Two alternative mountings available as illustrated (MIC 22 -2 and MIC 22 -1).

Price £6 6s.
TYPE MIC

Od.

(either model).

the

es
valves

,

,.'r8;0,
3 for 7,8.- 8p F. 500 v-.w. Tpile
can size 21in. x Sin., 3 for 7/ -. l'est. pant.
8.8084 RECEIVER. Incorporating 7 14F50,
S EF04, 1 F.CS2. 1 V U:19Á, L ilVIT2, 1 1:.\711,
plus 30 nu ;cif. 1.P. Strip. ( Iuaranteed nbsnlutely
brand new In maker's original pa,'kiug-Cace.
75.' -. (Plus 10,- carriage and packttlg.) This
e.iver Ts ideal for couvetbios to vision
receiver.
MIDGET I.F. UNIT IN ALUMINIUM CAN.
41ín, x 2 ihn x lie. Csnnprdsing cue v:dve typo
1.1.4, Midget Iron Cored I.P. Trans.
kels and eight midget resistors :1101 condensers.
Bargain price of 2 fur £1, post (laid.
En.,

E.M.I. TRAINING
for the best posts
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, the College backed by
the greatest electronic industry in the Empire.

HOME STUDY

Television
Physics
Maths
Courses in Radio and Television (theory and
practice) for A.M.Brit.I.R.E., and City and
Guilds Examinations. Training also given in
;natty other branches of engineering, covering
tire syllabuses of the various professional
Institution Examinations, City and Guilds,
o Industrial Electronics

Radio

etc.

Facilities for easy
terms.
payment.
Write for free brochure to the Registrar,

Moderate

16

Incorporates the Acos Floating Crystal Sound
Cell giving a response substantially flat from
30- 10,000 cps. Unaffected by vibration, shock
Alternative
and low- frequency wind noise.
mountings as shown (MIC 16 -2 and MIC 16 -1).

Price 112 Its.
COSMOCORD

1111.2

1008/9
0401

Westinghouse 36 EUT 35, 17/4;
86 EDT :101, 26:8. S.C.C. 600
1
Meter
uiA., 8,'-; 5
2/7, 1,000 v.
Rectifier 5; -.
SLIDER POTS. As used In all the latest T/V
sets. A bank of four, comprising 2 or 10K.,
100 ohm and 500 ohm. Only 6;- the set. Easily

P

Cash Broiler. \aloe line-,n+
\' I'S ;;)1 and 2-.01/0 (III:_;I1li).

0101
(

,.oldrly bran'i new,

II,ly145'- complete.

15/- each.

R O

\hl'L'

-

'alt'lete v, lth
'o ibra4,r nutter unit t. r
l,.,rc, l,ran.t new. 17 0 only.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. M.ii,ufac torero' Oa. Pia,
Iron -cored. 465 ko/s. Mize fin. x 14lu. s 1 ',in
Per pair 8,0,' whilst they h, -t.
INDICATOR TYPE 6. 1hesc nulls one besnd
ex.sellent couditi'ri and me all fitted
new.
CRT, the lobe whleh many
a
\ ,,Ir ca
ustrnctars have put, to T.V. t
include 4; VR9 (1:1'50), 3/V1154 c I:B :,11.
plus a host of potentimnetoes and 11.V. condensers, etc. '1'he complete unit is , n, Iasi .1
in a metal box IS x S/. x 7!.iu. 1.1 fee u :oy
23'188. post paid.
ELECTROLYTIC OFFER. lty leading mare,
facturers. All metal ran. alt s 8 /II'. 3111.1 s.r,.
ran size ::; in. s l Nin., :;r for 10,' -. 3_,s P. 4511 v. e .
(350 v 'Surge) 1-1E5171', can size 4! in. x [fin.,
size i,r. v
It for 138. Also 16,E. 500 v.,
\I

2/V1(54 (EB:3d), 2/1/R9'2 (CA.iO),
etc., etc., two deck chassis In metal case
18 a NA x 1111n. New condition,_ 6718 each.
Plus 7/6 packing and carriage.
A.M. UNIT TYPE 159. Comprising EF50,
RLa7,, Sl'li1 and FÁ511. Coils, relay; and ninny
condensers and resistors. The whale in metal
tax, 8¢ín, x 61in. x alla. New. A bargain at
15/ -, carriage paid.
SPECIAL PURCHASE. Brand new 114200
E.R.T. pencil rectifiers, 2,401) v. 5 mA., only

C

i

poi ion -I
RECEIVER TYPE 21. The ervis
Idthe \ \,S SI operating ii mall 1.0.7
lculile '1perbct from I0 -39 'Se's Incarp'nat-

(SP61),

I

:

-

o,4 -, 3 6.

I

rt

1,

1

.

i

TALKIE" TRANS -

LTD..

Od.

(either model).

ENFIELD,

MIDDLESEX.

Dept. 32a.

E.M.I.IUSTITUTES
(lifer. 5a, `.(.l(.
10
LONDON.

NOTTING HILL CITE,

W

:.

/1111)00):
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CL YDESIIA.LE

1070

ET -4336 TRANSMITTER for C.W. or R.T. (FONE).
Absolutely
complete with SPEECH AMPLIFIER, MIC.,
KEY, and accessories.
Ready for use.
Gt.

C.P.

MISCELLANEOUS

INDICATOR TYPE 62
INDICATOR TYPE 61e. Extra "for case 'for transit,
refunded on return of case, 10' -, ...
...
R1355 I.F. /VIDEO AMPLIFIER,
"'.. ...
...
83515 LF. /A.F. AMPLIFIER, .
...
12.25 Mc /s

I.F. STRIP (Pye) 'with

The above CHASSIS less valves "valves,
AN /APA -1 RADAR REPEATER AMP.1, , .
R1155A COMMUNICATIONS-RECEIVER, ..
R1155N COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER. ...
TYPE GA RECEIVER,
P40 V.H.F. SUPERHET RECEIVER,'

.

£3'19,'6.

..

£31718.

..

237'8.

22:7/6.
17'6.
£4 19 /6.

£1212?-.

..

"'

£3/7/8

''

...

"

£14/141 -.

£2/2'-

COMMERCIAL RADIO

WALNUT WOODEN CABINET 11394,
IVORY CONTROL KNOBS 14403
...
...
BROWN CONTROL KNOBS 00404,
WAVECHANGE SWITCH. 3P.4W.26. 11393,
00035 MM. 2 -GANG CONDENSER H399, ..,,
16!24 MM. 450v. CONDENSER H401. ..
...
8 Mfd. 450v. CONDENSER H400,
...
MOUNTING CLIPS for H401, ..
..'
MOUNTING CLIPS for H400,
LOUDSPEAKER, 81n. P.M., ...
,.
...

"'

1951

PRATTS RADI))
Harrow

Bargains in Ex- Services Radio and Electronic Equipment

CLYDESDALE'S PRICE ONLY £120 each complete.
Britain.

April,

£1/5/ 9d.
4/6.
716.
416.

Road, London,

Tel. : LADbroke

1734.

N.W.I0

(.Vr. Scrubbs Lane)

AMPLIFIERS

READY

MODEL AC10FE (as illustrated). 10 watt. 4 valve
unit, neg. feedback, separate mike
and
separate mikestage
and gram
inputs. 2 faders and tone
control. input volts mike.
.002 v., gram .21 v., 29-9-0.
MODEL AC1SE, 6 valve
181 watts, separate mike
stage and separate mike andpggrram
and
inputs, 2 faders and tone control.
feedback
over 3 stages. Input
volts. mike .003, gram .3 v., £13 -19-8.
MODEL VIOE. 6 valve.
10 watt unit.. Spec. as AC18E.
For D.C./A.C. mains,
£11- 150MOL
32
AC18E.
ODE A4C
C
A or 140
D.C./A.C. 3valvee
p
4
apli-0.
mfier
chassis. output to 3'ohms,
£5
-5
-0.
All above carriage paid. as
supplied since 1945 to hundreds of hospitals,
schools, clubs, churches
and homes. Stamp for fuller details.
SPEAKERS. P.M. less transfr. Plessey, 5ín.,12/6:
81n.. 48/6;
IOin., 19/6. Truvox, 12ín., 42/8. W.B., 211n..
3ln., 18/6; Bin., 25' -; 101n., 30.'- (all latest 1518; 51n,. 1716 ;. Rola.
models).
VALVES. 6J5. 6J7. 5.6: 61(7, 6Ve. 6F6. 6N7,
8Q7,. 5Z4, 6X5. 25A6,
251,6, all 7/6; IRS, 185, 1T4, 154, 354,
all 7 / -; 6K8. 11/8; 6L6. 10'3.
All brand new and unused.
all
types. 3,-;
Osmor' QT coil pack, 40/4.
/6 each. Denco
with reaction. L. and M.W., 6/6 pr. Dual,s.10
range coil, WTeaction, 4'8.

u1n

2at
ditto, 2x
15/9. Flament
í1u.,56, 60.. a..
3d. 8'8. 1859;
(Both 23o v. input) Speaker,
4t1. ture O /Transfr., 4/2: 6V6 p.'p to 6V8 to 3 ohms, 4' -; 154/354 minia15 ohms, 1g' -.
17'8. CONDENSERS. B.I. 500/5.50 v..3.8 8.mid..
3/3; 8+8, 49: 84-16. 6'T.C.C. 2 mfd., 4 mid., 176: 25 mid., 12
v.. 9cL; .0001/2'3'5. .01, .05
Order direct from
Soliddielectric, .00005or .0003, 3.each. Presets 4/8;
, 4dä 100 pf8.-,
6O
11; 00025. 179: 5105. 2' -.
(O.
07G ed. pax.;;; Chokes. 60 ma..octal
0
6 6: 1ÓÓ m a,, 2)hy. or 1,"0 m.a.
2, Bridge St., Glasgow, C.5.
10 by., 146. Droppers with sliders
Phone : SOUTH 06i9
and feet, .2 a., 920 ohm or,
.3
Visit our Branches in Scotland, England and N. Ireland.
P /Button units with Escutca knobs,60
ea.
All goods new. C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post L.M.S. and gram.,
paid over £1.

6v.

0-4-5

:

B'II)ESDALF

i

d

4

................m.._.

.......

..:.

ITA14101/1..3

HOME STUDY

spells _Quality in

backs radio experience with
sound technical knowledge
MANY men who wished to link their
radio experience with a sound technological
background have received successful instruction by means of an I.C.S. Course.
Its value has been proved not only to
amateurs but to men who already have a
professional interest in radio and television engineering, including those taking
qualifying examinations. It is invaluable,
also, to students who wish to prepare
themselves for a job in this field. Courses
of Instruction covering radio and, if
necessary, television including the following:
Complete Radio Engineering, Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales, Advanced Short -Wave
Radio
Elementary
Electronics,
Radar,
Radio,
and
Tetes ision Technology.

And the following Radio Examinations :
British institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Write today for our FREE
Radio
booklet,
which fully describes the above ICS Courses.

fi

Tape and Wire Recording
ORDER

Heads, Amplifiers, Tape, etc.

YOUR HIGH QUALITY TAPE
MECHANISM NOW !
Constructor's Envelope : Amplifier Equipment,
4/3 Post

Free (G.B.)
" Magnetic Tape Recording,"
4th Edition
enlarged.

71-

Post Free (G.B.)

',DECIMATE!

4iirj,

¿t,,.t-

T

'

i

-fa

CrA(

\\

Basic Parts cost
leas than
la

(i

: .') £5

design

Dept. l'%1'15. International Ilidgs., Kingswav, London, W.C'.2'

\t

Dept. MR6, 74, Great Hampton Street, Hockley, Birmingham,
18

Full home
constucror

CORRESPONDENCE. SCHOOLS;"

revised and
Write for latest Price List.

Fouit
e

1 fare five
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Programme
This

Month

MAURICE REEVE

Deals with Some More Recent Programmes

Half -hour Recitals
THERE is a regrettable tendency to includo
in half-hour recital ". programmes works
such as the Liszt Sonata., the longer
Beethoven ones and the Schumann Fantasie, which
can be got into tho timo _only by ,sacrificing all
their poetic and feeling content. Artists, on being
engaged to play these works, should bo sufficiently
conscientious to insist on a broader time allowance.
The ship is only spoilt for a penn'orth of tar,
otherwise.
Take It From Here " has been scintillating
rather more than usual lately. A skit on " Tom
Brown's Schooldays" was very funny indeed.
`

Pointers

" Gaiety "

Technique

" Farewell, Gaiety " was doubtless meant to lie
a nostalgic show, but I can only say it served to
confirm my recent remarks on that type of show.
We no longer have the actors with the " Gaiety "
technique, and that technique obviously cannot bo
imitated. It is lamentable that the illustrious
theatre couldn't be saved, but .I am convinced
that the typo of show for which it became renowned is no longer possible. A Gertie Miller by
any other name could have been so sweet.
" Freedom Our Ideal "
This was a programme of excellent conception
end nearly excellent execution. Some first -rate
elocutionists were gathered together, to recite or
declaim seine of the immortal passages in this
evergreen theme, and it was little short of a stroke
of genius to preface it, punctuate it and conclude
it wit h excerpts from the ninth symphony, and to
cite the greatest of composers as porlraps the
mightiest of-the long lino of strivers after the ideal.
As ono heard the solemn and heart- stirring opening
of the first movement, one knew how right it was
to put Beethoven in the van of the fight for freedom.

Workers' Playtime
The quintessence of wisdom concerning studio
audiences was uttered by Frank Randall recently
in " Workers' Playtime." Mr. Randall had his
audience in such fits of laughter that scarcely any
dialogue was possible during tho ten minutes or
so of his act. But after ono of the longest bouts
of screaming, shrieking roars, he said, This isn't
much fun for the listeners, is it ?" No, of course
it wasn't. Listeners were told nothing of what
Mr. Randall was up to ; wo only felt he was well
earning his reward. To us it was just 10 minutes " Curtain Up "
" The First Year," describing what wo are told
of completely inept boredom. I do earnestly
suggest to the Minister of Labour that ho redirect is the most difficult hurdle in the matrimonial
all studio audiences into other channels of nationally stakes, was a pleasant entertainment in " Curtain
Tip." The author, Frank Craven, an American,
important work forthwith and immediately.
pleasingly described the perplexities of a young
girl torn between the attractions of two totally
Abbey Simon
of young men. Well played by George
Abbey Simon is a young American pianist who opposite types
Lynn, Warren Stanhope aryl
is sunning himself in the smiles of those who have !largo, Natalie
others.
brilliant
very
Ile
is
dates.
good
of
tho dishing out
and tackles the hardest nuts in
PROFESSOR BOFFIN
the pianists' hag. At present he
as
soon
and
taut,
too
a
bit
seems
as he can relax the tension, enabling him to bring out the inner
beauties of the more difficult
passages, he-should be very good.
Just now ho is rather like a
person who, given a push at the
top of a slope, cannot control the
momentum of his descent, though
he is firmly on his two feet at
the bottom.
`

Proms
The " Winter Proms " have
como and gone again. Are they
really necessary ? I am convinced
they give the orchestra far more
work than is good for them, whilst
the surfeit of music they provide
militates against the drawing
powers of the symphony concerts.
But wo must presume tho pro grammo iiesignei',s knotô they
cannot eat their cake and have

it, toe.

.

"Pretty- fair output, what?"
-
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" The Linden Tree," from the pen of J. B. Priestley,
was better still, because it is a better play. Describing the heart -searchings of a schoolmaster who
refuses to admit the validity of his seniors calling
upon him to retire at 65 because he feels perfectly
fit and capable of carrying on, and of his wife,
who, sick of the school life, breaks the home up
when she learns that the longed -for day is to be
postponed, it contains good Priestley dialogue,
characterisation and situation.
Gladys Young
and Edward Chapman were in Sybil Thorndike's
and Lewis Casson's original parts.
Also in " Curtain Up " was " The Yellow Book,"
in which the lamp of suspicion played on the
various characters in the usual way with consider ' able
success and without unduly giving away
either the murderer or his motive. It was the stage

version of David Whitelaw's novel, " Mystery at
Furze Acres," with, amongst others, Roger Delgardo,
Marjorie Westbury, David Peel and Donald Gray.

Club Reports

Radio Patrolmen

A Sex War

How long will the " We Beg to Differ " sex war
? I confess it often amuses me, which is more
than I can say of most of the weekly shows. But
I think the bulk of criticism is perhaps right in
thinking it is wearing a bit thin. It is thinnest
when its protagonists tackle serious subjects :

last

they often get into deep water and dialectical
difficulties when their wisecracking and sex badinage is thinnest or non-existent. At their
best, their lightest and least responsible, they are
as delightful as ever.

BRIGHTON & DISTRICT RADIO CLUB
Hon. Sec. : R. T. Parsons, 14, Carlyle Avenue, Brighton, 7.
of lectures, with film strips, on Mallard valves
ASERIES
and a talk by Mr. Bennington on V.H.F. propagation

SCOTLAND YARD recently put into action a
squad of road police patrolmen with radio
equipped motor- cycles. Hitherto efficient radio
conditions are two of the highlights of the club's future pro- has nbt been possible owing to the limitations of
gramme. Visits are also planned to places of outside interest, weight and
the fact that tho power supply on a
such as (le power station and local telephone exchange. A
cupboard has been purchased in which to install the club station. motor -cycle is only at 6 volts. The new equipment
will
facilitate
during
This
operation
Jtagehew evenings when has a vibratory converter for H.T. and the load on
03EVE will he looking l'or ('' W. contacts on 80 metres.
the receiver is about 3 amps. and on the transmitter
12 amps. Approximately 10 watts are put intó the
READING RADIO SOCIETY
aerial and a selective calling device is used giving
Hon. Sec. L. A. 1[ensford (G2BHS), 30, Boston Avenue, Reading,
Berks.
buzzer and?or lamp indication on the handlebars.
meetings during January were devoted to a series of The transmitter is carried
on a pannier on one side of
THEtalks
on operation in the 160-metre band. On Thursday,
11th Mr. L. Watts (GGWO) and Mr. L. Hensford (02BHS), the rear carrier (upon which is mounted the aerial),
gave details of complex V.F.O. driven transmitter; and simple and the receiver and handset is on the other side.
crystal driven transmitter respectively
:

along with aerial
coupling methods and gave examples of their experience in
using these transmitters. On Saturday 27th, Mr. C. Pearce
(t13FUO) described the development of his transmitter from n
simple C.O. detailing his experience of B.C.I. and T.V.I. in the
process. He also gave a demonstration of a simple cross -town
'phone Tx employing only one 6F6.
The annual general meeting of the society will he held on
March 31st, at Abbey Gateway, commencing at 7 p.m.
;

WORCESTER & DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO AND TELEVISION CLUB
Hon. Sec. : H. M. Budge, 21 Teme Road, Worcester.

club has recently acquired fresh premises at the Rainbow
THEClub,
Rainbow Hill, Worcester where meetings will be held

on Thursdays at 7.30 p.m. New members and visitors are
welcome at all meetings.
At the annual general meeting held in January P. Bolton,
(G3CV1q, was elected chairman; J. Morris -Cary (GSJC), vice chairman; C. Sheppard treasurer; and H. M. Mudge secretary.
EXETER & DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : E. M. Wills (G3EAZ) " Moor View," Wreford's Lane

Exeter.

above society meets every Thursday at 7.30 p.m. in the
THEExeter
Hobbies Association hut at the top of Haldon Road,

Exeter. The future programme is as follows:
March 15th : Visit to Marypole Head Repeater Station.
March 22nd : " Oscilloscope Time -base Synchronisation."
March 20th: Radio Fundamentals 111.
April 5th: Competition Night. Home Construction competition.
Practical Servicing Competition Quiz.

LEEDS & DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : E. Solidi, 20, Conway Place, Harehills, Leeds, 8.
club has at present some 30 members, a large proportion

T11Eof

which are transmitting amateurs. Activities include
Morse training classes, radio -maths. classes, also lectures by
other amateurs on a large variety of radio and allied subjects.
There are also a number of visits to places of radio interest in
view for 1951. The club has a transmitting room in which
transmissions are made at regular intervals, under the call
G3BEW on 40 and 80 metres. The club meets every Friday
evening from 7.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.

'One of the new mobile radio patrolmen showing
the equipment in action.
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YOU MUST HAVE THESE

RECEIVER

COMMUNICATIONS
R.1155. Another purchase from the
Ministry of Supply enables us to once again
offer this superlative communications
World
receiver at " give away " prices.setA covers
Station Getter, this I0 -valve -3.0 mcs..
5 wave ranges: 18.5 -7.5 mcs.. 7.5
and
kcs.,
1.500 -600 kcs., 500 -200 kcs., 7-75
Is easily adapted for normal mains use.,
full details being supplied. Prices to suit
every pocket, as follows:
Used, good condition, and
£7 -19-6
..
aerial tested ..
Used, good condition. untested £6-19-6
in Makers' Cases,
New,
..
£9-15-0
and aerial tested
Used, good condition, un25 -0-0
tested, less valves ...
Carriage in all cases 101- extra.
A few R.1155.N models are also available.
which have similar wave ranges to above,
with the exception of the 200 -75 kcs. band,
which is omitted and a 3.0-1.5 mes. band
fitted instead. These are used, but in good
condition and aerial tested. ONLY £14-10
(plus carriage).
MAKING AN OSCILLOSCOPE ? Then
you want the INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6.
As recommended for the Wireless World
General Purpose Oscilloscope." Fitted
with 6in. C.R. Tubo type VCR 97. 4 valves,
EF 50 and 3 of EB 34. Another purchase
from the Ministry of Supply enables us to
offer these units which are BRAND NEW
IN MAKERS' CRATES at ONLY 7916
(carriage 716). Constructional data as
above supplied free with each unit, or
available 90.
The following component parts are in stock:
EHT Transformer for VCR 97 tube. ONLY
30/- (Postage 1 /6).
4v. EHT Rectifier with ceramic base. ONLY
8/6 (Post 90).
CHOKES. 20h. 80 ma. ONLY 6/6 (Post 9d).
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. Contains
VCR 97 Tube, 16 valves VR 65, 2 VR 54,
2 VR 92. and shoals of condensers, resistors.
potentiometers, etc., etc. The last few to
clear at ONLY 5916 (Carriage, etc., 1216).
RECEIVER 25/73. Part of the TR. 1196.
Covers 4.3-6.7 mes. and makes an ideal basis
for an all -wave superhet. Complete with
six valves: 2 each EF 36 and EF 39, and
1 each EK 32 and EBC 33, and modification
data. ONLY 2216 (Postage. etc., 2/6).
RECEIVER 18. Part of the T/R 18. Covers
6-9 mcs. and only requires normal battery
supply to operate. Complete with 4 valves:
3 of VP 23 and 1 of HL 23DD. ONLY 151 (Postage, etc.. 2/6). Suitable headphones
fitted with jack plug ONLY 6/6 (Post L -).
BATTERY SUPERSEDER. With restrictions on the use of zinc those H.T. Batteries
are likely to be scarcer. Fit a superseder
and forget. Operates from a 2v. accumulator and delivers 67 volts at 4.7 ma., 130
volts at 13 -25 ma., also 1.4v. L.T. Originally
designed for use with Canadian Walkie
Talkie equipment, this American made
unit can be easily adapted for use on any
set, and full illustrated details are supplied.
ONLY 60/- (Postage 1:6). or with Two 2 volt
accumulators in metal case 90/- (Carriage,
etc., 5' -).
TELI.S('OPIC AERIALS Extending from
15in. to 102ín. Just pulls out of steel tube.
Very strong. BRAND NEW. ONLY 12/8
(Postage 10d).
HEADPHONE & MICROPHONE SET.
A pair of 4,000 ohms phones fitted with
rubber noise excluders. and a high grade
carbon microphone. BRAND NEW. ONLY
12'8 (Postage 10d).
AMERICAN LORAN RECEIVER APN4.
Contains 16 valves: 3 6B4, 2 2X2, 4 68K7 and
1 each 50î4G, 6116, 6SU7, 6SL7, 6SN7, VR. 105.
Covers approx. 550 -650 metres in 4 switched
hands. ONLY 69/6 (Carriage, etc.. 5/ -).
RECEIVER 3547. Contains the Pye"
45 mcs. LF. Strip, which is easily removable,
and 15 valves EF50, 3 EB34, 2 SP61, and
1 each EA50, EBC33, EF36. BRAND NEW
IN MAKERS' CASES. ONLY 120'
MINIATURE DYNAMOTOR UNIT. D.C.
Input 28 volts at 1.1 amps. D.C. Output
250 volts at .06 amps. BRAND NEW. ONLY
12/6 (Postage 1/ -).
OSMOR ALL WAVE COIL PACK,
recommended for above, 40:4.
Casty with order please, and print name
and address clearly.

3'

i/4

°

II

AMERICAN (BVA)
TYPES.-0Z4, 7 A5.:1.,
1050'r; 1LA6, 11.05,

Save

`

11,114,

IRS,

1N:,0,

FN,

5Y3(iT,

by using components and

apparatus of

PROVED
RELIABILITY
Second-hand and ex- Government
material may appear beguilingly
cheap-but ultimately you will
realise it pays best to buy new and
Everything
guaranteed stock.
sold by Webb's is backed by our

6517,
6:()I3,

6,17.5,

SAMS,

G.AQ3,

1:A116,

65(11)0,

GBBU,

GBAO,

GCIO, 6C31IT, G(',:, GPG, 6F6,

3Z::,

GA6,G:(SOT,

6AB7,

6F90, 6F7,

0B7,
GREG,
0F1311,

0(150, 6060, 6H6, 61160T, 625, 6.150, 0.1311T,
0J7, 1:370, 6J7(1T, 6KGOT, 6K7, 61(70, GK70'l',
6KS(iT, 61,6, 61,60, 6L7, 6N7, 6Q70, GQ7GT,
13117, 6907.
691'5, 6507, 69117, 6817, 69E7,
1I9L7OT, 69N7(1T, 6897, 6050, 61170, 6V1iU,
1119111T, G550T, 7B6, 7B7, 7C7 7C5, 716, 7117,
7K7, 1(27, 757, 757, 7Y4, 7256, 12A7, 12AT6,
BRIMAR.-1D5, 1D6, 4D1, 703, 7D5, 7D6, SDB,
9D2, 81)3, 9A1, 9D2, 9DG, 1001, 11D3,
ft81 (5 A
11113, 1552, 141)1, 151)3, R2, R3, SRS, 9113, R111,
ßM2, ßM3. BRIMISTERS.-CZl, C22, 07.3, CD).
MP/PEN,
COSSOR.-DDL4, DDT, 015T4B,
119/PEN, MS/PENB, MT9/PEN, MV9/PENB,
ÚM4, OM6, PT41, 9130, 13136, SUIS, 91761, 9E2130,
9E21505, 21', 4THA, 4TPB, 4T9A, 4091', 139P5,

41M11L, 41MP, .BMPIi,
419TH, 42515T,
420T, 42OT1)1), 42SPT, 431U52KU, 53K11, 61B'P,
G19PT, 0:31E, 639PT, 142BT, I85BT, 202011P,
21001)1',
203TH5,
21129T11, 203VP, 202VPB,
2411I10, 2101,1', 210P0, 2109PT, IIOVPA, 210\'PT,
215P, 21590, 2200T, ROPA, 220P'P, 220T71,
230X1', 240QP, 30ITHA, 402PENA, 405BU.
MULLAI3D.-AC042, AC044, AZl, AZ31, :AZ30,
(II, (1JC, CBLl, CBL31, CIA, CL33, CY1, CY1C,
('Y31, DA3, 0AC32, DAF91 DCC:10, DF51, DF70,
D1'91, 11F92, 0K32, DK91, DI.:33, DL35, DL71,
1101F5, 27911, 40SI1A,

41M PT, 41MTL, 41I91'9, 41MXP,

1)1,72,

Guarantee of
Satisfaction

5940,

Ìi:(8,
6406,
'Z4 'z40

1)1.92,

DL9:3,

DLO+,

05V2,

D\'49:70,

9N41500, PA60, E.1C91, EAF41, EAF42, 1:1134,
11R41, 1:B91, I1BC3, EBC41, EBF90, F,BI:J,
ECM, 1:/'52, I:133, E154, 1:C91, 11C131, 1:CC:33,
1X1C::5, E0140, RCC91, ECH21, 11C1142,
Fe(
11111A0, EE50, EF:1, 11E22, EF3G, EF39, 111140,
El'1l, EF43, EF50, 1:F54, EFS:i, 1:F90, EF91,

good picture of Webb's
unrivalled variety of stock is
given in
A

WEBB'S

CATALOGUE
40 large pages, fully illustrated

and packed with information

iod. post free
You can order with confidence
by post in the knowledge that
your requirements will receive

careful and prompt attention.

F.F92, F.K2, F.K32, 111,2, 111,3, E1.:11, EI,:32, I:L:f::,
E1,37, El.:ix, 1:L:18M, EIBI, 1:1.42, 1:1.30,
1:191, EMI, EM+, 715134, EN31, EY51, 1:Y91,
1:Z30, E7.40, 1:7,41, 1912, FC2A, FC4, F11:3, FC131,

.FW4/500, 0Z32, HI.13, HI,13C, }IVR2, HVß25,
1W4/I350, KBC32, KF:35, KK32, KI,35, KL1.32,
PE554, PENB4, PEN4T)D PF.N4VA, PEN36C,
PEN407)D, P1:N428, P13:3, PL3S, PL38M, P1.83,
PM2HL, P11113M. PM22.4, PM220, P51245,
1'5111M, PM202, l'Y:31, 11,:(0, QP22B, 9P3, 9P4,
(5 .5 7), SP4B, 9P13, 8P130, T01.12A, Tl)04,
MAZDA.-ACHL, ACHLDO, ACP, ACP4, ACPEN
(5 9 7), ACSO7'Df, ACTH1, ACTT, A112BIq

AC3PEN0D, AC4P1:N, 1sC5PEN, A(.:1PI:NDO,
1CVP1(5), Dl, 01)41, DD620, D1910, HL'2lDD;
11I.23, 11L2:314D, 111.41, HL41UD, 11L42DD,
}37d331111, ME41, MESH, P41, P61, PAW, PEN315,
PEN44, l'EN45, PEN46DD, PEN46, PEN220A,
PEN38:3, PEN/453DD, PEN/0144020, l'P3/230,
QP25, QP230, SP+1, SPAS, 91'61, 9P181, TH41,
'rIP233, TH2321, TP22, TP23, TP2620, 1121, U*?,
1!01, l'2S1, 11404, 1(801, U4020, 130+5, 0117, I119,
\ 914, \ P23, VP4I, 1'P133, VP2111, VP1322, 1C1,
MARCONI-OSRAM.-B65, D4IM, D42, 04:3,

Doh",

1177, 5)1163, 01103111, DH76, DH77, DHNI,
1)11101, DH147, I111149, 1)11150, 111.63, .1)1.74M,
1)1,52, 111.145, 0N41, 14N143, 0211, 01150, 1163,
111)11, B924, ULM, KTI, KT32, KT33C,
KT41, KT44, KT45, KT63, KT66, KT74, KTSO,
K191, KT101, KT\VG1, K'l'1V63, KTZ4I, K'1'Z6.3,
1,63, 1,77, 1.1.2, M114, 5H41, 51111)4, 31HLI,
MKT4 ( 5 J: 7), MIA, M9P4 (5 .k 7), M9P41, M9413,
MUlI, 31X40, 1114, 516, NI7, N18, N:37, N77,
474, NI4I, N145, N1-17, N148, N150, P2, 1'X4,
09150/15, 9130, 1310, U14, 1111), 1117,
;20, UM, U3:3, 1135, 1137, I750, 032. U70, 1.774,
14.1,
7.1, U7.8, 1181, 1382, 1,84, 1001, U142,11143,

r

1

11117,-0140, U150, VPM4(7, 1:1194, 1(17, \V4l
(G .1 7), \'42, \'6131, W78, W77, W81M, W101,

FERRANTI NEOSTRON TUBES TYPE NSP1,
Subject to stock. We may send e0uivalent=. Kindly
Mark envelope (PW4). Order C.O.D. or C.W.O.

SOHO ST., OXFORD

POSTAGE

ST.,

1/,

LONDON, W.I.

Radio Corner

Grays Inn Rd., LONDON, W.C.1
(Phone: TERminus 7937.)

185,

984,
3V4, ,3ß41: V,
51140, Sv41-1, .5X41:,

Money!

14,

U.E.I. CORPORATION

11.75,

194,

259, 300,

1110,

,

138

--if yours
is a (rare)
VALVE
problem

(Open until 1 p.m. Saturdays. We are
2 mina. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane
hen.) and 5 mina, by bus from Kings Cross.)

Telephone

Hours:

:

GERrard 2089

9 -5.30.

Sets.

94.
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MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.

FIRST -CLASS
RADIO COURSES . .

ONIOr

A CERTIFICATE!
QUALIFY AT HOME -IN SPARE
TIME

GET

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time-YOU can secure your professional qualification.
Prepare for
YOUR share in the post-war boom
in Radio. Let us show you how

- --

FREE

GUIDE

-

" Fluxite

The

"Our

!

Quins " at Work

T.V. is now good as new,

Every wire in its place, good and true.
All fixed with FLUXITE
Now an aerial this height
Will stop chimneys blocking the view !

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to chose seeking such
success -compelling qualifications as
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio
Amateurs, Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),

See

-in

"
that FLUXITE is always by you
the house -garage -workshop-

wherever speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in Govern ment works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of all ironmongers
-in tins, from 1/- upwards.
The FLUXITE GUN puts FLUXITE
where you want it by a simple pressure.
Price 218, or filled 3/6.

A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I,Mech.E.,

Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of
SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this

-- ELZJXITE

invaluable publication.
It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED
150,000

1885 -OVER

SUCCESSES

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
Write for Book on the Art of "SOFT'
Soldering and

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

for leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price 10. each.

ENGINEERING
(Dept. 461), 143, HOLBORN,

FLUXITE Ltd., Dept. W.P.
Bermondsey Street, London. S.E.1,

LONDON, E.C.I

For Govt. Surplus Stock, Etc.
MOTOR BLOWERS, identical to those
described in Feb. issue P.M. for constructing
a Hand Vacuum Cleaner, 80 v, i amp.,
requires 150 watt lamp. etc.. series resistor
to run from 200 -250 v. A.C. mains. condition
as new, 12/6, post 1/3. MAINS TRANS FORMERS, multiple L.T., input 200 -220240 v. 1 phase 50 cycles, output tappings
giving 3- 4- 5-6- 8- 9- 10- 12-15 -18-20 -24-30 v. at
2 amps., a superior transformer, new boxed.
20/-, post 1/3, LONDEX RELAYS, 9 -12 v.
2 pole make contacts, new unused, 2/8.
post 4d. ' 24/- doz., post 1 / -. BELL VIRE,
twin twisted 020 tinned copper, covered
red /blue, suitable for telephones, extension
speakers, etc., etc., 50 yd. coils 31 -, post 6d.:
440 yd. coils 2216, post 1 /6. MOTOR GENERATORS TYPE 72. can be converted to
an efficient 200 -250 v. A.C. mains motor,
suitable for sewing machines. polishing.
etc.. etc.. takes approx. 1 amp., fitted 3'16in.
shaft, standard base mounting, new unused with conversion data, 15' -, post 1/3.
VEEDER COUNTERS, plated case enclosed pattern, 0-9999, 5! -, post 3d. UNIVERSAL JOINTS, for coupling .5/32ín.
shafts, length 1lin., lin, dia., superior
job, 1 /6, post 3d. 15/- doz., post 6d. Allen
keys to fit set screws for above couplers
20. extra. METERS, 25-0-25 amps.. projection fitting 26ín. die., new boxed, 5/ -,
post 6d.
CRYSTAL RECTIFIERS.
CV-102, the ideal crystal set permanent
detector, new in lead capsules, 3'6, post 3d.
MOTOR GENERATORS TYPE 34. 3,
commutator P.M. field, input 24 v. 1.7 amp.,
output 6.3 v. at 2 amp., also 200 v. at 30 mA.
also suitable for 0 or 200 v. input at corresponding voltage output. new unused in
metal cases with other incidentals, bargain,
5
post 116. MOVING COIL IIEADPHONES, together with attached moving
coil microphone, special offer, 7/6, post 1' -.
CAR LAMPS, S.B.C. fitting, double contact, twin filament, 12 v. 6 plus 24 watt,
new boxed, 1 / -, post 3d. ; 10/- doz.. post
10d.: ditto 24 plus 24 watt, same price.
Send S.A.E. for current 20 page lists.
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMINGHAM, 17
Tel: HARborne 1308 or 2664.
:

Experimenters! Build the

TELEVISION
TELEVISION RECEIVERS
SCANNING AND FOCUS COILS
P.M. FOCUS UNITS
5 /10 kv. R. F., E. H. T. UNIT S
E.H.T. and OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Technical Publications post free.

" TELEVISION

CIRCUITS

Second Edition, post free

HAYNES RADIO Ltd.,
A

2C36

252

524A1

66851

rdv

6(7aM

4/9
4/9

61
el6/9
51-

It
4,3

4!3

51

5,8/3

6'9

6,/3

6J53f

5,1

636
6.r7M

10,-

4/9
3/6
7/9

6P6G

61.16ttT

6J50P
6K60T

29

3l

2/-

- -

Of-

12116M
156117/It
128,7711
807
BASO

.

EB34

--- - 5/A
5/9

B

7,'-

6/8

5/8

4/9

4'9

5'9

0,3

6;ó

2/3
aló
5:3

3//6

ói3
EC53 (41L18)
6K714
6!KTW6l
8/9
Send for full list of CEAl. bargains. Examples:
RESISTORS, from 24. CONDENSERS : tubular,

ad.; mica. 44.í high voltage; 6 mfd. 2,000v.
fett, 3/6..4162 mid. 6,000x. 1,18, .01 (TIfd. 5,000v. 2/ -.
CHOKES, 20 hy. 80 nsA. 8/6 (post 9d.). All new,
guarsutred perfect. Post paid on orders over 15/except choke.).

REED & FORD,
(fail Order only,

PRICE

116

46b, Grosvenor Road, South port,

3/ -.

POST FREE.

JOHN O'BEIRNE (W),
COTHAM BROW, BRISTOL,
MAIL ORDER ONLY.

137,

Middlesex.

(B) Unused and boxed

6K7G or GT
6R7GT
aQ7(1T
68R7Á1
SSK7M or GT
6V6G

a complete
radio set in a matchbox, using parts purchased from your
radio dealer.
Tuning arrangements include a medium -wave inductor
with station selector switch, and a long -wave coil for the
B.B.C. Light Programme on 1,500 metres.
Demodulation is achieved by the use of a non -linear impedance unit of a new type, giving loud, clear reception.
This'receiver works off a chore indoor aerial in many districts, and being powered entirely by the incoming signal
requires no batteries.
Full step -by -step instructions, working drawings, and
theoretical wiring diagram.

Queensway, Enfield,

BRAND NEW VALVES!

(A) Makers' cartone

"

MATCHBOX RADIO SET
With the aid of our full instructions you can build

SCOOP

6.

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS

up the following bargains

All parts in stock for

6Kl, 6K6Xe6SK7,a6SG7, 6C5,
66.

Electronic Viewmaster and Easy Built
Televisors

6B8, 524,

all at

6K8, 6Q7, 5U4, KT61, X65, DH63, X61, 25L6,

2526. 2525, all at 1a-.
New, boxed, Speakers. 5M. 1116, 6ín. 12'6.
8ín. 1416. 101n. 16'6.
Metal Rectifiers, 260v. 80 m.o. New. 6'6.
Room to Room telephone. With wire, 5 6.
CONDENSERS. 32 toff. 350v. All//can. 3 -.

RADIO UNLIMITED
Open all day Saturday.

Tel.: KEY

ITEMS SOLD SEPARATELY
Headphones, high resistance, 6,!- pair
Output Trans suitable 6V6, etc., 3/11
.1 mfd. 500 v. working, 4d.
60 mA. Chokes, 3/11.
0 -5 mA. Moving Coil Meters, 7¡6,

T. N. B. RADIO

9

Elm Road, London, E.17
4813.

:

166a, Rookery Road, Handsworth,
Birmingham, 21.
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411: :'`,

llPEPHOON
All letters must
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).
s.

S

Resonance Indicating Signal Generator

"

I tale this opportimity of congratulating you on an excellent magazine,
especially with regard to the designs which appear
on your centro pages which have, in the past, given
me much food for thought and assistance. May
I also extend congratulations via your editorial
column to Mr. T. H. Robinson for his meal It article
on n " Resonance Indicating Signal Generator."
Theoretical considerations on this design leave
me convinced that this instrument will surpass for
betty sensitivity and stability the "grid -dip
oscillator " of American origin, whilst possessing
all its other facilities.
I shall shortly bo constructing the instrument
mentioned and will pass on the details for other
amateurs who may be interested. The idea is to
make up the instrument for use additionally as a
heterodyne frequency meter, and to that end will
includo a crystal check oscillator and a voltage
stabiliser. The oscillator will operato on a fixed
band, 1.7 to 2 Me,s, and will be followed by a
harmonic amplifier which will feed into the resonator
probe, thereby ensuring that the oscillator is not
pulled " by the external circuits under test.
Using the typo of dial as 'illustrated in the article,
together with a straight -line -frequency condenser
and a little padding, frequency could be read direct
frein the dial to within 500 cycles and greater
accuracy could not he wished for in amateur circles.
The harmonic amplifier would bo- modulated by the
suppressor. EF50 typo valves will bo used.
Again, many thanks to yourself and your contri-

butor.-L.

A. CIII

SI.R, -May

m

ERY (E.18).

A Strange Fault

I, through these columns, thank the
many kind readers who came to my aid in
solving my problem regarding tho obstinate R1155

has been a great deal of discussion on the subject
and some divergence of views, but, in. my opinion,
the following are reasonable suggestions to start
the ball rolling :
Resistor, inductor and capacitor for these
components and resistance, inductance and capacitance for their respective electrical properties.
I feel the tern " condenser " should be discontinued as " capacitor " describes the mode of
action of that component far better.
I would suggest the definito substitution of
picofarad for micromierofarad, which is both
ridiculously long winded and ituF. is impossible to
'typo correctly. /a['. should he replaced by mP.,
as " milifarad " is never used in normal wireless
communication.
So how about some nmore'viev-s on this controversy ?-H. SASSON (Leeds, 2).
(All standard ternis and abbreviations are, of course,
to be found in our Eacyclopcedia.- En1Ton.]

"

Electronic Double -beam Switch"

interested in the article by
-I C.wasE. greatly
SIR,Mr.
Craven, on -an electronic " double

-

beam " switch for an oscilloscope, as a few months
ago I was confronted with the problem of measuring the phase shift in an electronic circuit, necessitating the use of a " double -beam oscilloscope.
Whilst Mr. Craven's circuit is adequate for some
applications, it falls down on this one, as the start of

Sync

o-/

-

ix"

x

}
L-1
Push-pull amps

generator

(with teed Gack)
F//p

flop

which would refuse to work.

Having replaced the DL63's which, incidentally,
were VR101's, by 6Q7's, I am now getting perfect
reception from the set and hopo to continuo doing
so foi' a long time to come.
Thanking everyone again for their prompt
respónso to my cries of distress.- GASTON S.
CARUA\A (N.W.5).
Standard Terms
SIR,
am sure many readers will agree on the
necessity of standardising the many radio
terms for several common components. There

-I

y"-

y/

.

Inputs

b y2

Block diagram of the arrangement suggested b,a
Mr. Whitlock.
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the trace does not correspond with the start of or,
for that matter, any one point of the time base
scan, due to the fixed switching frequency. Thus it is
easy to see how one could be confused in such a case.
I found a better solution was to use the square
pulse from the screen of a Miller generator during
the flyback to switch a flip -flop circuit, from the
anodes of which is obtained the D.C. switching
potentials for trace separation and input stage
selection; The diagram on p. 185 will make
this clear.
The switching operation is thus carried out during
the flyback period and the beginning of each trace
corresponds with the saine part of tho scan each
time.
Trusting that this information will be of use
to other readers, and hoping to seo more articles
on test equipment in this popular magazine in the
future. -R. H. WiirrLOC-x (Wolverhampton).

April, 1951

Thermion, -Re your article in the February
DEAR
issue Of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, I think there
is a great deal in favour of L.P. records. Firstly, the
quality is so much greater than that obtained
with standard discs. Secondly, surface noise is non-

existent.
Thirdly, they aro unbreakable and
supplied in special containers. Fourthly, they are
cheaper in the long run. After using L.P. records,
the standard 10in, and 12ín. seem ridiculously
short in playing time -and no one who values his
records would place them at the mercy of any auto change systems. I agree they do need a special
lightweight pick -up, but this has the advantage
of reducing the wear and tear on the grooves. I
agree too the playing desk must be carefully sited
the remotest suspicion of a loose floor board is fatal.
I have a Decca Dual Speed playing desk, feeding
into the 'Williamson. amplifier with tone compensation unit-, driving a standard Goodmans 12in. .
speaker and am thoroughly satisfied with the Decca
Record Playing
L.P. recordings. I look forward to the day when
Thermion,
is common knowledge the other recording firms will follow Decca 's
DEAR
that fibre. needles are not suitable for use lead. I feel sure the L.P. record will outdate the
standard record as surely as television will outdate
with the material known as " Geon;"
Trailing needles with a point diameter of .001in., sound broadcasting.-W. HURST (Manchester).
the correct size for L.P., are not made in this or
any other country.
Magnetic Recording
Suitable pick -ups can be bought over the counter
should like to place on record my apprefor as little as 39s. 6d. I refer to the ultra-light- SIR,
ciation of the recent series of articles on home weight pick-up made by Cosmocord for Deem.
Beyond this price there are at least half a 'dozen recording. This is a branch of the hobby which I
have long been interested in, but have found i4
other pick -ups which can be used.
Tests of the wearing qualities of L.P. records by scarcity of material and notes available for the
G. A. Briggs and C. E. Watts have proved that home constructor. There are books, but they are
many times the life may be expected over the professional. With the help of your articles I have
life of " 78 " records. Surely it is no great hardship made some apparatus which is giving me splendid
results and, as I am getting tired of ordinary radio
to level the turntable ?
Your statement that those " behind the gramo- experimenting and could not afford to start on to
phone industry in this country " are not convinced television, this has given me a new interest for my
that the time is ripe for the introduction of L.P. spare time. I am now waiting to see if some
in this country would seem to indicato that you manufacturer will produce some sort of combinaare only prepared to listen to the voice of E.M.I. tion machine which will play ordinary and long The Decca cempany think the time is ripe, and, as playing records, and will take tape or wire After
our most go -ahead firm, their opinion must carry all, pick -ups are being introduced with plug -in
equal weight. I am the buyer for one of the largest heads for different types of recording, so why not
record dealers in this city, and in the country, and a motor to suit ? -G. CoLLIxs (N.W.9).
it may surprise you to learn that we sell many
more Decca group records than E.M.I. group.
Furthermore, our sales of L.P. records are increasing USING THE ELECTRIC SUPPLY MAINS
by leaps and bounds and our customers, having
(Continued from page 172)
purchased the correct equipment, have no problems
in playing them.
removed
by
a simple filter circuit of choke and
Personally I am so convinced of the overwhelming superiority of L.P. that I have sold my condensers, as in the common " eliminator."
large collection of classical records and turned the
Fuses
money back into L.P. records.
An important consideration in operating equipMy own apparatus may be of some interest.
It comprises a Williamson amplifier with pre- ment of low power rating, say of about 60 watts,
amplifier feeding a B.T.H. R.K. speaker in a bass from a heating circuit, is the position of the fuse
reflex cabinet of 9 cu. ft. capacity and a Wharfedale protecting the equipment. If the fuse is located in
W10 /CSB, both fed via a separator unit. The pick- the equipment itself the flexible cable may be
up is a standard Wilkins and Wright moving coil, required to carry five or six times its maximum
suitably adjusted to the correct pressure of approxi- current before a fuse of a size that is usually found
mately eight grams. A sapphire needle of the protecting a heating circuit would operate. The
safest method is to use a fused plug with a rating
required point diameter is fitted.
Results to those used to 78 r.p.m. records are a similar to a normal domestic lighting fuse.
Long lengths of lighting flexible cable should be
revelation and this combined with the inestimable
boon of long- playing means greater listening pleasure avoided, since the voltage drop when an excessive
than I would have believed possible.-F. TuoMrsox current flows may prevent the fuse from operating
quickly.
(Newcastle -on- Tyne).

-

-It

-I

!
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SAMSONS
SURPLUS

STORES

&
GOLD 12v. 14a.h.
batteries. Brand New. In Oak cases.
Dim. 6; in. x 81in. x 8ti n., 2916. Carr., 216.
ALKALINE BATTERIES. 1.4v. 45a.h.
Brand New. Unfilled. Dim. 8tin. x 41in.
2.5v. 21a.h.
Carr. II -.
x 2in., 151 -.
Dim. 9in. x 2_.in. x 3in., 1216. Carr. II-.
CRYSTAL LAPEL MIKES. Very sensiNo Transformer or
dia.
tive,
Battery required, 1216. Post 9d.

PRITCHETT

OUTSTANDING

OFFLRS

Brand new
1155 Receivers.
cases, IO ans., carriage 7;6.

1

Eus. 4982.

N.P. RADIO SERVICES LID.

Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order Musa.

55, COUNTY

ROAD, WALTON,

LIVERPOOL, 4.

ng

Tel.: Aintree 1445.

WALTON'S

high and low voltage

:- 1.30and 100 850

volts A.C. or D.C. New
popular model for 160:400
volts A.C. or D.C., 12/8.
Write for interesting

OF

.

leaflet

29F.,

Visit Stand
C 730

B.I.N.

RUNBAKfN MANCHESTER
NOW

AVAILABLE

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL DIODES
LATEST, SMALLEST.
SUPREME CRYSTAL DETECTOR.
Midget Size, 5 /l6in. x 3116in.

Wire

4416

Ends for Easy Fixing.
each, postage 2 4-d.
a cheap; simple

Wiring instructions for

but high quality Crystal Set included.
Technical Details and Selected Types
available.
CRYSTAL VALVE or DIODE
Size tin. x hin., 3/6 each. Post 2'd.
Fixing Brackets, 3d. extra.

CRYSTAL SET

Incorporating Crystal Valve
Adjustable Iron -Cored Coil

Reception Guaranteed

Polished wood cabinet,
Send S.A.E.

151-

post 9d.

for lists of copper wires,

screws, nuts, paxolin tubes, ebonite,
tufnol rod and panels, etc.
Copper wires, 14 s.w.g.-48 s.w.g., in

stock.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London,E.4

WOLVERHAMPTON
The leading Midland Ex- Government Disposal Store ! Have you
received a copy of our New
Bulletin ? Send Id. stamp to -day.
Here are a few examples taken
from our Special Clearance Sheet :
Dinghy Transmitter Units; 12 l'or
6/ -, Post 1/6. Spark Gap No. 4,
100 for 10 / -, 50 for 6;6, Post 1; -.
Ferranti AF.3 Intervalve Transformers, all new, 6 for 17/6, Post
1/6. Map Case, all celluloid, 16in.
I.in., 2/6 ea., Post 6d. Arrow
30 amp. Double Pole Toggle
Switches, 6 for 20/ -, Post 1; -.
10 amp. Ditto, 6 for 12/6. R.A.F.
Carbon Microphones with lead
and plug, 15/- per doz., Post 1,'6.
Also Batteries, Chassis, Steel Masts,
Valves, Motors, etc., etc.
1

Mail Orders in

speed

volt

a4nps..

1,400 r.p.m., totally enclosed, 45/ -.
amps. D.C., hand generator, speed

5

in transit geared in handle to approx. 100 r.p.m.,
Full circuit 251 -, care. 31 -. Handle can be removed
and prop. fitted for use as wind Dynamo.
Heavy Duty Dynamos, 12 volts 50 amps..

data included.
Cay 4715Ia Tuning Units. 800 -1,500 kcs.
Brand new in case with lid, 15/-. Less
case, 10' -. Carr. 2; 6.
Cathode Ray Tubes. Brand new 311P1,

I

Hundreds of Bargains for Callers.
All orders and enquiries to our Edgware
Road branch, please.

Good Investments
DYNAMOS, D.C. 12 volt 10
6

19 /6,post If-.
Voltage Control Unit Type C3: Contains
elaborate fully filtered heavy duty mains
smoothing. On/Off switch, Pilot light,
6 bank fuse panel, 5 mfd plus 3 mfd condenser. Exceptionally good case eminently suitable for an amplifier. Price
12/6 plus 1,'- postage.
Gram. Units. Brand new. AC504.
30ft. LENGTH COILS CO -AXIAL Collaro
type rim drive, complete with
Latest
end,
on
each
Pye
Sockets
With
CABLE.
pick
-up.
(Not autochange.) £6,
816. Post 9d.
1!6.
carr.
NO. 38 " WALKIE TALKIE " TRANS - AMPLION Crystal Pick -ups. Brand new
RECEIVERS. Complete with Throat
in carton, 26 ;9, post paid.
Mike, 'Phones, Aerial Rods, and Data TELEVISION AMPLIFIERS.
Fitted
Freq. Range : 7.4 to 9 mlcs. with EE50. Very Compact. See previous
Sheet.
Brand New and Guaranteed ; 64.19.6. adverts. 15/ -, post II -.
Carr., 216.
Ex. R.A.F. 4 Valve Battery Receivers.
HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMERS. Sec.
Woodcntase, Sin. x I Bin. x Bin. Medium
6.3v. 15 amps., Prim. 2001240v. A.C.,
Complete with calves, 59,6,
wave.
Sec. 14v.Post 116.
50 cycles, 1716.
carr. paid.
50
A.C.
Prim.
0
-240v.
8O mA.,
amps.
20
20v.
Elstone Mains Transformers.
cycles, 3716. Carr. 41 -.
6.3v. tapped 4v. 4a.; 5v.
350 -0 -350.
paid.
-,
carr.
4v.
2a.,
21/
tapped
Prompt delivery and satisfaction Guaran1691171, Edgware Road, London, W.2.
teed.
Tel.: Pad. 7851.
125, Tottenham Court Road, W.I.

Tel.:
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203, Staveley Rd., Wolverhampton

Callers Only :
48, Stafford St., Wolverhampton
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speed 2,500 r.p.m., 901 -, carr. 51 -. 50170
volts 25 amps., 2,500 r.p.m., 620.
MOTORS, 230 volts A.C., h.p., single
h.p., 230 v.,
phase, 1,400 r.p.m., 6411010.

f

-ph., new, 6511010.
METERS. A.C. /D.C. Switchboard, Ironclad, G.E.C., 41in. dia., 40 amps. 60 volts.
351 -. 5ín. switchboard, 300 volts and 50
amps, 351- each. 4.'.in. M.I. A.G. /D.C.
ammeters. 0-14 amps., 17/6. Moving coil
D.C. ammeters, 0-14 amps., 251-. Flush
panel ammeters, 21ín. thermal, 0-6 amps.,
101 -. Ammeters, D.C.. 2in. dia., 0-50 or
50 -0 -50 amps., 516. 0 -20 amps., 2in. dia., 516.
RESISTANCES. Wire wound variable,
300 ohms ' amp., 151-. 5 ohms 10 amps.,
211 -. 10 ohms I amp., 216, post 6d.
MORSE KEYS, Air Ministry precision
key on bakelite base, perfect balance with
heavy insulated knob, 216, post 9d. Buzzers
for practice work, in metal case, 216.
G.P.O. twin -coil tunable buzzer, 216, post 6d.
MICROPHONES, G.P.O. hand mike in
bakelite case, carbOn inset,
moulded
316. Siemens torpedo shape hand mike
3

in bakelite case, 316. Transformer for
type. 216, postage on any mike 9d.

either

TRANSFORMERS. Foster double wound
230 volts input, 50 volts 2 amps. 100 watt
output, 151 -, carr. 21 -. 230 volts 50 cy.
input, 30 volts 6 amps. and 2 volts 20 amps.
output, 451 -. 230 volts 50 cy. inputy 53
volts 15 amps. and 6 volts 5 amps., 64.
Carr. on any transformer. 5I-.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

--214

--

Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
Telephone

:

MACaulay 2159

.Accurately tests High.
Low and Grid Bias
Batteries. Write for
leaflet 29 M.
Visit Stand C 7:1
B.I.F.

SUPACOILS
OFFER

CODS. -A complete range of High Q
variable iron dust cored coils in
wavelengths 10-30. 16-50, 30 -75, 75-200,
190 -550 and 800 -2000 metres : Aerial.
1f. F.or Cscillator. -As recommended
for the Practical Wireless 9 valse
All -wave Superhet.
at- each
MODEL 30 famous 3 waveband
superhet Coil Packs, aligned, 40!11
inc. full connection details and
instructions given with every pack.
MODEL 40 Coil Packs-superhet pack
with R.F. stage, aligned.
70 /8 inc.
MODEL 30 TUNING UNIT. consisting of 30 Coil-Pack, pair of " M.M."
I.F. Transformers, matched 2 gang
and attractive dial. Components
aligned together as a unit and sealed.
69/9 inc.
MODE!. 40 TUNING UNIT, similar
with R.F. stage.
99.6 inc.
CHASSIS. Good quality aluminium
chassis in stock for 5 v. Rec. 111 - 6 v.
Rea 12! -. Amplifiers and Feeder Uni is
etc., from
.I.B. SL8 SPIN WHEEL Tuning Asrembly to snit Coil Packs and Chassis
. above
25/- each
GRAM components of all types in
stock.
FREE. Home Constructor's Hand.
book, containing it tested circuits
forwarded Free with orders of 20(or more, or obtainable for 1/8, from :
SU PACOILS MAIL ORDER OFFICE
98, Greenway Avenue. 1,,ond,M. E.17.

*

*
*
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If you care to call at

---SPARKS'i

MODERN ELECTRICS

DATA SHEETS

"YOU CAN RELY ON US"
FOR CLEAN COMPONENTS
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES
IMMEDIATE DISPATCH

-

TRANSFORMERS. RS/GB, Semi465 kes., 12/6 pair. Wearite Midget
pair. Weymouth P4, 15,'pair.
COILS. -All Wearite " P " Coils stocked,
3!- each. MW iron-cored with reaction,
3/6. TRF matched pair, MW/LW with reaction, 72. Weymouth CS3W3, 11.16 pair.
CT2W2, 916 pair.
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS.
Super
Midget for personals, 1S4, 3S4f, DI.92, etc..
'42. Mains Midget Type. 3;9. Standard
type. 48 1, 4!6. 55:1. 416. 60:1 and 30:1,
4'6. Push -Pull 6V6 to 2 -3 ohms. 8,6.
CHOKES. -60 m;a Standard, 6/-. 40 m'a
Midget, 4'6. 150 m /a. 14,6. 250 m/a shrouded
21/-.
VALVE CANS. -3 piece Aluminium, to fit
Octal or 1392 series Valves, 1/6.
LINECORD. -.2a 100 ohms per foot, 8d. ft.
.3a. 60 ohms per foot. 8d. ft.
CERAMIC TRIMMERS. -30 pf. 50pf., 9d.
100 pf.. l/ -. 250 p4.1 /7. 500 pf.. 21-. 750pí., 213.
TWIN GANGS..0005 uF. Complete with
rubber-mounted feet and slow motion
driver. 8/8.
SPEAKERS.- Latest in stock, 8in. Mains
energised 2,000 ohm field with pentode transformer, 1718. R. and A. 61in. P.M.. 11,9.
Stockists of Haynes, Weymouth. Wearite,
Viewmaster, Easybuilt Televisor and,
10,000 Valves, Surplus and List Price.
Don't forget postage, chaps, and write for
Catalogue No. 8 and Bargain Valve List.
Price 3d.
T.F.

Midget,

M400B 465. 21/-

TEMple Bar 7587

we should
be pleased

:

77,

Telephone : MACaulay 4155.
77A, 168, 169 Bus ; S.R. Station,
Wandsworth Road.

to

demonstrate and
give immediate
delivery of the

"SOUND

MIRROR"
Tape Recorder
"NOT the

RADIO SERVICING CO.
WANDSWORTH ROAD,
CLAPHAM, LONDON, S.W.8

CH ASSIS

S.A.E., please, for catalogue.
Export enquiries welcomed.

metres.
Triode output
stage. Floodlit
Perspex scale.
Price 212 -17-6.
Also
7-vale e
model at 218 -5-0
and 9 -valve De
Luxe chassis at
Loi-5 -0.
Data
sheets on request.

1

EL

ROB

VEIflPMENTS-

18 Broad Road.
Willi eg,ion. Sussex

TELEVISION
The advance of Radio Tut, nique win
offer unlimited opportunities of high
pay and secure posts'for those Radio
Engineers who have had the foresight
to become technically qualified.
How you can do this quickly an(1 easily
in your spare time Is fully explained
In our unique handbook.
Full
details are given of
A.M.BrlLI.R.E.. City & Guilds
Exams., and particulars of up-to -date
courses in Wireless Engineering,
Radio Servicing, Short Waves,
Television, Mathematics, etc.. etc..
We guarantee "NO PASS -NO FEIL"
Prepare for to- morrow's opportunities
and future competition by sending for
this very informative 176-page guide
NOW-FREE and without obligation.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. 242),
17. Stratford Place, London, W.1.

L.-ORMOND SPARKS (P)
48A, HIGH
SWANAGE,

STREET,
DORSET

TRANSFORMERS
m'a
M.T.1.-250-0-250
THE MODERN BOOK
Magetic
n
Tape Recording, by

CO.
P. A.

Tarry.
Postage 3d.
Practical Wireless Encl'elopeedia,
by F. J. Camm.
215. - Postage 9d.
Time Bases. by O. S. Puckle.
30s. Postage 9d.
Television Receiving Equipment, by
W. T. Cocking.
18s. Postage 9d.
Cs. 6d.

16-2,000

The above are another 4 of my 40
Tested and Guaranteed Designs. Send
Stamp with Order or for detailed List.
Components Supplied.

cheapest but certainly
the best."

Preci ton
z VALVE
RADIOGRAM

Now recognised as the Safest, the
Simplest and the Finest Radio Constructional Sheets obtainable.
GOOD LISTENING WITH ECONOMY
FOUR OF MY
TESTED and PROVED
DRY BATTERY DESIGNS
THE POCKET PAK. The finest
little self- contained Pocket Portable
obtainable.
Med. waves.
Good
'phone sigs. Most widely used and
always praised
3'.
THE JUNIOR.
A very efficient
one valuer for use with short aerial.
Med./Long- waves. Good range and
an ideal "stand-by" set during power
cuts.
THE CRUISER.
A three -valve
T.R.F. High -gain Set. Specially designed for use where only a short aerial
can be used. Ideal for Caravans, Camping, Yachts, etc. M. /L. Waves. 3/THE CORVETTE. A compact all wave Superhet.
Good results anywhere with " hook -up " aerial, or a
good
Portable with self- contained
aerial. Chassis size 53. x 4} x tin. 3/ -.

LTD.
164, Charing Cross Rd.,W.C.2

-
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Radio Laboratory
M. G. Scroggie.
Postage 8d.

v. 80
;
0 -1 v. 5 a
: 0 -4 -5 v. 2 a.
M.T.2. -Same as M.tr.1, but 350-0-350 v. ,
tapped every 3 volts.
M.T.3. -28 v. ; 2 a.
All primaries tapped for 200 to 250 v.
M.T.4. Auto 06.3 v.. 3.5 a.

:

10- 120 - 200 - 230 -

watts.
Examine what
You buy.
From component dealers
or write to us
if unobtainable.
The correct
price for these
transformers
is £ I each.
250v.100

Handbook, by

155.

Voltage Stabilizers, by F. A. Benson.
12s. 6d. Postage 5d.
Questions & Answers on Radio &
Television, by E. Molloy.
55. Postage 3d.
Sound Reproduction, by G. A. Briggs.
10s. 6d. Postage 6d.
Constructor's Envelope for a Magnetic Tape Record & Playback
Amplifier, by P. A. Tarry.
4s. Postage 3d.
Outline of Radio, by I3. E. Penrose.
21s. Postage 9d.
Electronic Musical Instruments, by

THE DOUGLAS COIL CO.
BRINKLOW, RUGBY.

iTHE PRECISION
HOLE CUTTER
A LUFBRA PRODUCT

S. A. Lower.

3s. 6d. Postage 2d.
Theory & Design of Inductance
Coils, by V. G. Welsby.
18s. Postage 9d.
The Encyclopaedia of Radio &
Television.
16s. Postage 9d.
Edisvvan Mazda Valves. 1949-50.
2s. Postage 3d.
Brlmar Radio Valve & Teletube
Manual.
4s. Postage 3d.
We have the finest selection of British
and American radio books in the Country. Complete lists on application.
19-23, PRAED STREET.

(Dept. P.3),
LONDON. W.?.
PADdington 4183.

14 /D
pd. postage

Square

or
round shank

-4V with
vernier adjustment
Toolbit.
cap. IV

e

PROV. PAT. APPLIED

RIGID TOOLS SUPPLY
4, KENSAL PLACE,

F
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

1951

Impressions
the
Review of

on.

the Wax

Latest Gramophone Records

his debut
THE reputation of Malcuzynski as an inter- himself as a singer of bass songs, makes
preter of Chopin is well known, yet he has for Columbia with a recording of two of Schubert'.,
often extended his repertoire to embrace a songs on Columbia LX1358. With Gerald Moore
this
wider scope of piano stylo. On this occasion he gives playing the interesting piano accompaniments,
a splendid account of the solo part in Raclimani- record will give immense pleasure to the listener.

l-

nov's " Concerto No. 3 in D Minor, Op. 30," on
Columbia LX1352 -6. It is a work that has gained
so much favour in the public eye during recent years
that it is fast rivalling the popularity of the famous
The Philharmonia Orchestra
second concerto.
under Paul Kletzki bring us Rachmaninov's rich
scoring in an ideal performance to complete a
splendid production.
Another highlight among the recent releases is
Tehaikovsky's " Variations on a Theme from Suite
No. 3 in G, Op. 55," played by the Philharmonia
Orchestra under the able baton of Nicolai Malko,
on H.M.V. C4058 -60. These records will bring
tremendous pleasure to the countless listeners who
have long fallen willing victims to the genius of
Tchaikovsky.
Most lovers of the ballet will recall the ballet of
the chessboard " Checkmate " as played by the
Sadler's Wells Company. The music, written by
Bliss, has now been recorded by the Royal Opera
House Orchestra, Covent Garden, conducted by
Robert Irving, on Columbia DX1718 -20.
Rafael Kubelik's brilliant conducting is further
enhanced by his latest recording on H.M.V.
The works selected are interesting
C7822 -3.
The
examples of Dvofák in orchestral vein.
" Scherzo Capriccioso, Op. 66 " is particularly
individual in style, scored for a large orchestra, and
ranking as one of his most important miscellaneous
works. The ten " Legends " are orchestral versions
Of the piano duets, and this last of the set makes
worthy companion music te the Scherzo. For these
performances, Knbelik encourages the Philharmonia
musicians to the height their familiar skill.
The London Baroque Ensemble, conducted by
Karl Haas, make an, interesting recording of
Divertimento hi G Major, Op. 31,
Haydn's
No. 1," arranged by Haas, on Parlophone .511'8118 -9.
" The Fourth London Trio in G Major " and
" Grenadier March," both by Haydn, make an
attractive coupling.
Other orchestral recordings which will be eagerly
sought -after are the " Dance of the Seven Veils,"
by Richard Strauss, played by the Royal Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Sir Thomas
Beecham, Bart, on H.M.V. DB21149, and " Overture Die Fledermaus," by Johann Strauss, played
by the Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by
Josef Krips, on Columbia DX1707.

Other records from which yon may take your
Come Back to Sorrento " ant
choice are
" Valencia," sung by Jan Peerte, on H.M. V.
Dá1962 ; " I Leave My Heart in an English
Garden," coupled with " I Bless the Day," sun
by Webster Booth, on H.M.V. B10027 : and " Cho
Faro Senza Euridice " and " Ombra Mai Fu
(Largo)," both of which are sung in Italian by
Jean Watson, contralto, on Columbia DX 1721.
Variety

For Parlophone this month the Geraldo Orchestra
and two of the band's singers offer attractively
arranged versions of popular songs of the day.
" Orange Coloured Sky " is the American novelty
number sung by Nadia Dore, and the romantic
coupling is the French song, " All my 'Love," sung
by Eve Boswell, on Parlophone F2443.
Frank Sinatra has chosen two times from recent
Life is, so
Hollywood musical productions
Peculiar " and Nevertheless," which he sings on
Columbia DB2790. Steve Conway gives his version
of " Autumn Leaves " and " Love Like Ours " on
Columbia DB2775, and Tony Bennet makes his
début on Columbia with " Just Say I Love Her " and
" Our Lady of Fiitima," on Columbia DB2789.
Harmony is supplied by the Radio Revellers with
" Stick it on the Wall, Mrs. Riley " and " The Ball
of Kirriemuir," on Columbia IDB2785. -The latter
number is a song of Scottish origin which 'became
a firm favourite with the Forces during the last war.
Billy Thorburn's novelty ensemble ° and the
Stargazers combine talents for a recording of
" Sunshine Mountain " and " Good Luck, Good
Health, God Bless You," on Parlophone F2442.
Roberto Ingles and his Orchestra offer two more
tunes in his danceable Latin- American style on
Parlophone R3349. " Autumn Leaves " and " All
my Love " are two titles that have won favour
on the Continent.
.Humphrey Lyttelton and his New Orleans -style
jazz band give us yet two more numbers emanating
from the early days of jazz. They are " Low Down
Dirty Shame Blues " and " Buddy's Habits," on
Parlophone R3351.
This month Sidney Torch's -skilled hands direct
his orchestra through " The Petite Waltz" and
" Elfinette," on Parlophone R3348. " The Petite
Waltz " is, of course, a firm favourite in this
Vocal
Theo Hermann, -who has made quite a name for country.

-"

-

F

Editorial and Advertisement Offices

Southampton Street. Strand. W.C.2. 'Phone
"Practical Wireless," George Newness Ltd., Tower House,Newnes,
Rand, London.
Telegrams :
Registered at the G.P.O. !or transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

:

Temple Sax 4563.

should be
nature suitable for publication in "'Practical Wireless." Such articles responsible
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical the
and address of the sender. Whilst the-Editor does not hold himself
written on one side of the paper only, and should contain If name
intended
for
enclosed.'
All
correspondence
isenvelope
and
addressed
a
stamped
for manuscripts, every effort will be made to return them Wireless," George Neumes. Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street: Strand. W.C.2.
Practical
the Editor should be addressed : The Editor.
apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch withi the latest developinents,
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wirelessour
columns is not the -subieet of letters patent.
we give no warranty that apparatus described in
Wheless " tp specifically reserved throughout the countries
Copyright in all drawings. photographs and articles published in or' Practical
imitations of any of these are therefore. expressly fortndden.;. " Practical
signatory to the Berne Convention and the U.S.A. Reproductions
Wtreless " inc6rporates " Amateur'SYtYelesd:"
-

-
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
BOOKS

SUMMER'S COMING
So you need
a Personal Portable.
Build your own
and save pounds. The second edition
of ' Personal Portables," at 2/8 post
paid, gives you every fact you need
on 5 fine sets -we cannot hold this
low price much longer, by the way,
so we suggest a quick order.
Need
we mention ' A Portable Televisor " ?
Still the only book of its kind with
full data on a cheap complete
" personal televisor " and only 3/2
BRADBOOKS, Sennen,
post paid.
Penzance, Cornwall.
1

RECEIVERS

&

COMPONENTS

-

AMATEURS, Dealers, Servicemen.
Why pay fancy prices ? " Be in
know." Send S.A.E. to-day for the
list
that will save you pounds. Goods
C.W.O.
No C.O.D.
Money back
guarantee. ANNAKIN, 25, Ashfield
Place, Otley, Yorks.

ALL -WAVER with 1,000-mile range
and modern detector circuit, needing
no batteries or mains. Full plans and
text, 2/6. For L. & M. Midget Set,
2!.. Descriptive list ld. ALEXTONE,
Hillworth. Longdon, Glos.
MIDDLESBROUGH
phone 3096
or call PALMERS, 114, Waterloo
Road. Large stocks Radio and TV
components.

BUILD an AC/DC 3WB Superhet
compiete with cabinet, valves
all parts for £5 with our concise and
instructions. We still publish " The
Cheapest List in England " for components. Coil Pack Kits, 3WB, 9!e;
1
x 350v Tub, 2/8 dozen, etc., etc.
SUSSEX ELECTRONICS, LTD. (W.),
Princes St., Brighton.
'

RADIO MART, 22, Tubwell Row, Darlington, offers good supplies of Radio
and Television components at reasonable prices. New lists out shortly.
Give a trial for satisfaction.
FOR SALE, a G.E.C. Radio, Model
No. B.C. 4010 ¡Overseas ten valve).
This set is in very good order, having
recently been completely overhauled
by the makers at a cost of £25/10/-.
Offers around £38 will be considered
Apply P.S.L. Royal Air Force, Bassingbourn. Royston, Herts.
.

1tA'ILs

:
um w
thereof, average live words to part
line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. Bd. extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager
Practical Wiriness,"
Tower ;house, Southampton st.

April,

.

70ma, 6.3v 3a, 5v 2a, 13/3; 250- 0-250v
70ma, 6.3v 2a, 5v 2a Midget, 21-3 24in., 14/11; 350 -0-350v 70ma, 6.3v 3a,
2a, 18/9; 350 -0-350v 80ma, 6.3v -4v
HANNEY OF BATH offers.- Speedy 5v
3a, 5v -4v 2a, 17/9; 350- 0 -350v 90ma,
service on new components only.
6.3v
3a, 5v 2a, 19/9; 350- 0 -350v 100ma
All values of Erie Resistors includ- 6.3v 3a,
3a, 21/6; 350 -0-350v 120ma,
ing
close
tole
and matched 6.3v 4a, 5v
3a, 26/9; 350 -0-350v 150ma,
pairs. 20%, 10 %ance
,
5% and 1% Silver 6.3v 4a, 5v
3a, 28/9. Fully Shrouded
Micas ; Wearite
P "
Coils,
all Upright 5v
Mounting Types : 250- 0 -250v
ranges, 3/- ea.; Denco " C " Coils, 6/6 60ma,
6.3v
3a,
pair; Wearite type 705 Coil Pack, 16/9; 250-0-250v5v 2a Midget, 2 1_3-3in.,
100ma, 6.3v 6a, 5v
37/10; Osmor " Q ' Coil Packs, 40/4; 3a, 28/9; 3500-350v 70ma, 6.3v 2a, 5v
E.T.A. 4- station Tuner Unit, 40/2; 2a, 18/8;
-0-350v 100ma
6.3v -4v
Weymouth P5A I.F.S., variable selec- 4a C.T., 0-4350
-5v
3a, 23/11 X350-0-350v
tivity, 9/6 ea.; Wearite Standard 150ma,' 6.3v 2a, 6.3v
2a, 5v 3a, 31/9;
I.F.S. 501 and 502, 10/ ea.; Wearite 425- 0-425v 200ma,
6.3v -4v 4a C.T., 6.3vMidget
I.F.S.,
10/6
ea.;
our
4a C.T., 0-4 -5v 3a, 47/9. Smoothing
" Special " standard size I.F.S., 6/- 4v
Chokes:
10h. 360 ohms, 3/3;
ea.; Woden potted output Trans- 80ma 12h.40ma
350 ohms. 5/3 ea.; 100ma
former for " P.W." quality amplifier 1011. 100 ohms,
5h. 100 ohms,
(Jan., '51), 30/ -; Elstone ditto, 18/9; 7/6 ea. Output200ma
Trans.: 6116 to 2 -3
Elstone
Universal Output Trans- ohms (small), 1/11;
push
10 w.
former, 4 watts, 7/0; Elstone Midget 6V6, PX4, 6L6 to 3- 5 -8-15 -pull
ohms, 15/9;
Output Transformer, 5/9; Elstone 350- Williamson type, exact to
author's
0 -350 80ma 6.3 and 4v, 3 -way mountspec.,
Misc. Items : ex -Govt.
ing, 21/; huge stocks 2, 4 and 6 B.A. Aladdin72/-.
Formers, slug tuned, 4/Nuts, Bolts and Washers, also instru- doz. ClixCoil
int.
Valve Holders, 2/9
ment wires at competitive prices; doz. Receiver oct.
Cabinets, size approx.
W.B. Stentorian Speakers, 2 1-in. 15/6, 161 x 91 x 7 }in.,
cut for dial and
3in. 16/6, 5in. 17/8, 6in. and lin. 21/-, speaker; fitted speaker
fabric and
8in. 24/ -, 9fn. 29/0, loin. 37/6; a few back finished in cream cellulose,
12/8
Rolas loin. left at 19/6; Wharfedale ea. T.V. Masks,
ín cream, 12/9.
Golden l0in., 15 ohms, 80 / -; Good - New boxed ex -Govt. Valves:
9004.
man's Audium 60, 12ín., 135/ -; Good - 1/11; 954, 955, 956. 2/9; 6J5GT, 3/9;
man's Axiom, 188/ -.
We supply 6SG7, 12SG7, 4/11; VÚ111, 4/3; 6J7
matched valves at no extra charge, Met, 6K7GT, 6N7 Met. 688 Met,
5Z4
KT66' 42/8 pair, PX4 8/6 pair, 6V6 Met. 1S4, EF50 6D6, 6/6; 1R5, 1T4.
31/8 pair, KT63 31/8 pair, K3.61 31/8 VR150, 6/11; I T66, 9/8; 805, 14/11.
pair, etc. etc. Complete set parts for Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. over £1.
4-Watt Amplifier with base and treble Post extra under £2.
Full list 3d.
controls, £6/61 -; or with instrument Special list for trade. 3d. RADIO
case, L8/19/6. All A.V.O. and Taylor SUPPLY CO., 34, Hanover St., Park
instruments supplied, list on request. Lane, Leeds.
We supply new goods only, no sur - WHILE STOCKS
LAST. -Cans. 16 -16
plus, for all published designs .
350v., 3/- ea.; single 16 mfd,
get our quotation by return; 21d. mfd,
350v.,
2/
-;
25 fmd. 50v., 1/ -;
2pf,
stamp please, or '3d. stamp for all 4pf, 20pf, .0001, .001, .002,

.Strand, London, 14.C.li.

-

12.,

lists.

HANNEY, 77, Lower
(Tel.: 3811.)
SELENIUM Photo- Electric Cells, 45
mm. diam., 10/. All standard size
cells in stock. S.A.E. for details.
G. R. PRODUCTS, 22, Runnymead
L.

F.

Bristol Rd., Bath.

3/- any doz.;

.005, .01, .1, .25, 3/6 any doz.; Sprague
.1,

350v.. 4/6

free.

doz.

Over

10

/- post

ELECTRONIX, 220b, Canterbury St.. Gillingham, Kent.
RF UNITS TYPE 24, and 24 mod.

27
at 12/6 ea., plus 1/3 carr.; RII24,
with 6 universal valves, OK for TV
21/- ea. We have large stocks
WIRE
RECORDER
Constructional sound,
ex Gov. Radio, Electrical and
Details, 1/6. Stainless Steel Record- of
Optical goods. S.AE. will bring you
ing Wire, 3,600ft. reels 5/6.
12, complete lists.
ENGLISH, RayCAR RADIOS, 12v, new, ideal for
Ave,. Blackley, Manches- leigh Rd.. Hutton,H. Brentwood,
resell, £10. GERRY, TV and Radio Rossendale
Essex.
Specialist, 22, Birkbeck Rd., Sidcup. ter, 9.
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS, 200- 250v.,
FOR SALE, Unused T1154F in transit A.C., 50 cycles, clock
type,
12/8
each.
WHILE THEY LAST ! Midget
case. Offers. Box No. 199.
11postage;
suitable for model
LA Aces., new, unfilled, 2v 3AH, Exide
only
UNIVERSAL ELECTRICAL,
4!- ea.; size 41in. x 11in. x llin. WALNUT Radiogram Cabinets. Stamp engineers.
Midget .1 mfd 150v wkg. tub. Conds., details. E. WISHER, 501, Hale End 217a, City Rd., London, E.C.1.
3/8 doz. Yaxley sw. 2p 6w, 3 for 5/ -, Rd., Highams Park, E.4.
MAGNETIC SOUND Recording Wire,
100 ass. Wax tub. Conds., .01 to
stainless steel, temporary wooden
.5 mfd, 150- 1,000v., wkg., 100 for 10/6.
spools,
approx, 11 hours' running
SITUATIONS
VACANT
Mains xfmrs., 230v input, 16v 1 amp,
time at 2ft.
sec.; .14/- per spool.
5v 5 amp, 200, 260, 300v (HW), 80ma ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN required A. SMART, per
O P, 11/ ea. All post paid. Stamp with experience of modern sound film owen, Worcs. 40, Grange .Rd., Hales list. J. T. ANGLIN, 106, Cleethorpe and /or amplifier equipment, able to
Rd., Grimsby.
read theoretical circuits and trace
REPAIRS AND REWINDS
any fault. Write in the first instance
TUNING CONOS., .0005, 2/6; Twin giving fullest particulars of exneri- LOUDSPEAKERS repaired
s /s, 3/6; 1 /s, 4/ -; 4 gang, 1/6;
ence and salary required. SOUTHERN MODEL LOUDSPEAKER promptly.
15,
SERVICE,
50, 100 and 150pf, 1/6; tsaselite. .0003 FILM SERVICES, LTD., 5, Mackenzie 34a. Billingdon
Road, Oxford.
and .0005, 3!8. List 2 ;d. CARTER'S. Street, Slough.
TRANSFORMERS.
All types of
67, Bell Lane, Marston Green, Bir.
Radio and Television rewound. New
APPOINTMENTS in Civil Aviation.
mingham.
Radio Mechanics are required at Components wound to your specificaof Civil Aviation aerodromes tion. Quotations by return. NORTH
T.R.F. COILS.
& MW, boxed with Ministry
WEST ELECTRICAL CO., 8, Duke's
circuit, 4/8 pair: asstd. Silver Mica, and radio stations in various parts Ave.,
London. N.10. (Tudor 8093.1
2/6 doz.; .01 1,000v., 2/6 doz., etc. of the United Kingdom. If you have
List from HOWELL, 29, McWilliam had practical experience in the main- VACUUM CLEANERS and Gram.
tenance of radio or radar equipment, Motors, repairs
Rd., Brighton, '1
our speciality. Armacall, write or telephone to Ministry ture rewinds, new
bearings and comof Civil Aviation, Room 310A, 19 -29, mutators
AVO & TAYLOR Meters, new; less Woburn
fitted, also transformers
Place, London, W.C.1 (tele- rewound, speakers
f..'í list. RADILECT, 25, Gt. Western
repaired.
Comphone
Terminus
3366,
extension petitive prices.
St., Manchester, 16.
Trade
41531 or call at any
of invited, 2 to 5 days c.o.d. enquiries
service.
Civil Aviation aerodrome Ministry
for
WANTED, Bulgin C.70 Coil.
particuSend
16.
lars, or any Local Office of the Minis- CO. s.a.e. for price lists to: A.D.S.
Coniston Rd., Tettenhal ;,
(V. E.M. Dept.), 261 -3. Lichfield
try of Labour and National Service.
Rd, Aston. Birmingham, G. Est. 1935.

Ave., Bristol, 4.

.

1

-L

'

1951

BRAND NEW Guaranteed GoodsMains Transformers, fully interleaved and impregnated, primaries
200 -230 -250v screened.
Drop through
types, with Top Shroud: 260-0-260v

-
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BAKELITE CABINETS, loin. x 7 #in.
x 5 .1in., with drilled chassis 4-valve
SIT. back cover, dial, 22/6, or 37/6
complete with 3¢in. speaker, carriage
2/6. R3132 U.H.F. Receivers, 6EF50,
2 EF52,
1VR137, 1 5Z4G, £31101 L.F. Chokes,
each, 10 /- carriage.'
heavy duty 8H. 250ma, 13/- each, carriage 5/ -. Wearite I.F. Coils, 4651/Cc,
brand new, 16/- pair, post 1 / -. Indicator Units, type 6A and 6E with
VCR97 tube, 4 EF50, 2 EB34 valves,
Receivers
£3/19/6, carriage 10 / -.
3547 containing Pye IF strip, 15 EF50
valves, ideal for television use, £6/5/ -,
carriage 10 / -. A. THOMAS & CO.,
532, Garratt Lane, Lower Tooting,
-

-

S. W.17.

DISC RECORDERS for the amateur.
Complete machines scroll, and cut
96/192. Discs, stylii. SIGMAPHON,
50, Mill Vale, Bromley, Kent.

Return of
6V6, 5Z4, 6F6, 6N7, 6K7, 6J7,
6C5, 6J5, EF50, EF39, EF36, EBC33,
EK32, 12A6, 6B8, 6L7, and many
NE-W, BOXED VALVES.

post.

other types, all at 6/6 each, post
free. Boxed 6K8GT, 10/ -. " Egan "
V /controls, L /spindle, 10k to 2 meg.,
2/6, W/sw 3/9. Condensers, all fresh
stock, 8mf. 450V. 2/6; 16nsf. 4,50v,
3/6;8 x 16 450v, 3/9; .1 400v, 4/6 doz.
0 -500 Microamp Meters, 7/6.
Unit
25/73,, Spot Condn., less valves, 7/6.
Co -ax Cable, 80 ohms 10/- doz. yds.
Morse Trng. equip., with battery, 6/6.
M/c 0-12v and 120v Meter, 10/6. New
P.M. Speakers, 5in. 12/ -, 6in. 12/6,
Sin.. -W /trans., 13/6. Hundreds other
bargains. S.A.E. " RAEMOS," 52,
Pendlestone Rd., London, E.17.
VALVES as per March advert. Stamp
for -lists. Callers only. APN4 Units
compl. CRT (5CP1), less valves and
Xtal, 30/- to clear. Ex -Gov. Radio,
wooden cabinet 20in. x llin. x
4v plus superhet Med. and S.W.,
6v Vib Pack, 8in. L.S., compl. less
valves and vibrator (supplied sep.).
£2., T.R.S.. 71, Meadvale Rd., E.
Croydon (post orders). 2, Pawsons
Rd., W. Croydon (for callers). (Tel.:
THO. 1665.1

6F6G, 6K7G, 6N7GT,
6AG7, 6SG7, 7Q7, 7V7, EF54, 12A6,
VR53, VR56, S130, RK34,
RL16,
EBC33, 6C6, 6D6, 42, 80, 807, FW4/
500, 6SK7, KTZ63 (6J7G), 5R4GY.
6SA7, MSPen, 12A6, 1A5GT, at 6/6
ELSO, U14, 2X2,

6H6, VR54, VR92, at 21-. 954,
955; 956, at 4/-, 6J5GT, 6AC7, ML4,
at 4/6. EF50, 9003, at 5/6. VR150/30,
6K8G, 1T4, 1115, 3A4, EF91, 5Z4,
5114G, VT127 (Pen46), at 7/8. 6L6G,
P3125, at 10/- 6B7, at 10/6. Post 6d.
under 20/-. R.T. & I. SERVICE, 254,
Grove Green Rd., London, E.11.

each.

NEW PRODUCTS : Chancery Adaptor converts any turntable to 331
Decca
r.p.m. instantly, £3/1216.
Lightweight Pickup, to match, fitted
GP20 perm. sapphire, £1,13/ -. Decca
Dual -speed Motor and t.t. for 331
and 78, £5119/10. Decca Lightweight
pickup with reversible head for
Standard and L.P. (Acos G.P. sapphires), £3/19/4.
Collaro Standard
Microgram Cases with uncut motor board, 50/ -.
Decca Long-playing
Records by post, send 2(d. for titles.
N.R.S. " Symphony Amplifiers," bass
lift, middle lift, treble lift, scratch
cut, negative feedback, 5 -watt model
9
gns., 10 -watt model £13/19/6;
wonderful fidelity. Quality L. and M.wave T.R.F. Tuner for hi -fi Amplifiers, £5/15/ -; or Kit, 95/ -. Quality
L.M. and S. -wave Superhet Tuner,
also for hi -fi amps, £9; or Kit, £8.
Bass Reflex Cabinet Kits, give superb
bass and transient response ; fully
cut in. patent timber, felt. etc.,
30in. high. Ein. speaker model £4,
loin. £4/10/ -, 12ín. £5; ready built.
7/6 extra.
Recommended Speakers:
8in. 17/6, loin. 25/6, 12in. £7. Carriage on above items extra. Terms:
c.w.o. or c.o.d. Send 2(d. now for
full details of above and other bargains.
NORTHERN RADIO SERVICES, 16. King's College Rd.,
London. N.W.3.
Mains Transformers
UPRIGHT PROP
THROUGH
AS
ILLUSTRATED.

-

Two

Types

Only.

Guaranteed.

No. 1 : 250-0-510v.. 80
mA., 0- 4-6,3v.. 5 amp.
0-4 -5v.. 2 amp. No. 2 :

Same, but 350v. Both
15/6, post IF for 1 to 3
HILLFIELDS RADIO.

Burnham (toad,
Whitley, Coventry.
8.

STAN WILLETTS

43, SPON LANE, WEST
BROMWICH, STAFFS

TR9 short -wave receiver, 31 -80 metres,
Complete with six battery -operated valves
-two VR18, two VR21, VR27, VR118 or
VR22, in working order, 12/6, post 2,6.
R.C.A. 931A Photo -Multiplier Valve, complete in diecast housing with potential
divider, new, 33' -. Ampmeter Thermocouple, 0 -3.5 amps, 3,8; 4 amps 416, post 4d.
Rheostat Ohmite, 100 ohms 25 watts, 2.9,

EL32

CONDENSERS.

NEW GOODS ()\I.ì
Detector, Manual of Circuits, Pax CONDENSERS.
-450 V.N. 4 mid., 2;6
Panel, H/R Phones, all for 22/8. 8. 31 -: 16, 4/ -; 8 -8,
619: 16 -16, 7/9
Room to Room Telephone (see P.W. 500 V.W. 8 mfd,. 4/ -; 5,'16,-: 86'-16,
-; 8-8,133: 8 -16, 8'March) still 5/11, post free. Many 16-16. 91.: 25X25V, 2,' - 25X5017,
213; 50X1217
other lines. LORNE RADIO SUP- /-; 50X5017.
Tubulars. 500 V.N. up to
PLIES, 7, Lorne Rd., Walthsmstow, 2.01, 11d.; to 2/6.
.1, 111; .25. 1/9 :.,5.2110: 1 mid.,
E.17. The better Mail Order Firm.
450 V.W. 2/9; Moulded Mica, up to .0003,
1.0d.; to -003, 1/ -; to .01, 1/6; Sil. Mica, up to
SURPLUS VALVES -all new and 80 pf., 9d.; to 8K pr.. 1/ -:.

boxed. -6V6,

5Z4, 6J7, 6F6, 2X2,
VU111, 6B8, 6AC7, 6X5, KT44, 5U4,
EBC33, 41, 6SK7, 6SG7, 6N7, EF39,
HP4106, 6K7, 6SH7, AC6PEN, 6Q7. All
at 5/6 each. Morganite V,C WiS 4,
(

sé s,aall values, 3/6 dozen. .0001,
0002, .0003, .0004, .0005 Moulded, 3/6
dozen. 5in, Rola L /T., 10/6. 8in.
Plessey L /T., 11/6. loin. Rola L/T.,
21/ -, 10in. Plessey L /T., 17/6. Send
for lists. ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY
CO., 5/6, Vinces Chas., Victoria
Square, Leeds, 1.
de

VOLUME CONTROLS.-Lg. }in. diet, Spdls,
all Values, 3/ -; with SW.. 5/-; with D.P.
SW., 6/ -: Midg, Type, }, 1, 2 meg.; 4/6: with
SW., 8'6; with D.P. SW., 7/6; Wire Wound,
1 K. to 80 K., 5,6: 100 K., 613.
RESISTORS.- Carbon, all values, I watt.
4d.; 1 watt, 8d. ; 2 watt. 1.'- :. Wire Wound,
5 watt , 50 ohms to 2 K., 1//9: 3 K. to 50 K.,
2/6; 19 watt. 50 to 2 K., 26; 20 watt, 50 to
2 K., 3/-; Mains Droppers with Ft. and 2 adj.
taps, .2 A, 4/6 ::3 A., 5/ -; Linecord, 3 -way.
.2 A. or .3 A., 1/11 yd.
Terms Orders up to 10/- post 4d.; over, free.
List 21d. stamp.
Please print your name and address.

-
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32/32

350yw.

Tub.

.

32 350vw 2/.; '16 400rwCergmieons: 2.2,
.1 2.5Kv 216.
6.8, 10, 12, 15, 27, 33. 40, 47, 100pfs, 5'-

Card., 2/6;

2/6

Ceramic Spindled Miniature
Variables: 75pf DE 2 / -; 75pf Twin
3/ -; 25pf 1/3; 25pf 3 gang 3/6; 20pf
preset 11 -; 25/25pf Split Stator 2 .'6.Muirhead SM Dials. 5/6. Epicyclic
Drives with pointer, 1/6. Spindle
Fuse Couplers, 9d.; flexible 1 / -.
holders Papel, 113. Ruby Indicators,'
Bulgin, 1/6; Coilformers, pax /in.
x 3in., 4 for 1/ -, 10,000 surplus
Valves, state types reqd. for immediate quote. Chokes: 20H 80ma. 6'-;
10H 120ma., 6/6; 4 pie RF, Od. Octal
Crystals: 2.5, 3.5, 5.5, 8 mes, 5/- each:
4.6, 6.2 mes; 4/ -; Std. 4 -8 mes, 4 for
10/6 (our asstmt.). Miniatures: 2039 mes in 100 kes, 8/6 each. No. 13
4v Bat. Set, 6/9 incs, with cire. and
mods for other bands, 17/6. A.C.,.D.C.
Blowers, tiny, 28/115v, 8/6. Motors,
small, 28v, with 2 -speed reduction
gears, 10/-. Pye: Plugs /Skis., 9d.
pr. Triple skts, 1/ -; D.E. Skts, 1!-.
Terms: C.W.O. S.A.E. all enquiries,
pl. W. A. BENSON, 308, Rathbone
Rd., Liverpool, 13.
SOUTHERN RADIO's Wireless Bar gains.-R3515 Television Units, 21
valves with 6 -stage 14Mc. I.F. strip:
recommended for ideal TV conversion
by all experts; brand new in original
wooden cases, £3/101 -. R1355 Receivers, brand new and unused, as specified for inexpensive television, £315; -.
TR1196 6 -valve Superhet Receivers.
perfect and guaranteed, 22/6, phis
Bendix Command Receivers,
1/4.
B.C.454 (49-10,0 metres), B.C. 455 13949 metres), complete with 6 valves,
perfect condition, 351- each, plus 1, 4.
Walkie- Talkie (Transreceiver), typo
38. Mark II, complete with 5 valves,
throat mike, headphones and aerial;
tested and working; £3/10/- caer.
paid, less batteries. ATP4 Valves, 7,6
each. Throat Microphones, with lead
and plug>magnetic, 4/6. Control
Cables, 14ft., with adaptors or B.C.
453/4/5, 9/6 each. R.A.F. Bombsight
Computers, complete, brand new, with
motors, gyro gears, blowers, etc., etc.:
ideal for model makers, etc.; the best
component value ever offered; 55,each, plus 5 / -.' Lufbra Fiore Cutters.
adjustable from ,/in. to 31ín., for use
on wood, metal, plastics, etc., 516.
Hand Generators, 6 volts at 5 amps.
complete with crank, 21/ -. Radio
Compass Indicators, with internal
Selsyn motor, 3ín. dial, 13/6; 5in.
dial, 15/6.
Inverter Units, type
(PE 206A( 206 -A, D.C. input, 27 volts
at 38 amps., 6,000 r.p.m.; A.C. output,
80 volts, 800 cycles; complete, brand
new, With spares, £3110 /- each. Map
Cases, transparent plastic, 101in. x
15in., with spring cover, suitable for
documents, photographic display, etc.,
5/6. Full list of radio publications,
206.
SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY,
LTD., 11, Little Newport St -, London.
doz.

'

(VT52)U5 /.; SP41 (VR65H). 2/- each,
post 4d. Condensers, .1 350 volts, 005 450
volts, 2;8 doz.
.01 1,000 volts, 4.16 doz.,
post 4d, Ex-Government Jack Knives 316,
post 6d. Blower Motors, 80 volt A.C. -D.C.,
10/6, post 1+9. U.S.A. Midget Blower Motors,
27 volt, 6,000 r.p.m., 916. post L3.
Mie)
headphones, mlc hand No. 7, brand new,
GUARANTEED BOXED VALVES, at 9/6, post 9d. Bal. Armature Headphones,
6/6 ea., EF50, EF36, EF33, EK32, new, 5 /-, post 6d. Carbon Mie. No. 4A, 3.11,
6AC7, 6B8, 6C5, 6H6, 6.17, 6117, 6N7, post 6d.
6507, 5Z4, 12A6, 8D2, 6SK7, VU111,
W.C.2.
SP41, U17, 6J5, 9001, 9003: special
RADIOLECTRON
line, 32/350v Elec., 4 for 10'6, 3/3 22, Frances
Street,
Scunt,oi'pc,
Lincs.
ea. Crystal Set Parts :. Coil, Condsr.,
;
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(Gerrard 6653.)

EDUCATIONAL

TELEVISION. -The Gothic Television
School is the only school in Great
:Britain devoted solely to training in

Television. The school specialises in
providing guaranteed home study
training for the R.T.E.B. Television
Servicing Certificate and the Brit. I.R.E. Television examination. Full
details from the Registrar, GOTHIC
TELEVISION SCHOOL, 13, North
Ave., London, W,13..
WIRELESS,- Postal Course in theory
for Amateur Transmitting Licence.
complete with text-book at moderate
fee: also instruction at school for
P.M.G.'s Certificates to become Radio
Officers in Merchant Navy at good
salaries. Recognised by Ministry of
Education. Apply, B.S T., LTD., 179,
Clapham Road.
London,
S,W.9.
(EStd. 1906.)
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Best Buy at Britain's LYONS
Receiver type 21.

A battery operated
superhet. receiver covering 4.2-7.5 McIs.
and 19-31 Mcls.
Operates as a double
superhet. on the 10 -metre band. Complete
with nine 2v. valves and circuit diagram.
In new condition, 451- carriage paid.
6v, vibrator pack. Suitable for use with
the 21 set. Output 150v. at 40 mA. fully
smoothed and rectified, Circuit diagram
supplied. Cheap at 1716 post paid.
Shipping and Top Band Command Set.
A 6 -valve superhet. covering 100 -200 metres.
Valve line -up : 3 of 125K7,
of 12K8. I of
125117, I of 12A6 -all metal valves. Brand
new and complete with valves all contained
in a black crackle -case. Circuit diagram
supplied free. Only 5916 carriage paid.
For A.C. mains operation this net requires
a power pack giving I2v. and 250v.
If 24v.
batteries are available we can supply a plug on dynamotor for ISI- post paid.
Indicator Unit type 6. Brand new and
contained in manufacturer's original wooden
crate.
Contents include a VCR97 tube.
4 of EF50 valves and very many ocher useful
components. As specified for the " Wire bss World " Oscilloscope, " Inexpensive
Television," etc. Priced at only 6716, plus
716 carriage.
Don't miss this very special
offer to " Practical Wireless " readers.
Our usual comprehensive range of valves,
C.R. Tubes, components and specialised
equipment in huge variety and at keen prices.
Many, many bargains for the caller.
1

CHARLES BRITAIN
(RADIO) LTD.
II, Upper Saint Martin's

-

Lane, London, W.C.2.

TEM. 0545

Shop hours, 9 -6 p.m. (9 -1 p.m.

Thursday)
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY mono

-

MANUFACTURERS

G200 ANNOUNCES

Return Post Mail Order Service,
N.1LVES.-6J5GT. 4f- : GAGS. 6 6 : 6ÁM6
(8D3),

6'6

:

6Q70,

6/6

:

10!6:

6C4,

7i-

:

6116,

2'-

;

6K7GT,

6L5G, 6/6 . 6N7, 818 : 6N7G. 573
6/8 ; 6SG7, 12SG7, 65187. 12S1-17,
12SK7. 8/6 : 6X5GT, 6X5. 8/6 ; 7W7,

7C5, 7/6

;

45, 5.'-

:

76,

8/8

;

60,

7/6

;

(RL37), 618
VR91.
EF50.
518 : EF39, 8/9: NB48 (EBC33), 516 ; VR78
(D1), VR92 (EA50), 3/6 : VR150'30. VR105/30,
8/6 ; TTI1, 41& Crystal and Cats Whiskers
9d. 8012 V.H.F. Triode, 8/6. Twin crystal
detectors, 3/6. ALSO HUGE STOCKS of
CV66

Branded and rare types of valves at B.V.A.
prices. Order these C.O.D. if you prefer.

ARTHUR

HOILE

55, Union Street, Maidstone, Kent
'Phone; 2812

-

:

carriage

316.

INDICATOR UNITS TYPE

62.

These

units are fitted with C.R. Tube VCR97,
16 VR65's, 2 VR54's, 2 VR92's, wire -wound
pots., switches, condensers, resistors,
crystal units, etc. The whole is built on
a metal chassis and fits into a case 18 x
8) x II) ins. In good condition and CR
Tube tested before despatch.
PRICE
£3.17.6, carriage 716.
TRANSMITTERS TYPE ßC778, Powered
by hand generator, sends automatic S O S
on 500 Kcs. or can be keyed manually.
Complete with morse tapper, valves (I each
of 12A6 and I2SC7), neon indicator lamps,
aerial wire, etc. Housed in waterproof
cases which are slightly marked and dented
externally but in good condition internally.
PRICE 301-,

carriage 416.

RADIO
ENGINEER

RADIO

6 -9

mcs.
Chassis taken from the No. 18
Tx /Rx. Tested ready for use. 20/ -.
New IN34 CRYSTAL DIODES, 5/3,
METERS. Mc 0 -300v. 2in., 10/ -, 0-40v.
7/6. 250 mA. 2l in., 10 / -.
ACCUMULATORS. Brand new unused, MULTIMETERS. 2Iin. Supplied as kit
Gov. Surplus, American made.
with black bakelite cases, 6 x 41 x lien.
I2v. 34 -amp. -hour at 5 -hr. rate. Case and resistors for D.C. ranges 0 -3, 0-30,
size 10} x 10 x 5.h ins. with terminal cover 0-150, 0 -300, 0-600v. and 60mA.
Scale
projecting on one side 3 ins. PRICE 75!-. also reads OHMS 0-5,000 with Ikv.
24v. 1I- amp.-hour at 5 -hr. rate. Case battery. 17/6.
size 8
ins. sq. Term. cvr. on one MOVING' COIL MICROPHONES with
side projects 31 ins. PRICE 3216.
switch, 6/6. Trans. to match, 5/ -.
Carriage either type 1216 (516 returnable
American Miniature Lightweight HEADon crate).
PHONES 8/6.
TEST SET TYPE 46. A simple signal New
generator covering a frequency range of with 12 in Elliptical energised SPEAKER
transformers, 400 ohm field. Mag1235 Kcs. to 23,25 Mcs. in 5 switched ranges.
nificent tone 21/6.
Employs a 2v. triode valve.
Operating
voltages are
H.T. about 90 to 120v. D.C. 24v. AC /DC MOTORS 5 x 3in., fitted
and L.T. 2v.
Contained in metal case with powerful blower fan, 14/-.
14 x 10 x' 7% ins.
In new condition and R.C.A.
100 kc CRYSTALS.
First
tested before despatch.
PRICE 3716, Grade, 25/6.

can become
a first-class

Dunstable Road, Luton

RADIO

LTD.

1951

ROAD, Best. M.P.
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12
Telephone : SHEpherds Bush 1729

YOU

Express Delivery from

189,

RADIO

April,

VOLT BATTERY SUPER -HET.

2

3, GOLDHAWK

We

hold large stocks of components
and can offer Immediate Delivery of many components that
are in short supply. Send us
your enquiries or 'Phone :
Luton 2677.

COVENTRY

WIRELESS

We are specialists in Homestudy Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well -paid
employment or profitable
spare -time work.

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE
....Post in unsealed ens elope, rd. postage
To

Heath Bradley, T.C.R.C.,
Harland Road,
Southbourne, Bournemouth.
:

R.

SO,

NAME
ADDRESS

P.I13

TRANSFORMERS 230/24v. IA., 13/6.
SIGNAL GENERATOR, 200 mcs., easily
converted to 144 mes or TV bands. Complete with 6v. vibrator pack, in black
metal case, 321-. SIG. GEN. only. 1116.
ARMY CARBON MICROPHONE with
switch, 4/6.

Trans. to match, 3/ -.

ADMIRALTY SLOW-MOTION DIALS,
100 -1

with vernier.

White ivorine. dial,

Worm driven. Beautifully made,
new and boxed 8/6.
All Carriage Pad. Money back Guarantee frem-

0 -100.

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
253b, Portobello

Road, London,

1.1

11

'Phone: Park 6026.
60- WATT AMPLIFIERS, complete with
10 Valves and Output Transformers, for

200/250v. 50 c/s

mains, £131101-.

MLNIATURE MOULUES) MICA CONDENSERS, 100 pf., 4/6 doz., or 42'- per gross.
ELECTROLYTICS,-- 8 +v mfd., 450v.w.,
2/9

;

50

mfd.,

50

v.w., 1'9.

VALVE BARGAINS. -EASQ

6116,

ML6,

VP23, 8D2, 8/-; 954, 955 6J5GT, 3/6 ;
EF50, EF36, TT11, 6AC7M, 4'- ; 9003, 4/6
EF'39, EBC33 (ex- Govt.), 8/6 ; EF39, EB033
(new Mullard), 8/6 : VP4, VP4A, 818 :
0A40, 12/6 : 884. 15' -.
21-

:

Many other valves available at Bargain

Prices -TH4B, F'C13, CL4, UL41, KK32,
SB4B, SP13C, TP22, etc. Send S.A.E. for

quotation or full List of Components.
Valves, etc., now ready. Please add postage
on orders under £1.

ELECTRAD RADIO,
64, Gt. Victoria Street, Belfast,
N.

RADIO

Ireland.

COMPONENTS

EAST STREET, DARLINGTON
BASS and TREBLE SEPARATOR.-

Enables the use of separate speakers for
bass and treble. Permits adjustment of
amount of treble relative to bass, and also
allows speakers of different impedance to
be used. Kit of parts
£g1
SCRATCR FILTERS. -Give markedre
9
duction of scratch level without serious
effect on treble response
15 0
WHISTLE FILTER. -Completely eliminates that annoying 9 kc /s inter scat on
whistle. Easily inserted in speaker leads
and suitable for any impedance 2 to 30 ohms.
Gives a very sharp, narrow cut, guaranteed
better than 35 db, with negligible insertion
loss
£113 6
SIGNAL GENERATOR. Complete,
portable signal source operating from internal
batteries
£2 10 0
Further details of any above items and
catalogue of high fidelity equipment on
request.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE

blueprints are drawn fu:'.
THESE
The issues
containint
size.
descriptions of these sets arc now out
of print, but an asterisk beside the
blueprint number den,tes that constructional details are available, tree
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the per-

No. of
Blueprint

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
No. of
Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, Is. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver ..
The " Junior " Crystal

..

..

Set

..

PW71*

PW94

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
Blueprints, 2s. each.

One-Valve :
The " Pyramid "

Aver (HF Pen)

One-

..

PW93*

Two -valve : Blueprints, Zs.
the Signet Two (D &
.. PW76
..
L F) . ,
Three-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Summit Three (HF Pen,
.. PW37
. ,
D, Pen) .
The " Rapide " Straight
3 (D, 2 LF (RC &
.. PW82
Trans))
F. J. Caitlin's " Sprite "
Three (HF, Pen, D,
PW87
,.
Tet) ,.
Four -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
'

Fur

Super (SG,
.. PW34C
SG, ,D, Pen) ..

Fury

Mains Operated
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two (D, Pow) PW19
Blueprints, 2s. each.
Diode - Triode

Three -valve

Double

-

..

SHORT-WAVE SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
PW88
Simple S.W. One -valver
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Midget Short-wave Two
.. PW38A
..
(D, Pen)
Three -valve : Blueprints, Zs. each.
ShortExperimenter's
wave Three (SG, D,
.. PW30A
Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF
.. PW63
(RC and Trans))
The Band- spread S.W.
Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen), Pen)

PW68

..

PORTABLES

No. al
Blueprint

SHORT-WAVE SETS
Battery Operated
One-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
for
S.W.
One -valver

America

..

PW23

..

: Blueprints,
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,

Four-valve

2s. each.

..
..
D, Pen)
Hall-Mark (HF
Pen, D, Push -Pull) ..

A.C.

PW20
PW45

Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Ultra -short Battery Two
, . W M402'
(SG, det Pen), .

PvV'SG

MISCELLANEOUS

Trans)
..
, .
AW436
Standard Four -valver
Short -waver (SG, D,
.. WM383*
LF, P)..
,.

Mains Operated
Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s.
Standard Four -valve A.C.
Short-waver (SG, D,
.. WM391*
RC, Trans) ..

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND

MISCELLANEOUS

WIRELESS MAGAZINE

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10 Watts) (3/ -) WM387*
Listener's 5 -watt A.C.
,. WM392'
Amplifier (3/-)

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
: Blueprint, 2s.

Electrogram
Harris
battery amplifier (2/ -) WM3995
De Luxe Concert A.C.
. , W M403
Electrogram (2/-)

One-valve

One-

.. AW387

Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A modern Two-valver . WM409
i

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprints, 2s. each.
F. J. Carmn's 2 -valve
, .
.
PW52*
Superhet

.. AW429*

: Blueprints, 3s. each.
A.W. Short-Wave World beater (HF Pen, D, RC,

Blueprint, 2s.
S.W. Converter-Adapter
.. PW48A
(1 valve)
..

Special
B.B.C.
..
valver ..

..

Four-valve

Four -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
" Imp " Portable 4 (D,

LF, LF, Pen)

iodical in which the desert ption appe
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless.
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House. Southampton Street, Strand.
w.C.2.

:

Three (HF Pen, DDT,
Pen)

-

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Consoelectric Two (D,
.. AW403
..
Pen), A.C.

HINTS COUPON
This coupon is available ,nett Apn
2nd, 1451, and must accompany all

Practical Hints.
PRACTICAL Wt :ELESS, APRIL 1951

and
Street. Strand, London, W.C.2,
NEWNES, LIMITED. Tower House, Southampton
Zealand:
Published on the 7th of each month by isGEORGE
Sole Agents for Australia and New
for
SONS, LTD.. Exmoor Street, London. W.10.
rate including postage.Post.
printed in MIEngland by W. STRAIGHTSouth
Subscription
LTD.
AGENCY.
NEWS
CENTRAL
Africa:
GORDON & ÖorCH (Alsia). LTD.
at the General Post Office For the Canadian Magazine
one year Inland and Abroad los. 6d. (Canada 10s.). Registered
:
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THE

BURGOYNE

MINIATURE
SUPERN ET

SOLDER GUN
A REVOLUTION

COIL

IN SOLDERING METHODS

52/6
Poll Free
A.C. only

203-240v.
We have nearly exhausted
oar stocks of " cancelled
export order " Guns which
we have been able to offer
at the reduced price of
52'H. and must therefore
advise cur customers that
there Will be an increase
to the correct list price of

TelE

as from
April

1st.

WIRELESS

9¡6

-

ORDER NOW TO SECURE

AT THE REDUCED PRICE:

Boxed with ,.esemAl

.rsrroo

lion, and all necessary cornI,uoonls.

Full Vision Dial
Assembly

I

test

Copenhagen
Flan EnKra vil
Pi ice

;m,

crease

to

Arra,

let.

21(..

bran tar,
diva

PACK

'l'hi' new M.11.?. coil pour;
of the smallest possible physical
We can niter n o:,cdiate dz!ivery nt the BUR - dimensions
sets n new high
1.0YNE SE% E,, -SECOND SOLDER OUR standard in,perforrnance
It Is
nd all guns which WE SUPPLY are GUARAN- of exceptionally
high gain, an -1
TEED for TWO y EARS
particular rare has been taker
Ilow often do fou leave your soldering iron all iu the design ot the OLor'.
evening, or all day, so that it will be ready for Wave range. which
use when wanted f How often do you have to performance equal to tha:
re -tin the hit t How much electticity DO YOU
orally obtained only on
waste ?
communications receiver.
The Burgoyne Solder Gun give, you heat In Winding of coils gives extremely
seven seconds, and all the heat where you want high magnification to aerial Coil (':tea. in carton with instrile.
Iron dust cures also Ilona. Pre-aligned Post Free.
it. When not in nee It's cold; no waste of elec- circuit.
Increased
efficiency. Ranges covered:tricity, no danzer from picking up the " wrong ensure
It to 50 metres . -,o
While the coil pack Is supplied 21,11
cud." No constant re- tinning.
500 metre
-aligned and in this conThe Ilwrgoyne3,dder Can is n balancai Instru- pre
dition
gives
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stra,
result=
since
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00
the various circuits in
ment easy to handle. It is robust, bosun elements which it is used wit. vary.
the trimmers and cores have been arranged to be
to burn out oo mica to crack and make the readily accessible
for small final adjustments to rc. are maximum performance
Overall size: 2 ¡in. deep x 2,in. wide x ipin.
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33,
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MIDGET COMPONENTS. Twin gang in.
diameter, rlin. long. (The dimensions of this
gang are slightly deeper than a standard
volume control.) Pair Medium and Long
iron cored T.R.F. Coils in. long x in. wide
complete with a 4 -valve all dry circuit. Both
above items 8/6, post paid.
A NOVEL MIDGET CABINET bin. high x 4in.
diameter (takes 3in. speaker in base), 101-

post paid.
ALL-DRY A.C. MAINS SUPPLY UNIT, size
3rin. long x 2 ;in. wide x I in. deep. We can
supply a complete all -dry circuit, using the
above Midget Components to incorporate the
above Power Unit, 19!6 post paid with

circuit.

SCALE AND POINTER KNOB to fit the
above 1/6.
3in. P.M. SPEAKER to fit above 101- post paid.
MIDGET O.P. TRANSFORMER to suit above
lin. x }in., SI -. We can supply all the midget
condensers and resistors to suit the above

Court

67, RALEIGH AVENUE, HAYES,
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E.M.I. TRAINING
for the best posts
E.M.I.

INSTITUTES,

BY
THE
GREATEST
IN THE EMPIRE.

THE
COLLEGE
BACKED
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY

Daytime Attendance Courses
Radio, Television, and other Industrial Electronic
subjects. Principles and Practice of Radio -. --I .year.
Telecommunications Engineering
years, leading
to City & Guilds Final Certificate
Electronic
Engineering
years (including one t'ear's practical
training in E.M.1. Ftrctories)- leading to'C--&'G'ftili
Technological Certificate.
Next courses commence :Sprit, 1951.
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Earls enrolment is advised.
Moderate terms.
Facilities for efisy pa
IVrile JOT tree' Brochure to íiie'

*
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